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Executive summary
This deliverable contains a description of the risk assessment process and model for railway
infrastructure networks used in the DESTination RAIL project.
The risk assessment process allows infrastructure managers to assess the risk related to the railway
networks in a way that allows the determination of optimal risk-reducing intervention programs for all
objects. It does this by enabling standardized consideration of the probability of failure related to
different states of the infrastructure objects and the consequences related to these failures if they occur.
It involves appropriate consideration of the likely chains of events, from source to load, infrastructure,
network use, and societal events, and the relationships between these events. The result is the
assessment of risk related to the network. Using this process, risk assessments can be done at four
different levels: object, section, route, and network level and by considering different types of failures
and their impact on different stakeholders.
An example of how the methodology works on the object level is demonstrated using a part of the
infrastructure of the Irish Rail network. The example makes use of the results of the reliability
assessments of three different type of objects, e.g. track sections, switches, and bridges, and the
timetable, to estimate the risk related to each object.
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1 Introduction
1.1

General

The European railway network holds a central role in the European transport, economy, and society.
The railway transport accounts for 17.8% of freight and 7.6% of passenger European transport, i.e. total
inland transport in EU-28 in 2013 measured in tonne-kilometres and passenger-kilometres respectively
(Eurostat, 2013). In order to satisfy this demand, infrastructure managers are responsible to ensure that
the European railway infrastructure is safe, reliable, and efficient.
DestinationRAIL was aimed to help infrastructure managers at this challenging task by providing them
with a Decision Support Tool (DST) for identifying, analysing, and remediating critical railway
infrastructure. A holistic management tool based on the Find, Analyse, Classify, and Treat (FACT)
principle is employed to achieve this objective (DestinationRAIL, 2015b). Under Classify, the risk
consideration was embedded in the DST, allowing the quantifiable assessment of the impact the failures
of objects have on the network.
Most of the European railway network was built in the 19th century. In fact, 95% of the railway lines
were built before the beginning of the 20th century. Due to the advanced age of the infrastructure, the
continual but gradual deterioration, e.g. track defects due to excessive cyclic loading, and the increased
likelihood of sudden deterioration, e.g. increasingly destabilised ground due to melting permafrost,
which can lead to landslides, there is a high failure risk related to the infrastructure in many situations.
Indications of this can be seen in the recent past. For example in October 2013, a freight train derailed
closed to Gloucester station in United Kingdom due to cyclic top track defect caused by poor drainage
(RAIB 2014). Two other examples are the derailments due to landslides in Europe in 2014. Two people
were killed and 20 were injured in the two separate accidents in France (Blair 2014) and Switzerland
(The Huffington Post UK, 2014). The consequences related to such infrastructure events, e.g. casualties
and reconstruction costs, can be very high.
Infrastructure deteriorates over time and the resulting defects are repaired through the execution of
interventions. The requirements of infrastructure, e.g. availability and capacity, also change over time,
and interventions are executed to ensure that the infrastructure continues to provide the desired level of
service. The decision as to which interventions are to be executed is a trade-off between the costs related
to both the non-execution of interventions, e.g. cost related a bridge collapse, and to the execution of
interventions, e.g. cost related to the interventions to avoid bridge collapse. If the resources are
unlimited, the interventions to be executed are the ones that provide the optimal balance between the
two. In situations where there are limited resources, the interventions to be executed should be the ones
that provide the largest net benefit. Seeing here that the total interventions costs are constant, this
translates into the most reduction in risk, e.g. reduction in additional travel time risks, and safety risks.
In other words, the net benefit is the risk reduction minus the intervention cost. Both the risk reduction
and the intervention cost are expressed in monetary terms.
Due to the generally expected high levels of risk related to railway infrastructure, and the desire to
ensure that these are maintained at acceptable levels, it is useful, if not necessary, to have a standardised
process to estimate these risks. As it is desired to reduce risks to acceptable levels in the most effective
way if the risk levels are unacceptable, it is useful, if not necessary, to have a standardised process to
determine the optimal intervention programs to be followed to reduce these risks.
In this deliverable, the results of Task 3.2 of the DESTinationRAIL project are explained. This includes
1) the results of the literature review, 2) the risk assessment process, and 3) the demonstration of the
object level of the risk assessment process using an example network, which is part of the Irish Rail
network.
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The risk assessment process allows railway infrastructure managers to assess the risk related to their
network, by ensuring standardized consideration of the probability of having infrastructure in different
states and the consequences related to these states if they occur. It involves appropriate consideration
of the likely chains of events, from source events to societal events, the relationships between the load
and the infrastructure events, and the relationships between the infrastructure events and the network
use events. The result is the assessment of the risk related to the network. Using the risk assessment
process, risk assessments can be done at four different levels: object, section, route, and network levels.
The risk assessment process was developed so that it can be used by railway infrastructure managers
with varying amounts of time and expertise at their disposition.
The deliverable is structured as follows. The literature review is presented in Chapter 2. In Chapters 3
and 4, the risk assessment process is described at high and low levels of abstraction respectively. The
example of the use of the risk assessment process at the object level is given in Chapter 5. Conclusions
and next steps are given in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 contains the references.
0 contains the terminology. In Annex B and Annex C summaries of the main works on risk assessment
regarding objects and tools, respectively, are presented. Cost categories related to the railway
infrastructure’s stakeholders are given in Annex D, while more detailed information of how the
problems listed in destination railway are connected to the type of events described in the risk
assessment process is given in Annex E. More information on the models developed for the example
are given in Annex F, for the track model, in Annex G, for the switch model, and in Annex H, for the
bridge model. In Annex H, further information on the estimation of the delays in the example is
provided.
1.2

Relationships between task 2.1, 2.3, 2.4, 3.2, 3.3, and 4.4

As the processes being developed in task 3.2 are not being done in isolation, it is worthwhile to explain
clearly the relationships between task 3.2 and the other tasks in DestinationRAIL project. This can be
seen by envisioning the information flow from the outputs of each task and the inputs of the other tasks,
illustrated in Figure 1.1.
Task 3.2 is the development of the risk assessment process. It requires input from tasks 2.3 and 2.4 on
Assessment of Structures and Assessment of Earthworks, respectively and task 4.3 Traffic Flow Model.
The process developed in task 2.1, Probabilistic Basis for Multi-Criteria Optimisation, will provide the
framework for the tasks 2.3 and 2.4, for the estimates of the probabilities, P, of objects i being in certain
states j, Pi, j. The model developed in task 4.3: will provide estimates of the consequences in terms of
traffic disruptions, Conso, related to sets of objects, or the network, n, being in certain states j, Conson, j.
The estimates of risk, R, related to the network, n, being in certain states j, Rn, j, from the risk assessment
process along with the cost of interventions, C i, j, that result in the lowest life-cycle cost from the whole
life cycle analysis in task 4.4, will then be used for the development of the intervention program,
according to the process developed in task 3.3. The optimal intervention program will be the one that
results in the greatest reduction in risk.
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Figure 1.1 Relationships between the tasks 3.2 and 3.3 and the tasks 2.1, 2.3, 2.4, 4.3 and 4.4
1.3

Railway infrastructure objects

The railway infrastructure is comprised of all infrastructure that is used to ensure that trains travel as
planned (RAIL, 2000). This infrastructure can be divided in different parts. Table 1.1 shows the parts
of the railway infrastructure, which are adopted from in the directive 2012/34/EU from (European
Parliament and Council 2012). Each part of the infrastructure can be divided into objects that belong to
different object categories and each object category can be further to different object sub-categories.
For example, a part of the railway infrastructure is the engineering structures, one category of which is
the bridges, which can be further divided into subcategories based on their main structural material, for
example concrete bridges, masonry, and metallic bridges.
Each object can consists of different components. In the proposed methodology however, objects are
not considered in the level of their components as it is considered that the consideration of objects on
the level of categories, or where possible, on the level of sub-categories, is accurate enough for assessing
the risk. This means that for example although a concrete bridge might consist of the deck, the piers,
the abutments, and the foundations, it is considered as one single object.
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Table 1.1 Parts of railway infrastructure, object categories and sub-categories of the railway
infrastructure - adapted from (European Parliament and Council 2012)
Parts of railway
infrastructure

Object categories

Track

Earthwork

Embankments
Cuttings

Switches and crossing
Engineering structures

Switch
Crossing
Bridge
Tunnel

Description
Superstructure on which trains run; Consist of rails,
sleepers, fastenings, ballast, sub-ballast, formation
layers, and subsoil.
Required to enable the track routing; May consist of
geotextiles, drainage channels and trenches,
culverts, planting for protecting side slopes, etc.
Track configuration elements
Serve the purpose of conflict-free crossing,
overcoming topographical obstacles, and protecting
against natural hazards.

Retaining wall
Protection structures
Level crossing

Access ways

Allow crossing of railway and road on the same
level; Include appliances to ensure the safety of road
traffic
Passenger platforms
Good platforms

Safety, signalling and
telecommunications
installations

Safety installations
Signalling installations

Ensure safety, controlling, and communication.
Consist of fixed signals, track circuits, train control
equipment, signal cables or wires, signal boxes,
control systems, telecommunication network for
tunnels, radio, etc.

Telecommunications
installations
Electric traction power
supply

Production plant
Substations
Supply cables
Catenaries

Lighting installations
Buildings

1.4

Power supply network consisting of all elements
between the production and the catenary

Lighting installations for traffic and safety purposes
Used by the infrastructure department

Railway infrastructure network

A railway infrastructure network can be broken down in different ways. For this deliverable, a network
is considered to be composed of lines, which consist of the entire infrastructure connecting two stations
(Figure 1.2). Each line is divided into routes, which build the track routes between two switches where
trains are able to switch routes. Routes are further divided into sections being characterized by their
homogenous cross sections over their length or the existence of one or more switches within a close
area. Each infrastructure object is assigned to the routes of which they are part.
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Figure 1.2 Railway network breakdown
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2 Literature review
2.1

Introduction

An increasing number of railway infrastructure managers are interested in knowing the risk related to
the infrastructure in order to better allocated, in time and space, the resources for interventions. Risk
assessment is, therefore, used to help infrastructure managers to identify when interventions should be
executed to prevent failures, which can result in severe economic, environmental, and societal costs.
Research in this field focuses on the estimation of the reliability, vulnerability, fragility, and resilience
of infrastructure to traffic demand and to natural hazards.
Consequently, the first part of many decision support tools designed to help infrastructure managers to
develop their intervention programs, involve risk assessment at a certain level. Examples of these tools
focusing on the railway infrastructure are the U.S. Army Engineer (ERDC-CERL 1 ) developed
RAILER® EMS, which is a decision support toolbox for tracks, the decision support tool developed in
2014 GDG2 for steep slopes, and the decision support tool developed in 2012 by RODIS3 for level
crossings. Many, if not all, of these tools are on the object level, i.e. they focus on object failures to plan
interventions on the objects.
Despite of the large amount of research conducted in this field, further research is still needed to enable
railway infrastructure managers to assess the risk related to the infrastructure when considering different
availability in time and expertise. For example in the first stages of the analysis the infrastructure
manager want to have an good approximation of the risk related to the infrastructure, without, investing
great amount of time and expertise. This will ensure that the infrastructure manager is not wasting time
and effort to obtain detailed analysis when it is not necessary. As the analysis deepens, the infrastructure
manager is interested in explicitly considering the relationships between failures and consequences in
the entire network. This is necessary to obtain better estimates of the probability of inadequate levels of
service being provided by their networks and the consequences if inadequate levels of service are
provided.
It has to be recognized though, that substantial research on risk assessment is conducted internally by
national railway agencies. These works represent internal knowledge of the organizations and usually
are not published. The reader should be aware that the body of knowledge that can be accessed by
conducting a literature review using publically available sources does not include the entire state of the
art in the field.
Nevertheless, in order to set the basis for this work, a review of literature is an important starting point
and it is herein presented. It includes initially a review of the related standards (section 2.2) and a review
of research conducted on the risk assessment of the railway infrastructure (section 2.3).
2.2
2.2.1

Standards
General

Managing railway networks requires anticipating what could happen in the future, i.e. trying to predict
which one of an infinite number of future scenarios will occur, and then determining the interventions

1

Source: http://www.erdc.usace.army.mil/Locatio ns/CERL/Research.aspx
Source: http://www.gdgeo.com/
3
Source: http://www.rodis.ie/default.asp
2
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to be executed to improve the chances of good things happening and reduce the chances of bad things
happening. This is often referred to as risk management, where risk is the product of the probability of
occurrence of something multiplied by the consequences if it happens, and risk management is the
coordinated set of activities to assess and change risk in order to ensure that the amount of risk is
acceptable. There are numerous standards at the international level, presented in Table 2.1, and noninternational level, presented in Table 2.2. The most prominent the ISO31000 and the EN50126:1999
are explained in the following two sub-sections, 2.2.2 and 2.2.3, respectively.
Table 2.1. Example international standards in risk management
No.
1
2
3

Standard
ISO73/2009
ISO31000
ISO31010

Contains
vocabulary
descriptions of the basic processes
an overview of tools and techniques that can be used (Table A1 in the annex)

Table 2.2 Example national and international standards in risk management
No.

Standard

Body

Comment

1

Year
of
pub.
1993

MIL-STD882C

US Department of
defence

2

2001

BS IEC
61882:2001

British
Standardization
Institute

4

2004

AS/NZS
4360:2004

Standardization body
of Australia and New
Zealand

5

1999

EN50126

6

2013

EU
402/2013

Railway applications The specification and
demonstration of
Reliability,
Availability,
Maintainability and
Safety (RAMS)
European
Commission and
European Railway
Agency (ERA)

System safety program requirements used to identify
the hazards of a system and to impose design
requirements and management controls to prevent
mishaps.
Application guide used to conduct a detailed hazard
and operability problem identification process
(HAZOP). HAZOP deals with the identification of
potential deviations from the design intent,
examination of their possible causes and assessment
of their consequences.
Standard that provides a generic guide for managing
risk and may be applied to a very wide range of
activities, decisions, or operations of any public,
private or community enterprise, group or individual.
Standard that contains a process to help railway
infrastructure managers decide which interventions
are to be executed on their infrastructure taking in
consideration long-term reliability, availability,
maintainability, and safety of objects (details are
given in section 2.2.3).
Framework that describes a common mandatory
European management process for the rail industry
to be applied when any technical, operational or
organisational change is being proposed in the
railway system
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2.2.2

ISO31000

The risk management processes defined by ISO31000 (Figure 2.1), a point of reference worldwide
among all fields that aim to adopt such processes4, includes:
1. Establishing the context – the process to determine the situation to be analysed
2. Risk assessment – the process to determine the amount of risk with respect to a particular
situation, through risk identification, risk analysis and risk evaluation.
a. Risk identification – the process to identify the scenarios to be used to estimate risk
b. Risk analysis – the process to comprehend the nature of risk and to determine the level
of risk, which includes the estimation of the probability of occurrence of the scenarios
and the value of the consequences if the scenarios occur.
c. Risk evaluation – the process of determining whether the risk is acceptable, i.e. no risk
changing intervention is required.
3. Risk treatment – the process to select interventions to change risk,
4. Monitoring and review – the process of monitoring risk over time, and
5. Communication and consultation – the process of communicating and obtaining feedback from
those involved in the risk management process
This risk management process has been used to develop more detailed risk management processes, or
parts thereof, in many different fields, including infrastructure management, and more specifically
railway management.

Figure 2.1 Generic Risk Management Process (ISO31010, 2009)

4

Some of the most prominent publications that have contributed to shape up the current state of the art on the
matter before the ISO31000 are: Perry and Hayes (1985), Carter et al. (1996), Kliem and Ludin (1997) and Baker,
Ponniah, and Smith (1998).
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2.2.3

EN50126: 1999

The European standard EN50126:1999 contains a process to help railway infrastructure managers
decide which interventions are to be executed on their infrastructure (Figure 2.2). This process helps
railway infrastructure managers take into consideration the Reliability, Availability, Maintainability,
and Safety (RAMS) of elements throughout their lifecycles at the design stage. It includes information
on how to conduct parts of a risk management process, i.e. information on how to conduct risk
assessment process for railway elements (in the risk analysis task) and information on how to conduct
develop an intervention program (in the performance monitoring task, the operation and maintenance
task and the modification and retrofit task). The purpose of the risk assessment process in this process
is to define the system requirements. Guidance is also given as to when the risk assessment process
should be conducted during the life cycle of the elements. Additionally, EN50126:1999 emphasizes the
need to develop detailed risk assessment processs for railway infrastructure and provides in qualitative
terms, typical categories of probability or frequency of occurrence of hazard events that may affect
railway elements.
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Figure 2.2 System Lifecycle and RAMS tasks (EN50126:1999)
2.2.4

Research need

There is substantial available literature on methods to assess the risk related to railway infrastructure.
Despite this rich literature, the identification of one particularly suitable method to assess the risk related
to railway networks in order to develop intervention programs is not clear. Indeed, current experiences
are fragmented in terms of scale, stakeholders, scenarios and types and number of consequences
considered. There is no holistic view.
From the literature review, it was concluded that a new risk assessment process for the railway network
needs to be developed that systematically takes into consideration all of the objects in the network as
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well as the effect of object failures on the level of service of the network, i.e. conditional probability of
network operations states, given the condition state of the infrastructure objects. The development and
implementation of such a process is now possible given the matureness of methods to evaluate the: a)
probable state of one or more objects, and b) consequences related to an object being in each state.
Since the assessment of risks is a process that can have a huge variation in the amount of time and
expertise required to implement them, the process will need to be developed to have different levels of
effort and accuracy.
2.3

Risk assessment

2.3.1

General

The risk assessment process includes risk identification, analysis and evaluation processes
(ISO73:2009). Over the past 15 years, a substantial amount of research has focused on developing risk
assessment process for railway infrastructure. This research can be divided into A) research on
conducting risk assessments that take into consideration multiple objects and their connections to each
other in a network, and B) research on conducting risk assessments that are focused on single objects,
or multiple objects without consideration of their connections to each other.
In this chapter, the state-of-the-art in railway risk assessment is presented. In Table 2.3 and Table 2.4,
an overview is given of 37 of the main publications reviewed, classified in relation to, a) whether
consequences were assessed qualitatively, semi-quantitatively, and quantitatively, b) whether
probabilities of occurrence of events were assessed qualitatively, semi-quantitatively, and
quantitatively, and c) whether the focus was on each object type. In Table 2.3 and Table 2.4, only the
publications considered as the most representative of the publications are shown.
As the publications were selected to represent the state-of-the-art, most have used quantitative methods
for both the assessment of probabilities and consequences, which mirrors the trend away from the use
of qualitative methods to quantitative methods. They have, however, mainly been focused on one or
more objects in one of the ten parts of the railway infrastructure. Only in few, (one out of 37)
relationships between the objects were considered. Interestingly, no publications were found using
quantitative methods to assess risk at the network level. There is also a wide variability in terms of both
prospective - i.e. stakeholders, or risk owners, for which the assessment is performed - and methods of
the analysis.
A more detailed review of the most advanced research for railway risk assessment pertaining to railway
networks is given in section 2.3.2.3. Examples of state-of-the art works on conducting risk assessment
for railway objects are included in annex section B.1, grouped according to the parts of the railway,
presented in Table 1.1.
2.3.2

Railway networks

There is extensive research on the different aspects of the risk assessment process on railway
infrastructure. In particular, the majority of studies reviewed can be divided in two main categories, 1)
studies on reliability and vulnerability assessment only, which are limited to the estimation of
probability, or 2) studies on the consequences of events. However, no studies were found to investigate
the combination of the probabilities and consequences, which is the risk, for the railway infrastructure.
An overview of the main publications found with reference to these categories follows.
2.3.2.1

Reliability assessment

The focus of this research is the reliability assessment, i.e. the estimation of the probability related to
failures. These can be further subdivided into works focused on the assessment of the reliability of the
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system by considering, either exclusively the characteristics of the infrastructure, Restel (2013), or the
interdependencies between the timetable and the infrastructure. With regard to this second type failures,
given the failure of an infrastructure object and certain operational characteristics Restel (2013)
introduced a process to examine the correlations between railway network characteristics that influence
its reliability. In this paper, a wide range of interdependences between the components of the railway
network is considered in order to estimate the probability of a network failure given any infrastructure
failure and the characteristics of the network.
Olsson & Haugland (2004) presented the main factors influencing punctuality of a railway network
based on a number of different Norwegian studies. For the determination of punctuality, both primary
and secondary delays were examined. The paper concluded that infrastructure capacity utilisation is a
decisive parameter in the estimation of delays.
Zio et al. (2007) introduced a process to estimate the states of the network that are related to the highest
overall delay. The state of the network, in this process, is exclusively defined by the implementation of
speed restrictions. The decision on whether speed restrictions will be implemented or not is influenced
by two main factors, deterioration, which is assigned through a stochastic manner, and traffic flow
characteristics, e.g. travelling speed of the trains. Through Monte Carlo simulations, the process
identifies the situation in which the highest overall delay will be developed in the network.
Restel (2014a) presented a review of the processes and models developed for assessing the reliability
of railway networks. The paper concludes that the research on the reliability of the railway system can
be divided into four groups of models: 1) safety models, 2) reliability models based on state transition
graphs, 3) functional reliability models that model infrastructure, train vehicles or subsystems and 4)
transport process reliability models (that focus on the assessment of the reliability of timetables,
ignoring aspects of security and misuse). The continuation of this research is presented in Restel
(2014b), where a Markov reliability and safety model is presented. This model considers five
dimensions as a “super cube” for the estimation of the railway network reliability: 1) events related to
the features of the system, 2) correctness of use, 3) disruptions of the transportation process, 4) traffic
dependence of trains and 5) type of unwanted event. The model uses the representation of different
failure states for each combination of the parameters on the “super cube”. Mutually exclusive features,
e.g. combination of states, lack of traffic and traffic disruptions, are omitted and finally operation data
are fed to the model. The Markov model is capable of estimating the probability of occurrence of the
different failure states.
2.3.2.2

Vulnerability assessment

The focus of the studies on vulnerability assessment is on the estimation of consequences related to
failures. The main contributions published on this topic are those of Peterson & Church (2008),
Kurauchi et al. (2009) and Fecarotti et al. (2015), that mainly focused on the network connectivity as
the decisive factor for the estimation of the probability of an infrastructure failure. Chang & Nojima
(2001) used the accessibility of the network as the main factor to estimate the network performance.
Schöbel & Maly (2012) examined a wider range of interdependencies between the components of the
railway system that influence the consequences of a traffic disruption given an infrastructure failure.
Peterson & Church (2008) presented a process for modelling the vulnerability of the railway network,
which was focused on estimation of the consequences related to an infrastructure failure. In particular,
within this process, a shortest path algorithm was coupled with cost approximation, related to a pair of
origin-destination nodes, to evaluate the consequences of a bridge failure.
Kurauchi et al. (2009) introduced a process for estimating the vulnerability related to the connectivity
of railway networks. The focus of this paper was the identification of the “critical link” in terms of
connectivity for the network. It was considered that the lower the connectivity of a link, the higher the
consequences of an infrastructure failure in this link. The concept of the k-edge-connectivity was
applied. More specifically, the number of distinct paths with acceptable travel time was used to measure
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the connectivity between an origin-destination pair. The road network of Kansai in Japan was used for
the numerical illustration of the method.
Fecarotti et al. (2015) focused on the connectivity and its influence on the resilience of the railway
network to failures. A process was presented to evaluate the resilience of a network when new track
junctions, e.g. crossover, are introduced. It was proven that the consequences, at the network level, of
the failure of a railway object are highly dependent on the flexibility that the infrastructure provides,
for example with additional crossovers.
Chang & Nojima (2001) introduced a process for the estimation of the transportation network
performance through the definition of three factors: 1) “total length of the operational network”, 2)
“total distance-based accessibility” and “area distance-accessibility”. The values of those three factors
were estimated at pre-disaster and post-disaster states. In this way, the consequences related to the
network accessibility can be estimated for natural hazards, e.g. earthquake. The method was
implemented for a railway and a highway network.
Schöbel & Maly (2012) presented the interdependencies between different failure modes of the railway
infrastructure, rolling stock, and network operation. The main contribution of this paper to the
assessment of risk related to railway networks was the presentation of the usual cascading events that
influence the estimation of consequences of a failure.
2.3.2.3

Risk assessment

The main contributions found on risk assessment for railway networks are Hackl et al. (2018); Adey et
al. (2016); Hackl et al. (2016); and Castelli and Scavia (2008).
In deliverable D4.2 of the European research project INFRARISK, a risk assessment process for road
and railway infrastructure affected by natural hazards was proposed (Hackl et al. 2018); (Hackl et al.
2016); (Adey et al. 2016). The proposed process is an instance of part of the general process in (ISO
2009c). In the proposed process, the infrastructure related risk due to natural hazards is highly iterative.
At the highest level, it consists of the following steps: 1) define stress tests5, 2) determine approach, 3)
determine system representation, 4) estimate risk, 5) evaluate risk, and 6) determine the parts of the
system to analyse in more detail. Emphasis is given on identifying where the persons involved in the
process should focus their concentration at each point in the process. The risk assessment process
proposed has a modular structure to facilitate it being used with IT support, although this is not
necessary. It is also able to accommodate risk assessments when varying amounts of time and expertise
are available.

5

i.e. the scenarios that need to be investigated
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Table 2.3 Main characteristics of the main reviewed works focused on risk assessment (first part)
Consequences
Probabilities

Qualitative

Qualitative
Semiqualitative

Quantitative

Qualitative

Network
Anderson
(2005)

track and track bed

ground area

Semi-qualitative
SemiQuantitative
qualitative
INFRARISK
(2013-2016)
Lin and Saat
(2014)
Pritchard et
Lloyd (2001)
al. (2005)

Qualitative

Jaedicke et al.
(2013);
Rathje et al.
(2013)

García
Márquez
(2003);Eker
et al. (2011)

Objects

switches and crossing

Bana e
Costa et al.
(2008)

Johnson and
Niezgoda
(2004)

Adey et al.
(2003)

L. Li et al.
(2015)

engineering structures

level crossing

Quantitative
SemiQuantitative
qualitative

Roads and
Traffic
Authority of
NSW
(2011)

Sousa and
Einstein
(2012);
Schubert at
al. (2012);
Špačková
and Straub
(2011)

Anandarao
and Martland
(1998)

Legend (in number of works):

Stein et al.
(1999)

Liu et al.
(2014)

1

2

3
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Table 2.4 Main characteristics of the main reviewed works focused on risk assessment (second part)
Consequences
Probabilities

Qualitative

Qualitative
Semiqualitative

Quantitative

Qualitative

Semi-qualitative
SemiQuantitative
qualitative
Purdy (1993)

Qualitative

Objects

passengers and goods
platforms and access
ways
safety,
signalling,
telecommunication
installations

Hwang and
Jo (2013)

electric traction power
supply

lighting installations
buildings

Åberg
(1988)

Quantitative
Semiqualitative
Bubbico et
al. (2004);
Verma and
Verter
(2007)

Quantitative
Jafarian
Rezvani
(2012)

and

Vernez and
Vuille (2009)
Chen, Ho, and
Mao (2007);
Kjølle, Utne,
and
Gjerde
(2012)
Ghazel (2009)

Cosulich et al.
(1996)

Martani
(2015); Zhang
et al. (2013b)

Dolšek (2011)

Legend (in number of works):

1

2

3
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2.3.3

Conclusion

Numerous risk assessment processes have been proposed in recent years in the context of railway
infrastructure, and various works have been published with reference to reliability and vulnerability
assessment that can be taken into consideration as parts of the risk assessment process for railway
networks. Nevertheless, despite the growing momentum around the topic, all the contributions
developed so far have been focused mainly on one or more objects of the same category listed in Table
1.1. Moreover, the processes illustrated in the previous chapters are characterized by a wide variability
in terms of both perspective, i.e. stakeholders, or risk owners, for which the assessment is performed,
and methods of the analysis.
In conclusion, the main gaps in the current research on risk assessment processes for railway networks
is an overall risk assessment process, able to take into consideration:




all of the objects in the network in a systematic way, in order to allow comparisons of the
risk related to each object,
the effect of the failure of the objects on the level of service of the network,
the perspectives of different stakeholders.
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3 General risk management process
In this deliverable the risk assessment process and the development of the intervention program are
seen as part of the risk management process, which is shown in Figure 3.1 (Adey et al., 2016). The risk
management process has three main tasks, i.e. initiate, assess risk, and develop intervention program.
The task, ‘assess risk’ is a sub-process of the risk management process shown in Figure 3.2 (Adey et
al., 2016).
The first task of the risk management process is to initiate the process (see Figure 3.1) by generating
ideas and thoughts on the entire process and each of the tasks within the process. This can include the
definition of the level of detail, the models, and tools to be used in the process. The objective of this
step is to have a clear impression of the process to be followed to ensure acceptable levels of risks
related to the infrastructure and, therefore, limited amount of time should be invested here compared to
the entire process. The step is complete when the decision to continue to the risk assessment process is
made.

Initiate

Assess risk

Develop intervention
program

Figure 3.1 Risk Management Process (Adey et al. 2016)
The second task is to assess the risk using a risk assessment process (see Figure 3.1). By following this
sub-process, the risks related to the infrastructure are assessed in order to determine if they are at an
acceptable level. The six tasks of this risk assessment process are (see Figure 3.2a), 1) define stress test,
2) determine approach, 3) define system representation, 4) estimate risk, 5) evaluate risk and 6)
determine parts of the system to be analysed in more detail. The task, ‘define system representation’ is
a sub-process of the risk assessment process shown in Figure 3.2b (Adey et al., 2016).
The third step is to develop an intervention program (see Figure 3.1). In this task, interventions are
planned by optimally utilising the available resources to reduce infrastructure related risks to acceptable
levels. The end of this step is marked by the execution of the developed intervention program.
Integrating the proposed risk assessment process in a risk management process can help infrastructure
managers to determine the optimal type, time, and place of interventions that will result in acceptable
levels of risk.
3.1
3.1.1

General risk assessment process
Introduction

The proposed high level risk assessment process is shown in Figure 3.2 (Adey et al., 2016). This work
was done under the INFRARISK project, a European Union project, aiming to help infrastructure
managers to assess infrastructure related risks due to natural hazards. Each step in the process is
explained in the following sub-sections.
3.1.2

Define stress tests

The first task of the risk assessment process is to define the stress tests to be conducted (see Figure
3.2a), i.e. what simulations need to be run so that enough information will be provided to state that the
risks related to the railway infrastructure are acceptable or if not to provide enough information so that
intervention programs can be developed to reduce the risk to acceptable levels. For example, a
simulation is to be conducted to determine if the level of railway infrastructure related risk due to traffic
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load under the current intervention strategies is acceptable. For example, an acceptable level of risk
could be that the risk due to delays over a 10-year time period will not exceed 1% GDP when it is
assumed that all trains will be 200 million gross tons.

Define stress
tests

1

Define
boundaries

Determine
approach
Determine parts
of system to be
analysed in
more detail

2

Define system
representation

Estimate risk

Evaluate risk

More
analysis
required

Define events

Resulting in
decision to
conduct more
analysis, modify
system, or do
nothing

1

Boundaries
must be
redefined

Something
must be
redefined

3

Determine
scenarios

2

Events
must be
redefined

Something
must be
redefined

4

Determine
relationships

3

Scenarios
must be
redefined

Something
must be
redefined
Determine
models

a. Risk assessment sub-process.

4

Relationships
must be
redefined

Including
testing to
determine
models

Something
must be
redefined

b. Define system representation sub-process.

Figure 3.2 Risk Assessment Process, integrated in the Risk Management Process (Adey et al.
2016)
The main things to be defined in this task are the simulations to be conducted, the general boundaries
of the problem in both space and time, and the general acceptable level of risk. Preliminary thoughts
with respect to the possibility of cascading events should also be developed. For example, is the
simulation to include consideration of extreme weather weakening a bridge during the 10-year time
period over which the trains will be assumed to be 200 million gross tons?
The step is itself highly iterative. It should be done with input from all relevant stakeholders and experts
in each of the technical fields involved. It is only with a concrete decision to move forward that the
simulations can be run. Care should be taken to ensure that the concerns of all relevant stakeholders and
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experts are taken into consideration so that once the simulations are run there is agreement on whether
the stress tests have has passed or failed.
3.1.3

Determine approach

The second task of the risk assessment process is to determine the approach (see Figure 3.2a). By
defining the approach, the method, and the level of detail for the risk assessment is decided. There are
different types of methods, tools, and resources that can be used. Methods can in general be classified
as either qualitative or quantitative. Qualitative methods are more often used in situations where there
is limited data and time, and quantitative methods are more often used in situations where there is
abundant data and time. There is a variety of computational tools available to help with all tasks in the
process. Regarding resources, part of this process is to decide which stakeholders will be involved in
the process, at what level and how. This agreement is essential for risk assessment because it defines
both the input, e.g. data, experience, models, and the output, e.g. results, implementation, and
acceptance of the process.
This task also includes decisions on the type of models to be used. The system can be modelled in a
static or dynamic way. By modelling the system in a static way, the model parameters remain constant
over time”. For example, it might be assumed that there is one failure per week due to track defects and
this rate of failure remains constant over 10 weeks. By modelling the system in a dynamic way, some
of the model parameters change over time. For example, it might be assumed that there is one failure
due to track defects in week one and two in week two and so on. Dynamic models can use different
time intervals for different stages of the problem.
3.1.4

Define system representation

The third task of the risk assessment process is to define how the system will be represented (see Figure
3.2a). The system representation should include properties relevant to the problem part of the natural
and built environment, including the infrastructure and its physical, behavioural, and functional
properties, how the infrastructure interacts with its surroundings and the effects on human behaviour
when the infrastructure does not provide adequate levels of service. The system representation has to
have adequate representations of how the parts of the natural and built environments change over both
space and time. As with every representation of reality, the system representation used is based on
simplifications, boundary conditions, and stochastic assumptions. All these should be explicit and
documented. This sub-process is shown in Figure 3.2b and each step is explained in the following subsections.
3.1.4.1

Define boundaries

The first task to define the system is to define the boundaries (see Figure 3.2b). With this task, the
temporal and spatial boundaries are defined. The decision on the appropriate temporal and spatial
boundaries should be taken according to the problem requirements and characteristics. These are first
defined, or at least thought of, at a high level of abstraction in the initial task and defined in more detail
with successive levels within the risk assessment process. These boundaries are specified further or
modified as required.
The spatial boundary should include the location of the infrastructure objects, the spatial interactions
between them and the areas that can be influenced by them. For example, the spatial boundary, when
flooding is to be considered in risk assessment, should include the parts of the railway infrastructure
that might be affected by the flood that is of interest, the parts of the natural and build environment
whose impacts might result in the infrastructure not providing an adequate level of service and the
surface area of the earth upon which rain might fall that will drain into the areas where the infrastructure
objects are located. As the example shows this task is difficult when the intensity and the source of the
events are not explicitly defined. The task of setting spatial boundaries becomes even more challenging
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when cascading events are considered. For example, an earthquake that can result in a bridge collapse
in one part of the network and a landslide that can result in twisted track in another part of the network.
The temporal boundaries are the time periods over which the occurrence of events and their
consequences are considered. For example, the temporal boundary when flooding is to be considered
in a risk assessment should include the timeframe over which flooding will be considered to occur, the
time intervals of the development of the flooding and the timeframe over which the consequences are
estimated until the restoration of the system. The definition of temporal boundaries involves the
consideration of two difficult tasks, the development process of an event, and the restoration process in
time. Both these processes depend on factors that vary considerably from system to system, such as
their robustness and resilience.
3.1.4.2

Define events

The second sub-task of ‘define the system’ is to define the events to be considered (see Figure 3.2b).
An event is an occurrence or a change of a particular set of circumstances and a chain of events forms
a scenario. The chain is governed by the cause-effect relationship between the events. Every event,
except of the first event of the chain, is caused by its preceding event in the chain and results in the
following event, except of the last event of the chain. The first event of the chain is the initial event of
the scenario and its cause is not considered in the analysis. The last event of the chain is the final event,
which is directly related to the consequences of the scenario. The decision on the appropriate initial and
final event depends on the problem description.
The risk related to a scenario is the product of the probability of occurrence of the scenario and its
consequences. The probabilistic part of the risk is derived from the probabilities of the events to occur
in the scenario’s chain, while the consequences of the scenario are derived by the impact of the scenario
on stakeholders. Every event within a scenario has a conditional probability of occurrence, depending
on the probability of the preceding events except for the initial event, for which the probability of
occurrence is used. The consequences associated with each scenario and with the stakeholders are the
consequences of the final event in the chain.
In order to identify all the relevant scenarios a systematic method is employed. The main principle is to
sort the events in a cause-effect chain until quantifiable consequences can be estimated. Although in
this generic description the type of events and the level of detail depend on the specific problem, five
types are considered for analysing the risk related to railway infrastructure. These are, source, load,
infrastructure, network use and societal events and for a specific scenario these are to be linked to
specific values of cost. This classification of events helps to think of multiple possibilities, while
preserving both the orthogonality and the flexibility of the method. The events affecting the level of
service provided by the railway network can be connected in cause-effect relationships to form
quantifiable scenarios. In each cause-effect relationship, each event has a certain probability of
occurrence and there is a certain probability that it results in the following event. This method and its
contribution in risk estimation is illustrated in Figure 3.3.
Details with respect to each type of event are included in the following sub-sections. It should be kept
in mind though that not every risk assessment has to have events of each type, and that different types
of events may be labelled as source events in different risk assessments. For example, in one risk
assessment, temperature increases of over x °C in t days may be considered as source event and the
induced thermal stress above y Pa over t days at all the points in the area being investigated may be
considered as load event, and track buckling in various locations as infrastructure event; In another risk
assessment, if the special focus is on how atmospheric temperature changes influence the development
of thermal stresses in objects and the interfaces between them, i.e. computation of probability for y Pa
to be developed in the track elements due to temperature increase over x °C in t days, then temperature
increases may be considered as the source events and the thermal stress thresholds as load events and
track buckling in various locations as infrastructure events.
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Figure 3.3 Relationship between events, scenarios, and risk
3.1.4.2.1

Source events

Source events are events that are precursor events to the load events. They are often related to the
environment to which the infrastructure is exposed, e.g. the occurrence of an earthquake, a traffic
accident, or an act of vandalism. Source events are considered to lead to load events, if the load event
is not the initial event of the event chain, i.e., a specific load on the track. The definition of the source
events requires a good knowledge of how different phenomena influence the load on the infrastructure
objects that are part of the analysis.
Source events can be explicitly defined using the values of intensity measures that vary in both space
and time, e.g. an earthquake that results in peak ground accelerations over x m2/s at point a, and y m2/s
at point b in time period t1, and x-1 m2/s at point a and y-1 at point b in time period t2. Examples of
source events, defined with respect to example intensity measures, for railway infrastructure are given
in Table E.1 and Table E.2 (see section E.1), regarding environmental and infrastructure dependant
source events, respectively. In the tables, the source events, the load events and where relevant, the
corresponding problem identified by DestinationRAIL are presented.
It is noted that in each risk assessment, source events and their place in the chain of events to be used
must be defined and modelled appropriately. From Table E.1, it can be seen that a number of these
events can be related, e.g. the flooding of a river can be either the initial event of a scenario, where for
modelling purposes it has no precursor event, or, it can be seen as a subsequent event from rain event,
and in this case source event rain is the initial event that results in another source event, the river
flooding.
3.1.4.2.2

Load events

Load events define the load applied on an infrastructure object. When a load event is not the initial
event in the chain of events, it will be the result of the source event on the infrastructure. The definition
of load events requires a good understanding of how source events can trigger changes at the load and
stress levels of the infrastructure objects and also the mechanism underlying the possible infrastructure
failures. It is also noted that depending on the problem description a load event might lead to another
load event, (e.g. electric current can cause high thermal stresses), or to a source event, (e.g. water
pressure can cause landslide). The definition of load events to be used in the analysis explicitly depends
on the way they are modelled during the risk assessment process.
The intensity defining the load event varies in time and space and thus it should be specified in the
definition of the load events to be used in the analysis, e.g. thermal stresses above x Pa at a point ‘a’ of
the infrastructure object and time t1. Table E.3, Table E.4 and Table E.5 (see section E.2) present
examples of load events where they are situated between an example of a source and an infrastructure
event, along with the relevance to problem identified in DestinationRAIL, where applicable.
3.1.4.2.3

Infrastructure events
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Infrastructure events are states of the infrastructure. The events following infrastructure events are
normally network use events. The definition of infrastructure events requires a good understanding of
how the infrastructure might behave when it is subjected to the loads and stresses associated with the
load events. This is a difficult task when individual objects are considered, especially in cases where
different types and designs of structures are analysed, e.g. a bridge. It becomes even more difficult when
multiple objects are considered, e.g. a settlement of the bridge foundation can lead to cracks in the
bridge deck and geometrical track defects. Additionally, one needs to be aware that it is easy to identify
that some infrastructure events have occurred e.g. tunnel flooded and but not others, e.g. erosion of soil.
Infrastructure events should be defined by specifying their intensity at a specific area and time, e.g.
settlement of x mm of track between the y km and z km of the network at time t1. The decision on which
are relevant to be used is situation dependent. Examples of potential infrastructure events for a
conventional ballastless track are given in Table E.6 to Table E.9 (see section E.3) and for a
conventional metallic bridge in Table E.10 (see section E.3). In the tables, the infrastructure events are
situated between an example of a load event and an example of a network use event. Where relevant,
the corresponding problem identified in DestinationRAIL is also presented.
3.1.4.2.4

Network use events

Network use events are states of use of the network. In general, there are two basic categories of network
use events



Network use events that have occurred due to vehicle events, referred to herein as traffic
operational failures, e.g. a train is delayed because the train is not ready for departure on time
Network use events that have occurred due to infrastructure events, e.g. a train is derailed due
to switch failure.

Within the Destination Rail project, only the second type is considered, since the proposed process
refers to risk related to the infrastructure. Hence, in the current context, network use events are only
caused by infrastructure events and may lead to changes in human behaviour and thus, to societal events.
The definition of network use events requires knowledge of the way an infrastructure related failure can
prevent, partially or completely, the ability of the network to provide an adequate level of service.
Network use events are defined by their intensity in space and time, e.g. capacity reduction to x trains/hr,
instead of y trains/hr, from a point ‘a’ until a point ‘b’ during the time t1. In Table E.11 (see section E.4)
are given examples where the network use event is situated between an infrastructure and a societal
event. Where relevant, the corresponding problem identified in DestinationRAIL is also presented.
3.1.4.2.5

Societal events

Societal events are the final events in the event chain. They are the ones to which values are directly
assigned. A societal event is a change in human behaviour, e.g. a passenger feels unsafe to travel by
train after experiencing a derailment. The values of these events can be estimated in different ways, e.g.
the amount of money a passenger is willing to pay to ensure protection against derailment.
The first step to a sound definition of societal events is to identify the stakeholders who will be affected
if the service provided by the infrastructure is inadequate, and how they are affected. As a rule, for
transportation projects, all stakeholders should be considered as a part of the evaluation process before
implementing any changes (Sinha and Labi 2007). For the purpose of this analysis, stakeholder is a
person, group, or organisation influenced by the changes to the railway infrastructure.
A cohesive method to identify and classify the stakeholders for evaluation of interventions for public
roads is described by (Adey, Lethanh, and Lepert 2012). The following five main principles should be
kept in mind:
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1. Being a stakeholder is time dependant.
2. All stakeholders can be classified in two levels. At the first level are stakeholders whose net
benefit should be maximised. The second level includes the stakeholders who are affected by
the maximisation of the benefit of the first level.
3. On the first level four main categories of stakeholders can be identified, 1) the owner, 2) the
user, 3) the directly affected public (DAP) and 4) the indirectly affected public (IAP).
4. On the second level, stakeholders like contractors and financial institutions can be considered.
5. At the lowest level of impact hierarchy, the stakeholders should be classified as economic,
environmental, or societal to help ensure that impacts are not double counted.
Specifically for railway infrastructure, definitions of the first level stakeholders along with examples
are presented in Table 3.1. Railway infrastructure users can be further divided into passenger operators,
freight operators, passengers, and freight customers.
The second task is to determine how each of the stakeholders is affected by changes in network use. It
should be kept in mind that the various stakeholders are affected differently by changes in the railway
infrastructure. The owner is primarily affected by the execution of interventions on the infrastructure in
order to maintain an adequate level of service. The users are influenced through the change in the
provided safety, operational efficiency, and operational quality of the infrastructure. The directly
affected public is affected by changes in the safety, operation quality, and environmental preservation.
Finally, changes in the railway infrastructure affect the safety, the socio-economic activity, the
environmental preservation, and the environmental consumption of the indirectly affected public.
The third task is to determine the indicators to be used to measure the impacts on the stakeholders and
to estimate the values to place on how each of the stakeholders are affected for each societal event. For
example, if there is a change in the view of the natural or built environment after a bridge is rebuilt
should this societal impact be valued at less than 1 million €, 10 million €, 100 million € or even more.
This is a particularly challenging task as there are many diverging opinions as to what these should be.
In this way, all possible impacts are accounted for by starting from an abstract level of impacts across
the different stakeholders, which are the societal events, and continuously dividing them into more
detailed levels of cost indicators, until an objectively quantifiable value is reached. The impact hierarchy
to be used to define the cost categories of the societal events is presented in Table D.1 to Table D.10
(see Chapter Annex D). Examples of units that can be used for the costs are also presented in the tables.
The costs that are attributed to the owner are those directly associated with the execution of
interventions. These are divided into three sub categories labour, material, and equipment. These costs
include both the direct and indirect cost of the interventions, where the direct is the cost of the
interventions themselves. For example, the labour, material, and equipment required for tamping at a
section of x km. The indirect is the cost related to the preparation of interventions and to the correction
of damages of the infrastructure during the execution of interventions. For example, the administration
cost and the insurance cost related to the intervention of tamping a section of x km.
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Table 3.1 Definition of stakeholders
Stakeholder
Owner

User

Passenger
operator
Freight operator

Passenger
Freight
customer
Directly affected public
(DAP)

Indirectly affected public
(IAP)

Description
The organisation responsible for
decisions on physically modifying
the railway infrastructure
The organisation/enterprise that
operates passenger trains
The organisation/enterprise that
operates freight trains
Person when using passenger
trains
The organisation/enterprise that
are users of the freight trains
People who are in the vicinity of
the railway but are not using it

People who are not in the vicinity
of the railway but are affected by
its operations

Example
National railways
e.g. Iarnród Éireann, Network Rail
Train Operator Company (TOC)
e.g. Northern Rail, Eurostar
Freight Operator Company (FOC)
e.g. Devon and Cornwall Railways,
DB Schenker
passenger of a train
e.g. Asda, Ford
people who live/work in close proximity
to the railway and are affected directly
by the traffic at the moment of railway
operation
people who live/work too far away from
the railway to be affected directly by the
traffic during the railway operations, but
are indirectly affected overtime by the
general impacts of the railway
transportation
e.g. changing climate due to the train
emissions

The costs attributed to the passenger and freight operator and associated cost indicators are given in
Table D.2 and Table D.3 (see Chapter Annex D), respectively.
Operators are affected by the changes to the infrastructure that are related to changes in travel demand
and therefore they may be willing to invest to keep their customers satisfied. Additionally, operators
cover the costs related to rolling stock, which are also affected by the changes on the infrastructure.
Rail passengers and freight customers are affected by changes made to the railway infrastructure that
affect the travel service itself. As a result, passengers may be willing to pay an additional cost to improve
the conditions during travel and freight costumers may be willing to pay an additional cost to reduce
the consequences from transferring products. This cost is different to that of the operators. For example,
although the operator might be willing to pay a certain amount to keep the passenger opting for the
mode, the passenger might be willing to pay an additional amount to improve further the experience of
the trip. The cost categories and cost indicators for the passengers and the freight customers are given
in Table D.4 and Table D.5 (see Chapter Annex D), respectively.
The directly affected public is influenced by the changes in the part of railway infrastructure with which
they share the environment. Hence, the cost related to the societal events of this category is mainly
dependent on the distance and density of the settlements and the area that railway infrastructure covers.
As a result, not only are alterations of the permanent way relevant but also changes affecting stations
and yards. The cost categories and cost indicators for the directly affected public are given in
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Table D.6 (see Chapter Annex D).
Costs to the indirectly affected public are linked to those derived from changes in the railway
infrastructure that affect society as a whole, independently of proximity to the infrastructure. The cost
related to this stakeholder highly depends on the relationship the society has with the railway
infrastructure. For example, the society, where 60% of goods transport uses the railway, will value
higher an event that affects the freight corridors compared to one where only 5% of the goods transport
uses the railway. The cost categories and cost indicators for indirectly affect public are given in Table
D.7 to Table D.10 (see Chapter Annex D).
Societal events are defined by their intensity in space and time, e.g. business travel time between the
station A and B of x min, instead of y min, during the time t1. In Table E.12 are given examples, where
the societal event is situated between a network use event and the corresponding cost. Where relevant,
the corresponding problem identified by DestinationRAIL is also presented.
3.1.4.2.6

Conclusion

The presented classification of events is flexible, but is structured and consistent. Once the events in
each category are determined, they can be used to construct the scenarios to be used in the risk
assessment. Scenarios can be constructed, by starting at source events and following the logical causeeffect chain of events until the societal events are reached. There is also no hindrance to representing
cascading events, either within the same category of events, or between events. For example, the
settlement of the track substructure, which may be considered an infrastructure event, can lead to the
settlement of the ballast and to geometrical defects of the track, which may also be considered as
infrastructure events, in a cause-effect chain. By defining events in this way in the construction of an
adequate system representation, there is an increased probability that relevant scenarios are not missed.
This task finishes with the explicit definition of all events to be used in the risk assessment.
It is noted that as there are an infinite number of possible events that can affect the railway infrastructure
network, especially if different levels of detail are considered, that before this task is started the work
in the previous steps should be completed. In other words, it is important to know, the requirements of
the problem and the approach to be used in the risk assessment process, in which the level of abstraction
to be used in the assessment is made clear.
3.1.4.3

Determine scenarios

The third task of ‘define the system’ is to develop scenarios (see Figure 3.2b). In order to determine the
scenarios, the previously defined events are linked in a cause-effect chain, creating an event tree. The
aim is to identify the way one event can lead to the next and the way one event can occur, given other
events. An example of an event tree for the selection of scenarios is presented in Figure 3.4.
One might consider starting from a source event and add subsequent events by answering the question
about what each event might cause or to start from the consequences and link events by answering the
question about what might cause each event. In addition, the infrastructure events might be the starting
point and cause events and effect events can be linked to them. Intensity measures should be used at
this step to ensure that the events are clearly defined. However, for this step, the estimation of the
probabilities of occurrence of each event and the level of the consequences is not required.
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Initial System State

Source Event

Load Event

Infrastructure Event

Network Use Event

Societal Event

Consequences

Passengers travelled
= 0 and f1 elements
replaced

x11 units for no
service provided
y11 units for
interventions

Speed = 0
Passengers travel >
0 with delay ≥ e and
f2 < f1 elements
replaced

Ballast degradation
≥ c1 after t1 days
Equivalent Wheel
Load ≥ b per day
No. of vehicles > a
per day

Speed restriction ≥
d % for t2 days
Ballast degradation
< c1 & ≥ c2 after t1
days

Equivalent Wheel
Load ≤ b per day

Passengers travel >
0 with delay < e & ≥
0 and elements
rehabilitated

Speed restriction <
d % for t2 days
Ballast degradation
< c2 after t1 days

x22 units for
additional travel
time
y22 units for
interventions
x33 units for
additional travel
time
y33 units for
interventions

No delay and
elements rehabilitated
y33 units for
interventions

No speed
restriction
No delay and no
interventions required

Additional cost = 0

Figure 3.4 Example of an event tree for the selection of scenarios
From the event trees created, the appropriate scenarios to be analysed are selected. As not all scenarios
can be analysed a selection of appropriate scenarios must be chosen. Scenarios that are not selected are
excluded from the risk assessment. For example, if during this process scenarios related to vandalism
which result in stolen wires and switch failures are not considered then the risk related to this particular
switch failure is not estimated.
By completing this task, the events are connected in scenarios and the scenarios to be further analysed
have been selected.
3.1.4.4

Define relationships

The fourth task of ‘define the system’ is to define the relationships (see Figure 3.2b). In this task, the
previously selected scenarios are analysed by determining the relationships between the events. For
example, if a scenario is formed by the following chain of events: tonnage exceeds x → ballast in
deteriorated state → speed reduced to y → delay of z occurs, it is necessary in this task to estimate how
many million gross tons will cause the degraded state of the ballast, that requires speed restriction to be
introduced and which in turn can cause greater delays compared to that associated with the initial
timetable.
The requirements in the level of detail, the desired accuracy and the availability of data are the main
influencing factors of the effort and time needed to complete this task. Given this information one
should also consider the different methods available that can assist the analysis. For example, expert
opinion, modelling, historical data, and monitoring are all tools that can be used alone or in combination
depending on the exact problem.
This task ends with the explicit information about the relationship between the events of the scenarios.
3.1.4.5

Determine models
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The fifth task to define the system is to determine the models (see Figure 3.2b). In this task, the models
to analyse the scenarios are selected. There are different types of models that can be used. For example,
structural models (such as to model derailment caused by switch failure), traffic flow models (such as
delay propagation due to switch failure), and probabilistic models developed from past data can be used.
Past data can also be used to help determine which models are the most accurate, e.g. to determine the
traffic model to be used in the case of a switch failure. The selection of the models will depend on the
approach selected and the amount of time and expertise available. Examples include basic structural
models using deterministic verification, or Finite Element Models using probabilistic approximation
methods to analyse the critical tonnage that results in ballast degradation.
Models can be selected to represent the use of static or dynamic approaches. For example, static wheel
load or dynamic wheel load can be considered for the load application. In addition, standard wheel load
or consideration of increased wheel load within the next 20 years can be considered. The decision should
be made according to the purpose of the risk analysis. Regardless of the models used, it is important to
estimate the risk with acceptable levels of accuracy and detail.
The selection of the appropriate models and their parameters marks the end of this task.
3.1.5

Estimate risk

The fourth task of the risk assessment process is to estimate the risk (see Figure 3.2a). In this task, the
risk associated with each scenario is estimated. This includes the estimation of the probabilities of
occurrence of each event, of the conditional probability of the scenario and of the consequences of the
scenario. The previously selected models are the main tools to complete this step.
Central to the estimation of the risk is the sensitivity analysis of the results. Since the models are based
on assumptions to represent reality, the evaluation of the results is an important step in the analysis.
Especially the limitations of the models should be tested in order to estimate their application and
validation range.
This task is completed when the risks related to all the analysed scenarios have been estimated.
3.1.6

Evaluate risk

The fifth task of the risk assessment process is to evaluate the risk (see Figure 3.2a). In this task, risk is
evaluated through the verification of the estimated risk. The results of the analysis are critically
evaluated and one of the following decisions is made:


Risk estimated satisfactorily and risk levels are acceptable, which leads to the construction of
intervention program with no interventions to be executed



Risk estimated satisfactorily and risk levels are not acceptable, which leads to the construction
of intervention program to reduce the risk to acceptable levels



Risk estimated unsatisfactorily, which leads to a continuation of the process where some parts
of the system are analysed differently in order to increase the certainty in the estimation of the
risk, e.g. in more detail, with different models, using different assumptions.

3.1.7

Determine parts of system to be analysed in more detail

The sixth task of the risk assessment process is to determine the parts of the system to be analysed in
more detail (see Figure 3.2a). The decisive factor for the selection of these parts is the opportunity for
reduction of uncertainty that a more detailed analysis can offer. This task involves the estimation of the
uncertainty included in the risk estimation, mainly in a comparative manner. For example, there is more
uncertainty related to the estimation of the probability of occurrence of a shallow translational slide
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than with the estimation of the probability of occurrence of the traffic disruption that this failure will
cause. The final selection of the parts of the system to be analysed in more detail should be made after
considering the potential impact and the effort that are related to further analysis.
3.2

Conclusions

In this chapter, a general risk assessment process to be used to assess risks related to railway
infrastructure is proposed. The process is part of a risk management process that includes the assessment
of the risk and the development of intervention programs to reduce risk.
The risk assessment process consists of six main steps. These are, 1) define stress test, 2) determine
approach, 3) define system representation, 4) estimate risk, 5) evaluate risk and 6) determine parts of
the system to be analysed in more detail.
A more detailed version of the risk assessment process is given and illustrated in Chapter 4 and an
example of its application is presented in Chapter 5. The more detailed risk assessment process is
considered suitable for a railway infrastructure manager, who would first like to do a relatively simple,
but less accurate, complete risk assessment for all objects within the network, and progress to a
relatively complex, but more accurate, complete risk assessment for all objects within the network.
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4 Detailed risk assessment process – Theory
4.1

Introduction

The detailed risk assessment process, which is an instance of the general risk assessment process, is
presented in this chapter. It is considered suitable for a railway infrastructure manager, who would first
like to do a relatively simplified complete risk assessment for all objects within the network, and then
progress to a relatively more complex complete risk assessment for all objects within the network. It is
focused on the relationship between infrastructure events, network use events and societal events.
The process has four levels. Each level involves increasing complexity, but also accuracy, in the
consideration of system interdependencies in the system representation. In other words, the system
models are used in increasing levels having increasingly improved representations of the complex
interdependencies within the system with which to estimate the probabilities of the state of the network
and the consequences related to these states. They are also increasingly accurate. The four levels, the
focus with respect to the infrastructure that is used in each and the key assumptions behind the
development of the system models used are described in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Levels in the detailed risk assessment process
Level

Focus

Key assumption

Object

on the object

Section

on the section

Route

on the route

Network

on the network

all objects in the network cannot fail6 except the
object in focus
all sections in the network cannot fail6 except the
section in focus
all routes in the network cannot fail6 except the
route in focus
all the connected networks cannot fail6 except the
network in focus

Explained in
section
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6

The focus with respect to the part of the infrastructure used for each level is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
The network presented connects three stations, A, B and C. The line (written with dark grey font)
between the stations A and B consists of four routes, routes AD, DB, BD and DA (written with medium
grey font). A section is also illustrated between the points E and F (written with light grey font), which
consists of two objects, a track section t1 and a bridge b1 (both written with black font), as shown in
the lower part of the sketch. Each object, for example the track section, consists of different elements
such as rail, sleeper (written with grey font) in the lower part of the sketch.
4.2

Define stress tests

The stress tests to be conducted, in order to examine if the railway infrastructure related risk is
acceptable, are defined in this task. This involves two groups of high-level decisions. The first group
consists of decisions regarding the system to be assessed, including initial thoughts on the area, time
period, and interdependencies between events. The second group consists of decisions regarding the
acceptable level of risk to be considered, including initial thoughts on the process that should follow if
the risk is estimated unsatisfactorily or if the risk is estimated to be unacceptable. The former group of

The words “cannot fail” are used to describe an object, section, route, or network in which the probability of
failure over an investigated time period is considered to be zero.
6
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decisions mainly affects the input to the process, e.g. data required, while the latter affects the output
from the process, e.g. level of accuracy of the results.

Figure 4.1 Schematic representation of the focus with respect to the infrastructure used in each
level
This task is difficult and the decisions taken at this initial stage require the consideration of different
parties’ perspectives. While people tend to agree on the need to evaluate risk related to the
infrastructure, they often have different opinions on the definition of the system to be considered and
on the definition of the acceptable risk level. However, in order to proceed with the assessment, it is
important to have a general agreement between the different parties on the definition of the stress tests.
The main parties to be involved in this task are stakeholders and experts. The definitions of stakeholders
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for a railway network are presented in Table 3.1, along with examples. The involvement of experts, e.g.
civil engineers, railway infrastructure managers, etc., is also a necessity to complete this task. Often it
is true that the more parties involved in this task, the more difficult it becomes to reach an agreement.
Therefore, the analyst should find the right balance between considering the input and opinion of
different parties on the definition of the stress tests and actually completing this task within specific
time and budget constraints.
This task ends with the definition of the stress tests to be conducted. This definition can be formed as a
question that triggers the risk assessment process. For example, is the risk related to a bridge collapse
of the railway network that connects the stations A, B and C for the next 5 years acceptable, i.e.
acceptable is considered as risk related to cost of interventions and cost of delays not exceeding 1%
GDP, while also assuming that the bridges of the network cannot collapse simultaneously?
4.3

First Level – Focus on object

As presented in Table 4.1, at the first level the focus is on the object. At the object level, it is assumed
that no objects in the network can fail except the object in focus. For example, if the risk assessment
process is used to estimate the risk related to the failure of the bridge b1 (see Figure 4.1), it is assumed
that the rest of the objects in the network cannot fail.
4.3.1

Determine approach

Decisions on the type of approach and the resources to be used are made at this task.
Although the general process allows the use of qualitative, semi-quantitative and quantitative methods,
at the object level quantitative approach for the analysis of probabilities and consequences is used in
the detailed process to estimate risk. In other words, there is a probability that the object being
investigated is in different states and this results in certain consequences, but it is assumed the rest of
the objects in the network cannot fail. Risk is, therefore, related to the state of single objects, whose
probability of occurrence is not influenced by the state of other objects. For example, the risk related to
delays over x min at the part of the network investigated due to the collapse of the bridge b1 can be
estimated by simply removing the bridge and running traffic flow simulations over the time t1 required
to rebuild the bridge. This assumption greatly simplifies the estimation of risk, but also greatly reduces
the accuracy of the representation of the real behaviour of the railway network, which in turn affects
the accuracy of the risk estimate. At this level, the aggregation of the probabilities and the consequences
of different infrastructure events is performed at the object level.
Regarding the resources, the process allows the use of various methods, e.g. static or dynamic
representation of the system, and tools, such as computer-aided tools, for the estimation of the
probabilities and consequences. However, although the selection of the methods and tools can influence
the accuracy of the estimation of the risk at the object level, it is important to remember that the
assumptions made at this level sets the limit on the accuracy of the representation of the real behaviour
of the railway network. For example, although models of high accuracy can be used to estimate the
probability of a bridge collapse, since it is assumed that the rest of the objects in the network cannot
fail, the accuracy of the estimation of risk remains limited at the object level.
Within DestinationRAIL work conducted in the different work packages is used as input for the risk
assessment process, as explained in section 1.2. Particularly for the risk assessment process at the object
level, the probability, P, of an object i to be at a certain state j, Pi, j is estimated in Tasks 2.3 and 2.4 for
engineering structures and earthworks, respectively, while the Task 2.1 provides the framework for the
estimation of probabilities related to railway objects. Therefore, the involvement of WP2 is required for
the estimation of probability of an infrastructure event to occur, e.g. the probability of the bridge b1 to
be in state x. The operational consequences, Conso, related to the network n being in a certain state j,
Conson, j are estimated in Task 4.3. Therefore, the involvement of WP4 is required for the estimation of
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the consequences related to a network use event, e.g. the total delays on the network, if the bridge b1 is
at state x.
4.3.2

Define system representation

The system representation is defined in this task. This sub-process consists of five sub-tasks, 1) define
boundaries, 2) define events, 3) define relationships, 4) define scenarios, and 5) determine models,
which are described particularly for the object level in sections 4.3.2.1, 4.3.2.2, 4.3.2.3, 4.3.2.4 and
4.4.2.5, respectively.
4.3.2.1

Define boundaries

All spatial and temporal boundaries are defined in this task for each of the objects to be investigated.
They include definition of the size of the objects and the period over which the infrastructure events
may happen. They also include the definition of the area to be analysed when defining network use
events and societal events as well as the periods over which these are to be analysed. In order to
systematically estimate the risk, it is important to keep both the spatial and temporal boundaries
consistent for all objects, where the former means at the same level of detail. For example, load events
within 5 metres of the objects, and the latter means the same, e.g. the timeframe over which the
probabilities of infrastructure events are estimated should be the same for all objects.
4.3.2.2

Define events

All the load, infrastructure, network use, and societal events to be included are defined in this task, at
the object level.
4.3.2.2.1

Load events

The load events are considered as the initial events of the scenarios to be analysed. The load events are
defined using the expected loading conditions of the objects. They are defined taking into consideration
the ways in which different events result following the application of different loads on the investigated
objects. A good definition of load events at this level requires understanding of, 1) the probability of
certain load events to occur and 2) the intensity of the investigated load events. An example load event
is tonnage that exceeds 60’000 tons/day on the track section. If desired the level of the tonnage can be
used to classify the load events into states.
4.3.2.2.2

Infrastructure events

Infrastructure events are defined using only the physical states of the infrastructure. They are defined
taking into consideration the ways in which the objects can be loaded, as well as, how they will behave
when loaded. A good definition of infrastructure events requires an understanding of, 1) the required
object behaviour for the object provide the level of service expected of it, and 2) the likely object
behaviour, given the investigated load events, both at the time of failure and over time between the
occurrence of failure and until it is restored. For example, sudden track buckling affects differently the
ability of the track to carry traffic during the time of failure and until the recovery of the object,
compared to a gradual development of a transverse track defect. An example infrastructure event is a
transverse track defect that exceeds x mm distance from the right position at point a of the track. If
desired the range of distances that define the transverse track defects can be used to classify the track
section into states.
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At this stage of the project for risk assessment process, it is assumed that the infrastructure events are
synonymous with those associated with the railway object states, i.e. reliable7, serviceability8, ultimate9,
presented in the European Project SMARTRAIL (2014), and given in Table 4.2. The probability of
occurrence of these infrastructure events are considered zero for all objects in the network that are not
being investigated.
Table 4.2 Levels of infrastructure events at object level
Level of
infrastructure event
1
2
3

4.3.2.2.3

Description

Example

Fully
operational
Partially
operational
Non-operational

differential settlement of less
than 2‰
differential settlement of more
than 2‰ but less than 15‰
differential settlement is more
than 15‰

Corresponding limit state
according to SMARTRAIL
Reliable
Serviceability
Ultimate

Network use events

The network use events are defined using only the characteristics of traffic flow on the network. When
examining the traffic flow on the network it should be considered, 1) how traffic is likely to be affected
due to the occurrence of each of the infrastructure events, and 2) how traffic is likely to be affected as
the object is being restored so that it can once again provide an adequate level of service. For example,
a derailment at point a of the network affects the traffic differently during the time it occurs and until
the recovery of the traffic flow, compared to the occurrence of a speed restriction between the points a
and b. Important factors to consider are: 1) the route redundancy, 2) the flexibility of the timetable, 3)
the additional network capacity, and 4) the other transport modes available in the investigated area. The
network use events are defined in terms of traffic capacity reduction, and are given in Table 4.3.

7

Being in a reliable state means that the object has a relatively high probability of providing an adequate level of
service during the analysed time and under the analysed conditions, e.g. traffic, hazards, etc.
8
Being in a serviceability state means the object has a relatively high probability of not providing the level of
service desired but of being able to be used reduced capacity
9
Being in an ultimate state means that the object has a relatively high probability of not providing any service
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Table 4.3 Levels of network use events at object level
Level of
network event
1

Description

Example

The use of the object is as expected when it is
fully operational
i.e. there is no traffic capacity reduction

2

The use of the object is not as expected when
it is fully operational but it can still be used
i.e. there is some traffic capacity reduction

3

The object cannot be used
i.e. there is zero useable traffic capacity

there is negligible traffic capacity
reduction with the occurrence of the
infrastructure event compared with no
occurrence of infrastructure events at the
object
there is a non-negligible traffic capacity
reduction due to the occurrence of the
infrastructure event compared with no
occurrence of infrastructure events at the
object
the useable traffic capacity at the location
of the object is zero due to the occurrence
of infrastructure events

4.3.2.2.4

Societal events

The societal events, which are events upon which monetary values are placed, are defined in terms of
how humans are affected. The determination of the societal events to be considered requires a good
understanding of how society will be affected by the chain of events, which includes how it will react
to different network use events so that the consequences such as, injury and loss of life, increased travel
time and interventions to bring the object back to a state in which it will again provide the required level
of service, can be monetised. The proposed classification of the things upon which values should be
placed is given in section 3.1.4.2.5.
The societal events are defined in terms of the difference between the required railway service
performance and the actual railway service performance, given specific stakeholders. For example, the
societal event average delay D is the difference between the allowable average delay Dallowable
min/passenger and the actual average delay of Dactual min/passenger, i.e. D = Dactual - Dallowable at the
network being investigated.
The societal events are defined in terms of costs incurred, and are given in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4 Levels of societal events at object level
Level of
societal event
1
2

3

4.3.2.3

Description

Example

No additional costs
are incurred
Medium costs are
incurred

travel time costs due to delays are non-negligible

High costs are
incurred

travel time costs due to delays are non-negligible but there is
negligible additional cost associated with persons and goods being
transported
travel time costs due to delays are non-negligible and there are nonnegligible additional cost associated with persons and goods being
transported.

Determine scenarios

The previously defined events are linked in causal relationships that yield the scenarios to be analysed.
As it is assumed that no objects except the one being investigated can fail, the scenarios include the
states of only one object at a time, as infrastructure events.
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4.3.2.4

Define relationships

The risk related to the investigated object, is estimated by considering the possible infrastructure events
if the load events occur, the possible network use events if the infrastructure events occur, and the
possible societal events if the network use events occur. For example, the risk related to a track section
is estimated by considering the possibility of tonnage above T tons to occur, and due to that a track
settlement above x mm to occur, and due to that the speed restriction on the network down to y km/h
from z km/h to occur, and due to that the time lost above t min for the passengers using the network to
occur.
In order to estimate the probability of occurrence of the scenarios it is, therefore, necessary to determine
the relationships between the events, i.e. what parameters play a role in determining the probability of
occurrence of one event given another event.
4.3.2.4.1

Load events to infrastructure events

The relationships between load events and infrastructure events are defined using object characteristics.
For example, the infrastructure event of a track section having settlement above allowable limits xallowble
mm, if subjected to the load event tonnage of T tons, is a function of the track stiffness, k kN/m. An
example of the relationship between the load events (defined using tonnage, T, where T1<T2<T3), object
characteristics (defined using track stiffness, k, where k1<k2<k3), and their expected infrastructure
events (defined using track settlement, x, where x1<x2<x3 is presented in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2. Example of the relationship between load events (defined using tonnage, T), object
characteristics (defined using track stiffness, k), and expected infrastructure events (defined
using track settlement, x).
4.3.2.4.2

Infrastructure events to network use events
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The determination of the relationships between infrastructure events and network use events, i.e. which
network use events are likely to occur when the designated infrastructure events occur, requires
knowing the traffic characteristics, which play an important role in determining the probability of the
network use events occurring, e.g. certain allowable speeds and certain actual capacity. For example,
the likelihood that all the scheduled trips will be realised according to the timetable is a function of the
maximum traffic speed of V kN/h of the network and the infrastructure events occurred at the object,
e.g. track settlement x mm. An example of the relationship between the infrastructure events (defined
using track settlement, x, where x1<x2<x3), traffic characteristics (defined using traffic speed, V, where
V1<V2<V3), and the network use events (defined using capacity reduction10, C, where C1<C2<C3), is
presented in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3. Example of relationship between the infrastructure events (defined using track
settlement, x, where x1<x2<x3), traffic characteristics (defined using traffic speed, V, where
V1<V2<V3), and the network use events (defined using capacity reduction, C, where C1<C2<C3)
4.3.2.4.3

Network use events to societal events

The determination of the relationships between the network use events and societal events, i.e. which
societal events are likely to occur when the designated network use events occur, requires knowing how
society will be affected by changes to service and how it will react to the restoration of the service. For
example, a capacity reduction of C trains/hr can reduce the amount of passenger-kilometres travelled
punctually at Pactual pkm, resulting in an average delay of Dactual min/passenger. In this example, the
capacity reduction of C trains/hr is the network use event that defines the actual amount of passenger-

10

The term capacity reduction in this context means difference between the initial capacity and the actual
capacity, due to the given constrains of the occurrence of the infrastructure event and the traffic characteristics,
e.g. timetable, capacity consumption, etc., on a part of the network.
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kilometres arriving punctually Pactual pkm, which is the societal event, defined with an average delay of
Dactual min/passenger.
An example of the relationship between the network use events (defined using capacity reduction, C
where C1<C2<C3), societal characteristics (defined using passenger-kilometres travelled punctually, P
where P1<P2<P3), and the societal events (defined using amount of delay over in acceptable limit, D,
where D1<D2<D3) is presented in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4 Example of the relationship between the network use events (defined using actual
capacity reduction, C where C1<C2<C3), societal characteristics (defined using passengerkilometres travelled punctually, P where P1<P2<P3), and the societal events (defined using
amount of delay over an acceptable limit, D, where D1<D2<D3)
4.3.2.5

Determine models

In this task, the models to estimate the probability of occurrence of the scenarios and the values to place
on the consequences related to each scenario are determined. There are different types of models that
can be used providing different levels of detail and accuracy. Examples are structural models to estimate
the probability of occurrence of infrastructure events, traffic flow models to estimate the probability of
occurrence of network use events and restoration models, to determine the probability of occurrence of
the societal events. In the determination of the appropriate models to be used, calibration using existing
data is possible. The selection of the models depends on the approach selected, the required accuracy
of the result, the available data and the amount of time and expertise available.
4.3.2.5.1

Probability of load events

The models to be used to determine the probability of occurrence of load events will be developed in
Task 2.1, as part of the research conducted by Work Package 2 (Analyse) of DestinationRAIL.
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4.3.2.5.1.1 Probability of infrastructure events given load events
The probabilities of occurrence of infrastructure events given load events are to be modelled using
fragility curves. An example model of the probabilities of occurrence of infrastructure events (defined
using track settlement above x mm), knowing the load events (defined using tonnage, T), and the object
characteristics (defined using track stiffness, k), is presented in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5. Example model of the probabilities of occurrence of infrastructure events (defined
using track settlement above x mm), knowing the load events (defined using tonnage, T), and
the object characteristics (defined using track stiffness, k).
4.3.2.5.1.2 Probability of network use events given infrastructure events
The probabilities of occurrence of network use events given infrastructure events are to be modelled
using fragility-like curves for the traffic flow. An example model of the probabilities of occurrence of
network use events (defined using capacity reduction above C trans/hr), knowing the infrastructure
events (defined using track settlement, x) and the traffic characteristics (defined using speed, V) is
presented in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6 Example model of the probabilities of occurrence of network use events (defined
using capacity reduction above C trans/hr), knowing the infrastructure events (defined using
track settlement, x) and the traffic characteristics (defined using speed, V)
4.3.2.5.1.3 Probability of societal events given network use events
The probabilities of occurrence of societal events given network-use events are to be modelled using
fragility-like curves for the railway transport service. An example model of the probabilities of
occurrence of societal events (defined using delay above D min/passenger), knowing the network use
events (defined using capacity reduction, C) and the societal characteristics (defined using passengerkilometres travelled, P) is presented in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7 Example model of the probabilities of occurrence of societal events (defined using
delay above D min/passenger), knowing the network use events (defined using capacity
reduction, C) and the societal characteristics (defined using passenger-kilometres travelled, P)
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4.3.2.5.2

Values of societal events

The values of societal events are the sum of the costs to all stakeholders affected by them. For example,
the cost of the scenario: tonnage T1, causes track section with settlement above x1 mm, causes capacity
reduction of C1 trains/h, which causes delay of D1 min/passenger with a cost of Cscenario. The Cscenario in
this example is the product of the cost associated with losing D min, CD monetary units and of the
number of passengers affected. The examples of cost categories related to stakeholders and the societal
events associated with them are presented in Table D.1 to Table D.10.
These costs can be estimated using a number of different methods, including direct methods such as
taking the costs of restoration interventions from bills of quantities to estimate the costs of interventions
to conducting surveys to determine the willingness to pay to save travel time to estimate the monetary
value of lost travel time.
4.3.3

Estimate risk

The risk r is estimated in this task using Equation (4.1).
𝑹 = ∑ ∑ 𝐫𝐢,𝐣
𝐢

(4.1)

𝐣

Where ri, j is the risk related to scenario i for object j.
The risk is estimated, 1) using the mean values of the probability of occurrence and the costs, 2) the
values of the probability of occurrence and the costs that are three standard deviations above the mean,
and, 3) the values of the probability of occurrence and the costs that are three standard deviations below
the mean. The three values together give the manager an idea of the uncertainty related to the risk.
4.3.4

Evaluate risk

In this task, it is evaluated how the risk assessment process was conducted and the estimated risk. The
first step is to compare the risk estimated using the mean values of the probabilities of occurrence and
the costs, as well as the risk estimated using the high and low values of the probabilities of occurrence
and the costs, with the defined thresholds. The second step is to use these comparisons to decide if the
risk assessment process was conducted successfully.
Different stakeholders might have different opinions. It is, however, important to decide if the analysis
is unsuccessful or if the risk is unacceptable. If the former is decided, further analysis is required. If the
latter is decided, then an intervention program is required.
If the risk assessment process is considered to be not successful, the analysis can be redone either 1) at
the object level using improved models for the estimation of the probabilities and the costs, or 2) at the
section level. The former would be appropriate if it is considered that the risk assessment conducted at
the object level was lacking in accuracy of the models and more complex consideration of the network
might not prove beneficial, considering the available resources. The latter would be appropriate if it is
estimated that the risk assessment conducted at this level was lacking accuracy at the representation of
the real network interdependencies and more complex consideration of the network might prove
beneficial. The stakeholders should give their opinions regarding the expected differences, benefits, and
drawbacks, if more detailed analysis is conducted.
If the risk assessment process is considered successful, the development of the intervention program
must be started. If the risk is acceptable that the intervention program will contain no interventions. If
the risk is not acceptable, the intervention program will contain interventions to reduce the risk.
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Examples of possible results of the risk evaluation are shown in Table 4.5 and Figure 4.8.
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Table 4.5. Possible results of risk evaluation
Result

1a

mean
estimate
Acceptable

Total risk
high
estimate
Acceptable

low
estimate
Acceptable

Distribution
of estimates

Process
Satisfactory

Next steps

Narrow

Yes

Acceptable

Narrow

Acceptable

Acceptable

Wide

No – better system
representation
required
Yes

development of the
intervention program
– no interventions
required
risk assessment
process – higher level

1b

Acceptable

Acceptable

2a

Acceptable

2b

Acceptable

Acceptable

Acceptable

Wide

No – more
accuracy required

2c

Acceptable

Acceptable

Acceptable

Wide

3a

Acceptable

Not
Acceptable

Acceptable

Wide

No – better system
representation
required
Yes

3b

Acceptable

Not
Acceptable

Acceptable

Wide

No – more
accuracy required

3c

Acceptable

Not
Acceptable

Acceptable

Wide

4a

Not
Acceptable

Not
Acceptable

Acceptable

Wide

No – better system
representation
required
Yes

4b

Not
Acceptable

Not
Acceptable

Acceptable

Wide

No – more
accuracy required

4c

Not
Acceptable

Not
Acceptable

Acceptable

Wide

5a

Not
Acceptable

Not
Acceptable

Not
Acceptable

Narrow

No – better system
representation
required
Yes

5b

Not
Acceptable

Not
Acceptable

Not
Acceptable

Narrow

No – better system
representation
required

development of the
intervention program
– no interventions
required
risk assessment
process – same level,
better models
risk assessment
process – higher level
development of the
intervention program
– interventions
required
risk assessment
process – same level,
better models
risk assessment
process – higher level
development of the
intervention program
– interventions
required
risk assessment
process – same level,
better models
risk assessment
process – higher level
development of the
intervention program
– interventions
required
risk assessment
process – higher level
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Figure 4.8 Possible results of risk evaluation
4.3.5

Determine parts of system to be analysed in more detail

If it is determined that more analysis is required, the risk assessment process either is to be executed
again at the same level but with more detailed models, or at the next level where improved spatial
system representation can be obtained. For the former, effort is required to identify the models to be
improved.
4.4

Second Level – Focus on section

As presented in Table 4.1, at the second level the focus is on the section. At the section level, it is
assumed that no sections in the network can fail except the section in focus. At the section level, risk is
estimated by focusing on how all the investigated objects in a section are likely to perform and the
consequences related to this performance. For example, if the risk assessment process is used to estimate
the risk related to the failure of the section comprised of track section t1 and bridge b1 (see Figure 4.1)
it is assumed that all other objects in all other sections cannot fail.
At this level, the possibility of multiple objects failing simultaneously, within one section must be
considered. For example, if two objects comprise a section, each can be in one of three states, and the
section state is defined using the worst object state, the section may be in one of three states, as shown
in Table 4.6. If an object is located on more than one section, the state of this object will be considered
while estimating the state of all the sections the object is located on.
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Table 4.6 State of section with respect to states of two objects
State of section
1
2
3
2
2
3
3
3
3

State of object 1
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3

State of object 2
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

The probability of occurrence of each section state, or infrastructure event, has to be estimated taking
into consideration the likely load events, and how these may affect the objects in the section
simultaneously. The network use events are then determined related to the section states, as are the
societal events. By determining the societal events in this way, it is possible to directly take into
consideration that, for example, interventions can be executed to restore all objects in the section
simultaneously.
4.4.1

Determine approach

The approach at the section level should be selected to facilitate the use of the results from the object
level. Therefore, a quantitative approach for the analysis of probabilities and consequences is used to
estimate risk, i.e. there is a probability that the section being investigated is in different states and this
results in certain consequences. Due to the assumption that the rest of the sections in the network cannot
fail, risk is related to the state of single sections, whose probability of occurrence is not influenced by
the state of other sections. This assumption simplifies the estimation of risk, but also reduces the
accuracy in the representation of the real behaviour of the railway network, which affects the accuracy
of the risk estimate. For example, the risk related to delays over x min at the part of the network
investigated due to the unavailability of the section EF (see Figure 4.1) can be estimated by the
probability of the section EF to be unavailable multiplied with the consequences on the traffic estimated
by simply removing the section EF and running traffic flow simulations over the time t1 required to
recover the service of the section EF.
Regarding the resources, the process allows the involvement of various methods, e.g. static or dynamic
representation of the system and tools, e.g. computer-aided tools, for the estimation of the probabilities
and consequences. However, although the selection of the methods and tools can influence the accuracy
of the estimation of the risk at the section level, it is important to remember that the assumption made
at this level sets a limitation at the accuracy of the representation of the real behaviour of the railway
network. For example, no matter how accurate models are in the estimation of the probability that a
section will close, the accuracy of the estimation of risk related to the system is limited as sections are
analysed one at a time with the assumption that the rest of the sections in the network cannot fail.
Within DestinationRAIL the results produced by different work packages are to be used as input for the
risk assessment process, as explained in section 1.2. At the section level, the probability, P, of an object
i to experience infrastructure event j, Pi, j is estimated in Tasks 2.3 and 2.4 for engineering structures
and earthworks, respectively, while the Task 2.1 provides the framework for the estimation of
probabilities related to railway objects. This probability is used at the section level to estimate the
probability of a section S to be at a certain state a, PS, a. The operational consequences, Conso, related to
the network n being at certain state j, Conson, j are estimated at Task 4.3. Therefore, the involvement of
WP4 is required for the estimation of the consequences related to a network use event, i.e. the societal
events, e.g. the total delays in min in the network, if the section EF is at state x.
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4.4.2

Define system representation

The system representation is defined in this task. Similar to the object level, this sub-process consists
of four subtasks, 1) define boundaries, 2) define events, 3) define relationships, 4) define scenarios, and
5) determine models, which are described particularly for the section level in the following sections.
4.4.2.1

Define boundaries

All spatial and temporal boundaries are defined in this task for the section level. They are aggregated
from the boundaries defined at the object level. If not already consistent, once aggregated, steps should
be taken to make them consistent. This is necessary to allow for the comparison and aggregation of the
risk related to the network.
4.4.2.2

Define events

All the infrastructure, network use, and societal events to be included are defined in this task, at the
section level.
4.4.2.2.1

Load events

Load events are considered as the initial events of the scenarios to be analysed and are defined using
the expected loading conditions of the section. They are defined taking into consideration the ways in
which different events result in application of different loading on the investigated sections.
4.4.2.2.2

Infrastructure events

Infrastructure events are built from those at the object level. A good definition of infrastructure events
requires understanding of, 1) how a section is likely to behave when an infrastructure event occurs and
2) how a section is likely to behave following the occurrence of an infrastructure event. Important
factors that influence these two aspects are: 1) the redundancy of the object in the section, 2) the distance
of this object from adjacent objects in the section, and 3) the protective measures in place to protect the
objects of the section from the failure of an adjacent object in the section. The infrastructure events for
sections, along with examples, are presented in Table 4.7. The probability of occurrence of these
infrastructure events are considered to be zero for all sections in the network that are not being
investigated.
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Table 4.7 Levels of infrastructure events at section level
Level of
infrastructure
event
1

2

3

4.4.2.2.3

Description

Example

Fully operational
i.e. no objects in the section
experience an infrastructure
event greater than level 1
Partially operational,
i.e. at least one object has an
infrastructure event of level 2,
and no objects have
infrastructure events of level 3
Non-operational
i.e. at least one object has an
infrastructure event of level 3.

a section that consists of only a track and a bridge
has an infrastructure event of level 1, if both the
track and the bridge experience level 1
infrastructure events.
a section that consists of only a track and a bridge
has an infrastructure event of level 2, if the track
has an infrastructure event of level 2 and the bridge
an infrastructure event of level 1 or vice versa.
a section that consists of only a track and a bridge
has an infrastructure event of level 3, if the track
has an infrastructure event of level 3, and the
bridge has an infrastructure event of level 1 or vice
versa

Network use events

Network use events on the section level are defined taking into consideration the likely levels of service
provided by the section, as presented in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8 Levels of network use events at section level
Level of
network
event
1

2

3

4.4.2.2.4

Description

Example

The use of the section is as
expected when it is fully
operational
i.e. there is no traffic capacity
reduction
The use of the section is not as
expected when it is fully
operational but it can still be used
i.e. there is some traffic capacity
reduction
The section cannot be used
i.e. there is zero useable traffic
capacity

there is negligible traffic capacity reduction with the
occurrence of the infrastructure event and with no
occurrence of infrastructure events at the section

there is a non-negligible traffic capacity reduction
following the occurrence of the infrastructure event
compared with no occurrence of infrastructure events at
the section
the useable traffic capacity at the location of the section
is zero due to the occurrence of the infrastructure event

Societal events

For the determination of societal events at the section level, it is important to consider the order in which
the objects will be repaired. The societal events are defined in terms of costs incurred, and are given in
Table 4.9. This table is the same as the corresponding one at the object level because of the general
level at which it is defined. It is included here for consistency.
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Table 4.9 Levels of societal events at section level
Level of
societal event
1
2

3

4.4.2.3

Description

Example

No additional costs
are incurred
Medium costs are
incurred

additional travel time costs due to delays are non-negligible

High costs are
incurred

additional travel time costs due to delays are non-negligible but there
is negligible additional cost associated to persons and goods being
transported
travel time costs due to delays are non-negligible and there are nonnegligible additional cost associated to persons and goods being
transported.

Determine scenarios

The previously defined events are linked in causal relationships that enable the scenarios to be analysed.
As it is assumed that no sections except the one being investigated can fail, the scenarios include the
states of only one section at a time.
4.4.2.4

Define relationships

The relationships between the load events and the infrastructure events, the network use events and the
societal events are consistent with those at the object level but are modified to take into consideration
that the events can happen simultaneously.
4.4.2.5

Determine models

In this task, the models to estimate the probability of occurrence of the scenarios and the values to place
on the consequences related to each scenario are selected. They are consistent with the models
developed at the object level but are modified to take into consideration the fact that the load events,
the infrastructure events, and the network use events can occur simultaneously.
4.4.3

Estimate risk

The risk r is estimated in this task using Equation (4.1), where ri, j is the risk related to scenario i for
section j. It is estimated, 1) using the mean values of the probability of occurrence and the costs, 2) the
values of the probability of occurrence and the costs that are 3 standard deviations above the means,
and, 3) the values of the probability of occurrence and the costs that are 3 standard deviations below the
means. The three values together give the manager an idea of the uncertainty related to the risk.
4.4.4

Evaluate risk

In this task, it is evaluated how the risk assessment process was conducted and the estimated risk. It is
done the same way as described in section 4.3.4 with the additional consideration of the simultaneous
occurrence of the events.
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4.4.5

Determine parts of system to be analysed in more detail

If it is determined that more analysis is required, either the risk assessment process is to be executed
again at the same level but with more detailed models, or at the next level with improved spatial system
representation. For the former, effort is required to identify the models to be improved.
4.5

Third Level – Focus on route

As presented in Table 4.1, at the third level the focus is on the route. At the route level, it is assumed
that no routes in the network can fail except the route in focus. At the route level, risk is estimated by
focusing on how all the investigated sections in a route are likely to perform and the consequences
related to this performance. For example, if the risk assessment process is used to estimate the risk
related to the failure of the route BC that is comprised of the sections BG, GH, and HC (see Figure 4.1)
it is assumed that all other objects in all other routes in all other sections cannot fail.
At this level, the possibility of multiple sections failing simultaneously must be considered. For
example, if two sections comprise a route, each can be in one of three states, and the route state is
defined using the worst section state, the route may be in one of three states, as shown in Table 4.10.
An object can belong in two routes, e.g. a bridge can belong to two different sections in line, in the case
of a viaduct, or in parallel in the case of double track supported by the same bridge. In both of these
cases, the state of the bridge will influence the state more than one route. In addition, a section can
belong in two routes, e.g. a switch section, whose state will influence all the adjacent sections and
therefore also routes. Consequently, often the switch section influences the risk related to at least two
different routes.
Table 4.10 State of route with respect to states of two sections
State of route
1
2
3
2
2
3
3
3
3

State of section 1
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3

State of section 2
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

The probability of occurrence of each route state, or infrastructure event, has to be estimated taking into
consideration the likely load events, and how these may affect the sections in the route simultaneously.
The network use events are then determined related to the route states, as are the societal events. By
determining the societal events in this way, it is possible to directly take into consideration, for example,
that interventions can be executed to restore all sections in the route simultaneously.
4.5.1

Determine approach

In order to systematically use as an input at this level, the results of the analysis conducted at the object
and section levels, the decisions on the type of approach and the resources to be used at the route level
should be consistent with the approach and resources used at the previous levels. Therefore, at the route
level a quantitative approach for the analysis of probabilities and consequences is used to estimate risk,
i.e. there is a probability that the route being investigated is in different states and this results in certain
consequences. Due to the assumption that the rest of the routes in the network cannot fail, risk is related
to the state of single routes, whose probability of occurrence is not influenced by the state of other
routes. This assumption greatly simplifies the estimation of risk, but consequently greatly reduces the
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accuracy of the representation of the real behaviour of the railway network, which affects the accuracy
of the risk estimate. For example, the risk related to delays over x min at the part of the network
investigated due to the unavailability of the route DB can be estimated by simply removing the route
DB and running traffic flow simulations over the time t1 required to recover the service of the route DB.
Regarding the resources, the process allows the involvement of various methods, e.g. static or dynamic
representation of the system and tools, e.g. computer-aided tools, for the estimation of the probabilities
and consequences. However, although the selection of the methods and tools can influence the accuracy
of the estimation of the risk at the route level, it is important remember that the assumption made at this
level sets a limitation on the accuracy of the representation of the actual behaviour of the railway
network. For example, although models of high accuracy can be used to estimate the probability of a
route to be closed due to the state of the sections in this route, since it is assumed that the rest of the
routes in the network are cannot fail, the accuracy of the estimation of risk remains limited at the route
level.
At the section level, the probability of a section to be at a certain state due to the states of its objects is
estimated. This probability is used at this level to estimate the probability of a route R to be at a certain
state r, PR, r due to the states of its routes Sn. The operational consequences, Conso, related to the network
n being at certain state j, Conson, j are estimated at Task 4.3 of DestinationRAIL. Therefore, the
involvement of WP4 is required for the estimation of the consequences related to a network use event,
e.g. the total delays in min in the network, if the route DB is at state r.
4.5.2

Define system representation

System representation is defined in this task. Similar to the previous levels, this sub-process consists of
four tasks, 1) define boundaries, 2) define events, 3) define relationships, 4) define scenarios, and 5)
determine models, which are described particularly for the section level in the following sections.
4.5.2.1

Define boundaries

All spatial and temporal boundaries are defined in this task for the route level. They are aggregated
from the boundaries defined at the section level. If not already consistent once aggregated, steps should
be made to make them consistent. This is necessary to allow for the comparison and aggregation of the
risk related to the network.
4.5.2.2

Define events

All the infrastructure, network use, and societal events to be included are defined in this task, at the
route level.
4.5.2.2.1

Load events

The load events are considered as the initial events of the scenarios to be analysed. The load events are
defined using the expected loading conditions of the route. They are defined taking into consideration
the ways in which different events result in the application of different loadings on the investigated
routes.
4.5.2.2.2

Infrastructure events

The infrastructure events are built from those on the section level. A good definition of infrastructure
events requires understanding of, 1) how a route is likely to behave when an infrastructure event occurs
and 2) how a route is likely to behave following the occurrence of an infrastructure event. Important
factors that influence these two aspects are: 1) the distance of sections from adjacent sections in the
route, and 2) the protective measures in place to protect the sections in the route from the infrastructure
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events of another adjacent section. The infrastructure events for routes are presented in Table 4.11. The
probability of occurrence of these infrastructure events are considered zero for all routes in the network
that are not being investigated.
Table 4.11 Levels of infrastructure events at route level
Level of
infrastructure
event
1

2

3

4.5.2.2.3

Description

Example

Fully operational
i.e. no sections in the route
experience an infrastructure
event greater than level 1
Partially operational,
i.e. at least one section has an
infrastructure event of level 2,
and no sections have
infrastructure events of level 3
Non-operational
i.e. at least one section has an
infrastructure event of level 3.

a route that consists of only two sections has an
infrastructure event of level 1, if both section a and
section b experience level 1 infrastructure events
a route that consists of two sections has an
infrastructure event of level 2, if section a has an
infrastructure event of level 2, and the section b has
an infrastructure event of level 1 or vice versa
a route that consists of two sections has an
infrastructure event of level 3, if section a has an
infrastructure event of level 3, and the section b has
an infrastructure event of level 1 or vice versa

Network use events

Network use events on the route level are defined taking into consideration the likely levels of service
provided by the route, as presented in Table 4.12.
Table 4.12 Levels of network use events at route level
Level of
network
event
1

2

3

4.5.2.2.4

Description

Example

The use of the route is as expected
when it is fully operational
i.e. there is no traffic capacity
reduction
The use of the route is not as
expected when it is fully
operational but it can still be used
i.e. there is some traffic capacity
reduction
The route cannot be used
i.e. there is zero useable traffic
capacity

there is negligible traffic capacity reduction with the
occurrence of the infrastructure event and with no
occurrence of infrastructure events at the route
there is a non-negligible traffic capacity reduction
between the occurrence of the infrastructure event and
with no occurrence of infrastructure events at the route

the useable traffic capacity at the location of the route is
zero due to the occurrence of the infrastructure event

Societal events

For the determination of the societal events at the route level, it is important to consider, the order in
which the sections will be repaired. The societal events are defined in terms of the costs incurred, and
are given in Table 4.13. This table is the same as the corresponding ones at the object level and the
section levels because of the general level at which it is defined. It is included here for consistency.
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Table 4.13 Levels of societal events at route level
Level of
societal event
1
2

3

4.5.2.3

Description

Example

No additional costs
are incurred
Medium costs are
incurred

travel time costs due to delays are non-negligible

High costs are
incurred

travel time costs due to delays are non-negligible but there is
negligible additional cost associated to persons and goods being
transported
travel time costs due to delays are non-negligible and there are nonnegligible additional cost associated to persons and goods being
transported.

Determine scenarios

The previously defined events are linked in causal relationships that yield the scenarios to be analysed.
As it is assumed that no routes except the one being investigated can fail, the scenarios include the states
of only one route at a time.
4.5.2.4

Define relationships

The relationships between the load events and the infrastructure events, the network use events and the
societal events are consistent with those at the section level but are modified to take into consideration
that the events can happen simultaneously.
4.5.2.5

Determine models

In this task, the models to estimate the probability of occurrence of the scenarios and the values to place
on the consequences related to each scenario are selected. They are consistent with the models
developed at the section level but are modified to take into consideration the fact that the load events,
the infrastructure events, and the network use events can occur simultaneously.
4.5.3

Estimate risk

The risk r is estimated in this task using Equation (4.1), where ri, j is the risk related to scenario i for
route j. It is estimated, 1) using the mean values of the probability of occurrence and the costs, 2) the
values of the probability of occurrence and the costs that are three standard deviations above the means,
and, 3) the values of the probability of occurrence and the costs that are three standard deviations below
the means. The three values together give the manager an idea of the uncertainty related to the risk.
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4.5.4

Evaluate risk

In this task, how the risk assessment process was conducted, and the estimated risk are evaluated. It is
done the same way as described in section 4.3.4 with the additional consideration of the simultaneous
occurrence of the events.
4.5.5

Determine parts of system to be analysed in more detail

If it is determined that more analysis is required, either the risk assessment process is executed again at
the same level but with more detailed models, or at the next level where improved spatial system
representation is obtained. For the former, effort is required to identify the models to be improved.
4.6

Fourth Level – Focus on network

As presented in Table 4.1, at the fourth level the focus is on the network. At the network level, risk is
estimated by focusing on how all the investigated routes in a network are likely to perform and the
consequences related to this performance. For example, if the risk assessment process is used to estimate
the risk related to the failure of the network, the possibility of different routes failing simultaneously is
considered.
At this level, the possibility of multiple routes failing simultaneously must be considered. For example,
if two routes comprise a network, each can be in one of three states, and the network state is defined
using the worst route state, the network may be in one of three states, as shown in Table 4.14.
Table 4.14 State of network with respect to states of two routes
State of network
1
2
3
2
2
3
3
3
3

State of route 1
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3

State of route 2
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

The probability of occurrence of each network state, or infrastructure event, has to be estimated taking
into consideration the likely load events, and how these may affect the routes in the network
simultaneously. The network use events are then determined related to the network states, as are the
societal events. By determining the societal events in this way, it is possible to directly take into
consideration, for example, that interventions can be executed to restore all routes in the network
simultaneously.
4.6.1

Determine approach

In order to systematically use as an input at this level the results of the analysis conducted at the object,
section and route level, the decisions on the type of approach and the resources to be used at the network
level should be consistent with the approach and resources used at the previous levels. Therefore, at the
network level quantitative approach for the analysis of probabilities and consequences is used is to
estimate risk, i.e. there is a probability that the network being investigated is in different states and this
results in certain consequences. Due to the assumption that the rest of the adjacent networks cannot fail,
risk is related to state of specific networks, whose probability of occurrence is not influenced by the
state of other networks. This assumption greatly simplifies the estimation of risk, but consequently
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greatly reduces the accuracy in the representation of the actual behaviour of the railway network, which
affects the accuracy of the risk estimate.
Regarding the resources, the process allows the involvement of various methods, e.g. static or dynamic
representation of the system and tools, e.g. computer-aided tools, for the estimation of the probabilities
and consequences. However, although the selection of the methods and tools can influence the accuracy
of the estimation of the risk at the network level, it is important remember that the assumption made at
this level sets a limitation at the accuracy of the representation of the real behaviour of the railway
network. For example, although models of high accuracy can be used to estimate the probability of a
network to be closed due to the state of its routes, since it is assumed that the connected networks cannot
fail, the accuracy of the estimation of risk remains limited at the investigated network level.
At the section level, the probability of a section to be in a certain state due to the states of its objects is
estimated. This probability is used at this level to estimate the probability of a route R to be at a certain
state, at the route level. Here, at the network level, the probability of a network n to be at state m, Pn, m
due to the states of its routes Sn is estimated. The operational consequences, Conso, related to the
network n being at certain state j, Conson, j are estimated at Task 4.3 of DestinationRAIL. Therefore, the
involvement of WP4 is required for the estimation of the consequences related to a network use event,
e.g. the total delays in min in the network, if the network N is at state m.
4.6.2

Define system representation

System representation is defined in this task. Similar to the object, section and route levels, this subprocess, consists of five tasks, 1) define boundaries, 2) define events, 3) define relationships, 4) define
scenarios, and 5) determine models, which are described particularly for the network level in the
following sections.
4.6.2.1

Define boundaries

All spatial and temporal boundaries are defined in this task for the network level. They are aggregated
from the boundaries defined at the route level. If not already consistent once aggregated, steps should
be made to make them consistent. This is necessary to allow for the comparison and aggregation of the
risk related to the network.
4.6.2.2

Define events

All the infrastructure, network use, and societal events to be included are defined in this task, at the
network level.
4.6.2.2.1

Load events

The load events are considered as the initial events of the scenarios to be analysed. The load events are
defined using the expected loading conditions of the network. They are defined taking into
consideration the ways in which different events result in application of different loading on the
network.
4.6.2.2.2

Infrastructure events

The infrastructure events are built from those on the route level. A good definition of infrastructure
events at this level requires understanding of, 1) the configuration of the network and 2) the capacity of
the routes in the network. At this stage of the project for risk assessment process it is assumed that the
infrastructure events for the network are the ones presented in Table 4.15 the probability of occurrence
of these infrastructure events are considered zero for all the connected networks.
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Table 4.15 Levels of infrastructure events at network level
Level of
infrastructure
event
1

2

3

4.6.2.2.3

Description

Example

Fully operational
i.e. all scheduled trips in the
network are performed as
scheduled
Partially operational
i.e. some trips in the network are
performed as scheduled but not
all.
Non-operational
i.e. no trips are possible to be
performed in the network

a network that consists of only two routes in series
has an infrastructure event of level 1, if both route a
and route b experience level 1 infrastructure events
a network that consists of two routes in series has
an infrastructure event of level 2, if route a has an
infrastructure event of level 2, and the route b has
an infrastructure event of level 1 or vice versa
a network that consists of two routes in series and
only trains that cross both routes has an
infrastructure event of level 3, if route a has an
infrastructure event of level 3, and route b has an
infrastructure event of level 1 or vice versa

Network use events

Network use events on the network level are defined taking into consideration the likely levels of service
provided by the network, as presented in Table 4.16.
Table 4.16 Levels of network use events at network level
Level of
network
event
1

2

3

4.6.2.2.4

Description

Example

The use of the network is as
expected when it is fully
operational
i.e. there is no traffic capacity
reduction
The use of the network is not as
expected when it is fully
operational but it can still be used
i.e. there is some traffic capacity
reduction
The network cannot be used
i.e. there is zero useable traffic
capacity

there is negligible traffic capacity reduction with the
occurrence of the infrastructure event and with no
occurrence of infrastructure events at the network

there is a non-negligible traffic capacity reduction
between the occurrence of the infrastructure event and
with no occurrence of infrastructure events at the
network
the useable traffic capacity at the location of the network
is zero due to the occurrence of infrastructure events

Societal events

For the determination of societal events at the route level, it is important to consider, the order in which
the sections will be repaired. The societal events are defined in terms of costs incurred, and are given
in Table 4.17. This table is the same as the corresponding ones at the object level, the section level and
the route level because of the general level at which it is defined. It is kept here for consistency.
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Table 4.17 Levels of societal events at network level
Level of
societal event
1
2
3

4.6.2.3

Description

Example

No additional costs
are incurred
Medium costs are
incurred
High costs are
incurred

travel time costs due to delays are non-negligible
travel time costs due to delays are non-negligible but there is
negligible loss of persons and goods being transported
travel time costs due to delays are non-negligible and there are nonnegligible additional cost associated to persons and goods being
transported.

Determine scenarios

The previously defined events are linked in causal relationships that yield the scenarios to be analysed.
4.6.2.4

Define relationships

The relationships between the load events and the infrastructure events, the infrastructure events and
the societal events are consistent with those at the section level but are modified to take into
consideration that the events can happen simultaneously.
4.6.2.5

Determine models

In this task, the models to estimate the probability of occurrence of the scenarios and the values to place
on the consequences related to each scenario are selected. They are consistent with the models
developed at the route level but are modified to take into consideration the fact that the load events, the
infrastructure events, and the network use events can occur simultaneously.
4.6.3

Estimate risk

The risk r is estimated in this task using Equation (4.1), where ri, j is the risk related to scenario i for
network j. It is estimated, 1) using the mean values of the probability of occurrence and the costs, 2) the
values of the probability of occurrence and the costs that are 3 standard deviations above the means,
and, 3) the values of the probability of occurrence and the costs that are 3 standard deviations below the
means. The three values together give the manager an idea of the uncertainty related to the risk.
4.6.4

Evaluate risk

In this task, it is evaluated how the risk assessment process was conducted and the estimated risk. It is
done the same way as described in section 4.3.4 with the additional consideration of the simultaneous
occurrence of the events and the exception that it is no longer a possibility of focusing the investigation
on more infrastructure and the more connections of the objects with each other.
4.6.5

Determine parts of system to be analysed in more detail

If it is determined that more analysis is required, the risk assessment process is to be executed again at
the same level but with more detailed models. Effort is required to identify the models to be improved.
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5 Detailed risk assessment process – Example
5.1

Example network

The area of railway network used in the example and herein referred to as the example network,
illustrated in Figure 5.1. It is located in Ireland, within the Dublin area and more specifically between
the stations Dublin Connolly, Tara Street, Dublin Pearse, and Grand Canal Dock. The example network
is part of the Dublin Network, serving Intercity, DART and commuter trains, while all the four stations
are among the ten busiest stations in the Republic of Ireland (National Transport Authority 2016). The
investigated network consists of 5’164m of track, divided in 11 track sections (based on the location of
stations and signals), including 23 switches, and 39 bridges with total deck surface area 16’763m2, as
shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Number and extent of the objects in the example network
Object category
Track

Number of objects
11

Total extend of objects
5'164

Switches

23

23

Bridges

39

16'763

Total

73

Unit of measure
m of length
number of objects
m2 of deck surface area

As the railway crosses the city of Dublin at the area of the example, it is elevated above the street level
and built entirely on bridges. Bridges are also located where the railway crosses the River Liffey,
between Dublin Connolly and Tara Street, and the Grand Canal Dock, at the Grand Canal Dock Station.
The layout of the example network is illustrated in Figure 5.2. It was analysed to quantify the risks
related to scenarios where single object failures were considered to trigger a chain of events, from load,
to infrastructure, to network use and then to societal events. For this example, as source load event was
considered the traffic. For this high-level assessment of the risks related to this infrastructure, this
simplification yields to reasonable baseline risk assessments related to only the traffic, without
considering additional hazards. As the source event was considered the same for all the objects, it is not
shown on the following figures and tables. The traffic leads to the occurrence of the load event “traffic
load”, i.e. average daily traffic load based on the current timetable. Although the same traffic was
considered for all the objects, a different loading scheme was considered for each object category due
to the different structural function of the objects. For example, for the bridges the loading scheme
consisted of both the dead load of the structure and the average daily traffic load in both directions,
while for the switches the loading scheme consisted only of the average daily traffic in one direction.
The consequences related to each scenario were measured in terms of the costs of corrective
interventions, the costs of accidents and the costs of additional travel time to due to failure, from the
time of failure and until the corrective intervention is completed.
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Figure 5.1 Example area
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Figure 5.2 Layout of the example network
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5.2

General model

The example network consists of objects of three categories, i.e. track sections, switches, and bridges.
In order to ensure consistent risk estimates for objects of all three categories a common general process
for all three was used, together with models specific to each object category. The general process is
presented in this section. The models specific to each object category are presented in the annexes, in
Annex F for the track sections, in Annex G for the switches, and in Annex H for the bridges.
5.2.1

Define stress tests

The stress tests to determine whether the risks related to the infrastructure is acceptable, i.e. the
scenarios to be investigated were defined for all 73 objects presented in Figure 5.2, assuming that each
of them could be in four possible states. State 1, where the object is in an excellent state, state 2, where
the object is in a good state, state 3, where the object is in an acceptable state and state 4, where the
object is in a poor state. The use of this uniform general definition of states provides a satisfactory tradeoff between providing a complete overall view of all objects and the possible states in which they can
be and the amount of analysis effort required per object. Fewer states would decrease the detail in the
assessment of risks but would decrease the analysis effort. Additional states would increase the detail
in the assessment of risks but would increase the analysis effort. The states were defined to be consistent
for all object categories and to be useful in both the risk assessment process and the intervention
planning process. For example, if an intervention is analysed that improves the state of an object from
a state a to a state b, then the risks related to both state a and state b must be assessed. On the other
hand, if there is no intervention analysed during the intervention planning that is able to improve the
state of the object from a state a to a state b, there is no need to estimate the risks related to those two
states.
The state definitions for each object category are given in section F.2 for the track sections, in section
G.2 for the switches and in section H.2 for the bridges. The current state of the track is given in section
Table F.1, for the switches in Table G.1, and for the bridges in Table H.1.
Object categories were divided into sub-categories, shown in Table 5.2, to allow for more accurate
estimates of risks, i.e. to allow for differentiation in terms of probabilities of events and consequences.
Track sections were subdivided as, track category I, track category II and track category III. IR uses
this classification of track sections, which is based on usage and speed, to specify the requirements
relating to design, interventions, and inspections of the track sections. The switches were not classified
further. The bridges were classified into three categories, i.e. concrete, steel, and masonry, based on the
main construction material and thus requirements.
Table 5.3 gives an overview of the number, extent, and state of objects located in the tree different links
between the four stations of the network. The table is to be read as follows: of all of the track sections
to be found between the stations Dublin Connolly and Tara Street, there are none to be found belonging
in track category I, four are in track category II, all in state 2 which measure 1’576m in total and one
track section belong to track category III, in state 1 and measures 41m.
Only two stakeholders were considered, 1) Irish Rail, i.e. the owner of the infrastructure who bears the
costs of interventions, and 2) the passengers, who are affected by delays and accidents. This is a
significantly smaller number than the total number of stakeholders identified in Annex D. Only two
were chosen to make the example as simple as possible. These two were chosen because they are
arguably the two most important and the owner costs can be related directly to the objects whereas the
passenger costs can related directly to the network’s service.
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Table 5.2 Example network: Number and extent of object per object categories and subcategories
Object
category

Object subcategory

Description

Track sections (total)
Track
category I
Track
category II

Switches

Track
category III
-

Track sections on lines where there is a
160km/h maximum line speed
Track sections on lines where there is
between 40km/h and 160km/h
maximum line speed
Track sections on lines where there is
lower than 40km/h maximum line speed
All switches

Bridges (total)
Concrete
Metallic
Masonry

Bridges whose main construction
material is concrete
Bridges whose main construction
material is metal
Bridges whose main construction
material is masonry

Number
of objects
11

Total
extend of
objects
5'164

0

0

9

4'738

2

426

23

23

39

16'763

3

592

19

8'852

17

7'319

Unit of
measure
m of
length

number of
objects
m2 of deck
surface
area
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Table 5.3 Number, extent and state of objects for the links between the stations of the network
Object category

Object
subcategory

Track category
I
Track sections
(extent measured in
m of length)

Track category
II

Track category
II

Switches

Concrete
Bridges
(extent measured in
m2 of deck surface
area)

Metallic

Masonry

State

1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

Dublin Connolly to Tara
street

Tara Street to Dublin
Pearse

Dublin Pearse to Grand
Canal Dock

Network

Number of
objects

Number of
objects

Number of
objects

Number of
objects

0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
1
0
0
4
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
13
0
0
0
4
0
1

Total extent
of objects
0
0
0
0
0
1'576
0
0
0
41
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5'997
0
0
0
2'019
0
640

0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
5
0
1
0
5
0
0

Total extent
of objects
0
0
0
0
0
1'086
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
192
0
0
0
2'090
0
765
0
2'780
0
0

0
0
0
0
2
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
12
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
1
1

Total extent
of objects
0
0
0
0
1'554
0
521
0
0
0
385
0
400
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1'268
425
187

0
0
0
0
2
6
1
0
0
1
1
0
4
19
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
18
0
1
0
14
1
2

Total extent
of objects
0
0
0
0
1'554
2'663
521
0
0
41
385
0
400
192
0
0
0
8'087
0
765
0
6'067
425
827
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5.2.2

Determine approach

A quantitative approach at the object level was used, i.e. it was assumed that the risks related to each
object could be assessed by investigating each object individually, was used to estimate risk. For each
scenario, the probabilities of occurrence of infrastructure, network, and societal events were estimated
taking into consideration the state of the objects and, the category, location, and functionality of the
objects.
5.2.3
5.2.3.1

Determine system representation
Define boundaries

The spatial boundaries were defined separately for load, infrastructure, network use, and societal events.
For all the load and infrastructure events, the spatial boundaries were defined by the 73 objects of the
example, as shown in Figure 5.2. For the network use event and the societal events, the spatial
boundaries include the part of the network illustrated in Figure 5.2 and its traffic, as it is presented in
National Transport Authority, 2016 and in Aksentijevic et al., 2017. This means that the effects of
events on train movements in the example network were considered, but those outside the example
network, i.e. other parts of the Irish network, were not. For example, although a complete closure for
two days of the link between Dublin Connolly and Tara Street would likely disrupt train movements on
other parts of the Irish rail network, than the part included in the example, these disruptions were not
considered.
The infrastructure events considered were ones that might occur within one year, based on the state of
the objects at the end of 2017, which is called “current state” for this analysis. Figure 5.3 and Table F.1
for the track sections, Table G.1 for the switches, and Table H.1 for the bridges, show the current state
of all the objects in the example network. The network use events and the societal events considered
were the ones that occurred over the time period starting with the occurrence of the infrastructure event
and finishing when service is completely restored. For example, if a bridge failure occurred at the end
of the year 2017 and the service could be disrupted for three days in 2018 while the bridge was being
repaired, the consequences related to the total service disruption in both years was considered. It was
assumed that once an infrastructure event on an object occurs, no other infrastructure event occurs until
this object is restored.
The risks related to all objects in their current state, i.e. the ones shown in Table 5.1, is given in Table
F.15 for the track sections, in Table G.16 for the switches, and in Table H.17, for the bridges. The risks
related to all objects in each possible state are given in Table F.14 for the track sections, in Table G.15
for the switches, and in table Table H.16 for the bridges. Although the latter is not required for a risk
assessment of the network, it is required for estimates of the possible risk reduction required in the
planning of interventions, described in Deliverable D3.7 (Burkhalter, Adey, and Papathanasiou 2018).
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Figure 5.3 Current state of the objects
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5.2.3.2

Define events

For every object, the events considered were defined taking into consideration the balance between
required detail and analysis effort. The events are considered all-inclusive and mutually exclusive, i.e.
one and only one of these events occurs per unit time. The general types of events are presented in Table
5.4. The specific events considered for track sections, switches and bridges are presented in sections
F.3, G.3, and H.3, respectively. The level of event is an indicator of the events used to track the
definition of events and relationships between the events, in all the models developed. For example,
although the event “minor damage” is a different damage when it refers to a track section and to a bridge
or a switch, it remains an infrastructure event used consistency in all these models to express a damage
which, when it occurs, it partially affects the operation of the object.
Table 5.4 General types of the infrastructure, network use, and societal events and their levels
Event
Load event
Traffic load
Infrastructure events
No damage
Minor damage
Severe damage
Network use events
Normal use
Maximum speed restriction
Closure
Societal events
No accident and no corrective
intervention
No accident and minor corrective
intervention after damage
No accident and major corrective
intervention when the object is in
state 4
No accident and major corrective
intervention after damage
Accident and minor corrective
intervention
Accident and major corrective
intervention

Description

Average daily traffic load based on the current timetable
No damage
Damages that partially affect its operation
Lack of track section stability to support the wheel load
Fully operational section
Partially operational section, where the maximum speed is
restricted to 40km/h
Non-operational section
No accident has occurred and no corrective intervention is
executed
No accident has occurred but a minor corrective
intervention is executed following the failure to repair the
damaged object
No accident has occurred but a major corrective
intervention is executed to replace or renew the object
being in state 4
No accident has occurred but a major corrective
intervention is executed following a failure to replace or
renew the damaged object
An accident has occurred and a corrective intervention is
executed following the failure to repair the damaged
object
An accident has occurred and a corrective intervention is
executed following the failure to replace or renew the
damaged object

Level of
event
LE
1
IE
1
2
3
NUE
1
2
3
SE
1
2

3

4

5

6

Regarding the definition of interventions, two types of interventions were defined, the preventative
interventions and the corrective interventions. Preventive interventions were considered the
interventions executed without a loss of service and corrective interventions were considered the
interventions required to restore service following either being in a poor state or due to infrastructure
failures. Corrective intervention costs and additional travel time could be incurred due to infrastructure
objects either being in a poor state or failing. In other words, the word “corrective” here means that
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correction of the inadequate service provided by the infrastructure. This inadequate service can occur
due to either being in state 4 or failing. The risk was then qualified based on the probability of being in
state 4 and the consequences associated with it, as well as the probability of failing and the consequences
associated with it. It was assumed that additional travel time would be incurred due to either restriction
in the maximum speed or due to closures. Accident costs were only considered to occur after object
failure. Preventative intervention costs were not considered as part of the risk assessment, but part of
the intervention planning. More information on the planning of interventions is given in Deliverable 3.5
(Adey et al. 2018).
5.2.3.3

Determine scenarios

The previously defined events were linked in causal relationships, which yield the scenarios that were
analysed. Every scenario consists of a chain of four events, the load event, being the traffic load, an
infrastructure event, a network use event, and a societal event. More specifically:









The load event (LE), the traffic load, leads to infrastructure events (IEs). The probabilities of
occurrence of the IEs, given the LE, are estimated per category, subcategory, and state (S) of
the object.
Infrastructure events (IEs) lead to network use events (NUEs). The probabilities of occurrence
of the NUEs, given each IE, are estimated per category, subcategory, and state (S) of each
object.
Network use events (NUEs) lead to societal events (SEs). The probabilities of occurrence of
the SEs, given each NUE, are estimated per category, subcategory, and state (S) of each object,
taking into consideration Irish Rail’s intervention strategies.
Each chain of the load, one infrastructure, one network use, and one societal event forms one
scenario.
Costs (Cs) are associated societal events (SEs) of the scenarios. The Cs are estimated by taking
into consideration the preceding infrastructure, network use, and societal event, i.e. the costs of
the corrective interventions, the delay costs due to failures, and the accidents due to failures.

Figure 5.4 shows all the events defined in section 5.2.3.2, and two examples of the definition of two
scenarios:




Example scenario I (in blue) is formed by the chain of the following events, the load event,
“traffic load”, leads to the infrastructure event “no damage”, which leads to the network use
event “normal use”, which leads to the societal event “no accident and no corrective
intervention”. The cost related to the scenario I is the cost associated to the societal event “no
accident and no corrective intervention”, cost “C_A”. The cost “C_A” is equal to the sum of
the costs related to no corrective intervention, which is zero because no corrective intervention
is executed in this scenario, the costs related to delay due to failure, and the costs related to no
accident due to failure, which are zero, because in this scenario there is no damage, and thus,
no failure.
Example scenario II (in pink) is formed by the chain of the following events, the load event,
“traffic load”, leads to the infrastructure event “severe damage”, which leads to the network
use event “closure”, which leads to the societal event “no accident and major corrective
intervention after damage”. The cost related to the scenario II is the cost associated to the
societal event “no accident and major corrective intervention after damage”, cost “C_D”. The
cost “C_D” is equal to the sum of the costs related to major corrective intervention, the costs
related to delay due to the severe damage and due to the major corrective intervention, and the
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costs related to no accident due to failure, which are zero, because in this scenario there is no
accident.

Figure 5.4 Events and two examples of the definition of two scenarios, example scenario I (in
blue), and II (in pink), and the related costs.
There are in total 54 scenarios (1 LE × 3 IEs × 3 NUEs × 6 SEs = 54 scenarios) that can be formed
given the events illustrated in Figure 5.4.
5.2.3.4

Determine relationships

Following the definition of events and the determination of scenarios, the relationships between the
events of the scenarios are determined. The risks related to the investigated object is estimated by
considering the possible infrastructure events if the load event occurs, the possible network use events,
if an infrastructure event occurs, and the possible societal events, if the preceding infrastructure and
network use events occur.
In order to estimate the probability of occurrence of the scenarios it is necessary to determine the
relationships between the events of each scenario, i.e. what parameters play a role in determining the
probability of occurrence of one event given the preceding event\events of the scenario.
5.2.3.4.1

Load events to infrastructure events

The relationships between load and infrastructure events are defined based on object category,
subcategory, and state. Regarding the objects’ categories and subcategories, the same relationship was
defined between all the objects belonging in the same subcategory. For example, it was considered that
the relationship between the load event “traffic load” and infrastructure event “minor damage” is the
same for all the track sections belonging in the track category I. For the objects of the same subcategory,
it was considered that the same load event can cause either “no damage”, “minor damage” or “severe
damage” based on the state of the object. If an abject category is not divided further to subcategories,
the relationship between the load and infrastructure event is only based on the state of the object.
An example of relationship between load event (defined using traffic load, T), object state Si (state 1,
S1, state 2, S2, state 3, S3, and state 4, S4), and expected infrastructure events (no damage, IEnd, minor
damage, IEmd, and severe damage IEsd), is presented in Figure 5.5, for objects of the same subcategory.
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Figure 5.5 Example of relationship between load event (defined using traffic load, T), object state
Si (state 1, S1, state 2, S2, state 3, S3, and state 4, S4), and expected infrastructure events (no
damage, IEnd, minor damage, IEmd, and severe damage IEsd), for objects of the same subcategory
Different fragility curves were developed to relate the load event with each of the infrastructure events
“minor damage” and “major damage” based on the four states for all the objects of the same
subcategory. For example, one fragility curve was used to relate the load event “traffic load” to the
infrastructure event “minor damage” for the objects belonging in the track category I.
Figure 5.6 shows all the events defined in section 5.2.3.2 and the relationships between the load events
and the infrastructure events based on object states, illustrated with arrows. It was considered that it is
possible for all the states to be related to all infrastructure events, given the same load event.
Consequently, it is possible to define the same relationships, considering any state.

Figure 5.6 Events and the relationships between load event and infrastructure events based on
the object states
5.2.3.4.2

Infrastructure events to network use events
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The relationships between infrastructure and network use events are defined based on object category
and subcategory, and whether or not the object is in poor state, which is the state 4. In other words, the
same relationships were defined between infrastructure and network use events for all the objects
belonging in the same subcategory and being in any of the states 1, 2 and 3, and the same relationships
were defined between infrastructure and network use events for all the objects belonging in the same
subcategory and being in state 4. For example, it was considered that the relationship between the
infrastructure event “minor damage” and the network use event “maximum speed restriction” is the
same for all the track sections belonging in the track category I and being in any of the states 1, 2 or 3.
Another relationship was defined between the infrastructure event “minor damage” and the network use
event “maximum speed restriction” for all the track sections belonging in the track category I and being
in states 4.
An example of relationship between infrastructure events (no damage, IEnd, minor damage, IEmd, and
severe damage IEsd), object state Si (state 1 or 2 or 3, S1 or S2 or S3, and state 4, S4), and expected
network use events (normal use, NUEnu, maximum speed restriction, NUEmsr, and closure NUEc), is
presented in Figure 5.7, for objects of the same subcategory.

Figure 5.7 Example of relationship between infrastructure events (no damage, IEnd, minor
damage, IEmd, and severe damage IEsd), object state Si (state 1 or 2 or 3, S1 or S2 or S3, and state
4, S4), and expected network use events (normal use, NUEnu, maximum speed restriction, NUEmsr,
and closure NUEc), for objects of the same subcategory
Figure 5.8 illustrates all the events defined in section 5.2.3.2 and all the relationships defined between
the infrastructure and network use events based on object states, illustrated with arrows. If there is no
arrow connecting an infrastructure and a network use event on the figure, it means that it was considered
that these two events cannot occur in the same scenario. For example, Figure 5.8 shows that if there is
no damage, either the use is normal or there is maximum speed restriction. It was considered impossible
to have closure with no damage and there is, therefore, no arrow between the infrastructure event “no
damage” and the network use event “closure”. If the object is in state 1, 2 or 3 and it is not damaged,
the network use event “normal use” is the only one related to the infrastructure event “no damage”. The
probability of this relationship, Pnu/nd/s1-3, is indicated with green font. If the object is in state 4, in
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accordance with Irish Rail’s intervention strategies, the maximum speed will be restricted for the entire
section until the object is either replaced or renewed. In this case, the object will provide an inadequate
level of service while the object is in state 4, but not due to the damage of the object, i.e. there will be
loss of service costs, e.g. costs related to delays. This is represented as the relationship infrastructure
event “no damage” linked to the network use “maximum speed restriction” event and the probability of
this relationship, Pmsr/nd/s4, is indicated with red font.
If there is the infrastructure event “minor damage” occurs, it is possible that network use event “normal
use” or “maximum speed restriction” or “closure” will occur. Although these relationships are possible
for the objects being in state 1, 2 and 3, and the objects being in state 4, different probabilities were
considered for the two situations indicated with green font (Pnu/md/s1-3, Pmsr/md/s1-3, and Pc/md/s1-3) and with
red font (Pnu/md/s4, Pmsr/md/s4, and Pc/md/s4), respectively.
If there is the infrastructure event “severe damage”, it is possible to have either the network use event
“normal use” or “closure”. The network use event “maximum speed restriction” is not possible, as it is
assumed the “severe damage” results in complete loss of the object’s functionality. If there is the
infrastructure event “severe damage”, it is possible to lead to the network use event “normal use”, e.g.
when a rail breaks and the section is not closed in anticipation of the corrective interventions, either an
accident occurs or no accident occurs. Although these relationships are possible for the objects being in
state 1, 2 and 3, and the objects being in state 4, different probabilities were considered for the two
situations indicated with green font (Pnu/sd/s1-3, Pmsr/sd/s1-3, and Pc/sd/s1-3) and with red font (Pnu/sd/s4, Pmsr/sd/s4,
and Pc/sd/s4), respectively.

Figure 5.8 Events and the relationships between infrastructure and network use events based on
the object states
5.2.3.4.3

Network use events to societal events

The relationships between network use and societal events are defined based on object category and
subcategory, whether or not the object is in poor state, which is the state 4, and the preceding
infrastructure event. In other words, the same relationships were defined between network use and
societal events for all the objects belonging in the same subcategory and being in any of the states 1, 2
and 3 if the same infrastructure event had occurred, and the same relationships were defined between
infrastructure and network use events for all the objects belonging in the same subcategory and being
in state 4 if another infrastructure event had occurred. For example, it was considered that the
relationship between the network use event “maximum speed restriction” and the societal event “no
accident and minor corrective intervention after damage” is the same for all the track sections having
minor damage, belonging in the track category I and being in any of the states 1, 2 or 3. This relationship
is different from both the relationship defined between network use event “maximum speed restriction”
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and the societal event “no accident and minor corrective intervention after damage” the for all the track
sections having “major damage” belonging in the track category I and being in any of the states 1, 2 or
3, and the relationship that was defined between network use event “maximum speed restriction” and
the societal event “no accident and minor corrective intervention after damage” the for all the track
sections having “minor damage” belonging in the track category I and being in state 4.
An example of relationship between network use events (normal use, NUEnu, maximum speed
restriction, NUEmsr, and closure NUEc), object state Si (state 1 or 2 or 3, S1 or S2 or S3), the preceding
infrastructure event (no damage, IEnd, minor damage, IEmd, and severe damage IEsd) and expected
societal events (no accident and no corrective intervention, SEnanc, no accident and minor corrective
intervention, SEnamic, no accident and major corrective intervention, SEnamac, and accident and major
corrective intervention, SEnamac), is presented in Figure 5.9, for objects of the same subcategory.

Figure 5.9 Example of relationship between network use events (normal use, NUEnu, maximum
speed restriction, NUEmsr, and closure NUEc), object state Si (state 1 or 2 or 3, S1 or S2 or S3), the
preceding infrastructure event (no damage, IEnd, minor damage, IEmd, and severe damage IEsd)
and expected societal events (no accident and no corrective intervention, SEnanc, no accident and
minor corrective intervention, SEnamic, no accident and major corrective intervention, SEnamac,
and accident and major corrective intervention, SEnamac), for objects of the same subcategory
Another example of relationship between network use events (normal use, NUEnu, maximum speed
restriction, NUEmsr, and closure NUEc), object state Si (state 4, S4), the preceding infrastructure event
(no damage, IEnd, minor damage, IEmd, and severe damage IEsd) and expected societal events (no
accident and major corrective intervention, SEnamac and accident and major corrective intervention,
SEnamac), is presented in Figure 5.10, for objects of the same subcategory.
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Figure 5.10 Example of relationship between network use events (normal use, NUEnu, maximum
speed restriction, NUEmsr, and closure NUEc), object state Si (state 4, S4), the preceding
infrastructure event (no damage, IEnd, minor damage, IEmd, and severe damage IEsd) and
expected societal events (no accident and major corrective intervention, SEnamac and accident and
major corrective intervention, SEnamac), for objects of the same subcategory
The relationships are built considering how the infrastructure events are related to the network use and
societal events. These relationships are illustrated in Figure 5.12, Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14. In these
figures, any possible relationship is illustrated with an arrow connecting two events of different type,
i.e. an infrastructure event with a network use event, or a network use event with a societal event. If
there are not arrows connecting two events, it means that it was considered that these is no possibility
these two events to occur together in one scenario.
For example, Figure 5.11 shows that if there is no damage, and the object is in state 1, 2 or 3, only
normal use is considered, while Figure 5.12 shows that if there is no damage and the object is in state
4, either the use is normal or there is maximum speed restriction. In either cases, if there is no damage
and the use is normal then the only possibility is to have no accident and no corrective intervention.
These relationships are illustrated with black arrows. However, if the infrastructure event is “no
damage”, linked to the network use “maximum speed restriction” event then the societal event is “no
accident and major corrective intervention when the object is in state 4” (see Figure 5.12). These
relationships are illustrated with blue arrows. It was considered that the “no damage” event cannot result
to closure or accident as there is no object failure affecting the stability and operation of the object.
There is no possibility that an accident will occur without a preceding minor or severe damage event,
independent of the state of the object. As the risk assessment only pertains to infrastructure failures, it
is assumed that the only cause of an accident is the failure of an object. Another risk assessment would
be required if other factors, such as excessive train speeds, which can also lead to accidents, were to be
considered. It can also be seen that there is no scenario involving both the infrastructure event “no
damage” and the any of the societal events “accident and minor corrective intervention”.
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Figure 5.11 Relationships emanating from the infrastructure event "No damage", for objects
being in states 1, 2 and 3

Figure 5.12 Relationships emanating from the infrastructure event "No damage" for objects
being in state 4
Figure 5.13 shows that if there is the infrastructure event “minor damage” occurs, it is possible that
network use event “normal use” or “maximum speed restriction” or “closure” will occur. If there is the
infrastructure event “minor damage” and the network use event “normal”, than either the societal event
“no accident and minor corrective intervention”, “no accident and major corrective intervention”,
“accident and minor corrective intervention” or “accident and major corrective intervention” will occur.
These relationships are illustrated with black arrows. If there is the infrastructure event “a minor
damage” and the network use event “ maximum speed restriction”, either the societal event “no accident
and a minor corrective intervention”, “no accident with a major intervention”, “accident and minor
corrective intervention” or “accident with major corrective intervention”. These relationships are
illustrated with blue arrows. If there is the infrastructure event “a minor damage” and a network use
event “closure” then the societal event will have to be either “no accident and minor corrective
intervention”, or “no accident and major corrective intervention. In this case, it is considered impossible
to have a societal event that includes an accident, as the closure of the section prevents the passenger
trains from using the section and without trains, it is impossible for an accident to occur. These
relationships are illustrated with pink arrows. As it is considered that the infrastructure event “minor
damage” is a failure, it is certain that the societal event will include a corrective intervention. These
relationships are consistent with Irish Rail’s intervention strategies, which include the executing
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corrective interventions on to restore all failed objects this means that there is no scenario including the
infrastructure event “minor damage” and the societal event “no accident and no corrective intervention”.
Either a minor corrective intervention or major corrective intervention may, however, be executed.

Figure 5.13 Relationships emanating from the infrastructure event "Minor damage" for objects
being in state 1, state 2, state 3 or state 4
Figure 5.14 shows that if there is the infrastructure event “severe damage”, it is possible to have either
the network use event “normal use” or “closure”. The network use event “maximum speed restriction”
is not possible, as it is assumed to result in complete loss of the object’s functionality. If there is the
infrastructure event “severe damage” and the network use event is “normal use”, either the societal
event “no accident and major corrective intervention” will occur or the societal event “accident and
major corrective intervention” will occur. For example, when a rail breaks and the section is not closed
in anticipation of the corrective interventions, either an accident occurs or no accident occurs. These
relationships are illustrated with black arrows. If there is the infrastructure event “severe damage” and
the network use event “closure” then the societal event is “no accident and major corrective
intervention”. In this case, it is considered impossible to have a societal event including an accident, as
the closure of the section prevents the passenger trains from using the section and it is therefore
impossible for an accident to occur. These relationships are illustrated with pink arrows. As it is
considered that an infrastructure event “severe damage” results in a complete loss of the object’s
functionality, the considered societal events are those that include a major corrective intervention. This
scenario is consistent with Irish Rail intervention strategies. There are, therefore, no scenarios including
both the infrastructure event “severe damage” and the either the societal event “no accident and no
intervention” or the societal event “a minor corrective intervention”.
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Figure 5.14 Relationships emanating from the infrastructure event "Severe damage"
5.2.3.5

Determine models

In this step, the models to be used for the estimation of probabilities and consequences of each scenario
are defined. The explanation for how the probabilities of the scenarios are estimated by comparing the
content of Table 5.5 and the relationships from Figure 5.11, Figure 5.12, Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14.
5.2.3.5.1

Probabilities of the scenarios

Considering the relationships presented in previous section 5.2.3.4, the number of scenarios determined
in section 5.2.3.3 can be reduced from 54 to 15, as 39 scenarios have zero probability. In the table the
scenarios excluded from the analysis, because their probability is considered zero, are shown in grey.
For example, the first analysed scenario is the scenario Sc1. This scenario describes the chain of the
events, infrastructure event “no damage” with object initially in state i, with probability Pnd/si, followed
by network use event “normal use”, with probability Pnu/nd, followed by the societal event “no accident
and no corrective interventions”, with probability Pnanc/nu/nd. This last probability must be one, as no other
societal event was considered to be linked to network use event “normal use” following the
infrastructure event “no damage”.
Additionally, it can be seen in Table 5.5 that the probabilities must sum to either one or zero from one
event to a subsequent event in the chain of events that comprise a scenario For example, the sum of all
the probabilities of occurrence of network use events given an infrastructure event must sum to one,
i.e. exactly one of the possible events have to occur . These sums are shown in Table 5.6.
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Table 5.5 Scenarios
Infrastructure event

No damage

Minor damage

Severe damage

Probability given the state

Pnd/si

Pmd/si

Psd/si

Sum of probabilities

=1

Network use events

Normal use

Maximum speed
restriction

Closure

Normal use

Maximum speed
restriction

Closure

Normal
use

Maximum speed
restriction

Closure

Probability given the infrastructure event

Pnu/nd

Pmsr/nd

Pcl/nd = 0

Pnu/md

Pmsr/md

Pcl/md

Pnu/sd

Pmsr/sd = 0

Pcl/sd

Sum of probabilities

=1

Societal events

=1

=1

Probabilities of societal events given the infrastructure and network use events (Scenarios no.)

No accident and no corrective
intervention

Pnanc/nu/nd = 1
(Sc1)

Pnanc/msr/nd = 0

Pnanc/c/nd =
0

Pnanc/nu/md =
0

Pnanc/msr/md = 0

Pnanc/c/md =
0

Pnanc/nu/sd =
0

Pnanc/msr/sd = 0

Pnanc/c/sd = 0

No accident and minor corrective
intervention

Pnamic/nu/nd = 0

Pnamic/msr/nd = 0

Pnamic/c/nd =
0

Pnamic/nu/md
(Sc3)

Pnamic/msr/md
(Sc7)

Pnamic/c/md
(Sc11)

Pnamic/nu/sd =
0

Pnamic/msr/sd = 0

Pnamic/c/sd = 0

No accident and major corrective
intervention when the object is in state 4

Pnamac4/nu/nd =
0

Pnamac4/msr/nd = 1
(Sc2)

Pnamac4/c/nd
=0

Pnamac4/nu/md
=0

Pnamac4/msr/md = 0

Pnamac4/c/md
=0

Pnamac4/nu/sd
=0

Pnamac4/msr/sd = 0

Pnamac4/c/sd = 0

No accident and major corrective
intervention

Pnamac/nu/nd = 0

Pnamac/msr/nd = 0

Pnamac/c/nd =
0

Pnamac/nu/md
(Sc4)

Pnamac/msr/md
(Sc8)

Pnamac/c/md
(Sc12)

Pnamac/nu/sd
(Sc13)

Pnamac/msr/sd = 0

Pnamac/c/sd = 1
(Sc15)

Accident and minor corrective
intervention

Pamic/nu/nd = 0

Pamic/msr/nd = 0

Pamic/c/nd =
0

Pamic/nu/md
(Sc5)

Pamic/msr/md
(Sc9)

Pamic/c/md =
0

Pamic/nu/sd =
0

Pamic/msr/sd = 0

Pamic/c/sd = 0

Accident and major corrective
intervention

Pamac/nu/nd = 0

Pamac/msr/nd = 0

Pamac/c/nd =
0

Pamac/nu/md
(Sc6)

Pamac/msr/md
(Sc10)

Pamac/c/md =
0

Pamac/nu/sd
(Sc14)

Pamac/msr/sd = 0

Pamac/c/sd = 0

Sum of probabilities

=1

=1

=0

=1

=1

=1

=1

=0

=1

No. of scenarios

1

1

0

4

4

2

2

0

1

Total no. of scenarios

15
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Table 5.6 Sums of probabilities that must be equal to one
Formulas
Pnd/si + Pmd/si + Psd/si =1

Pnu/nd + Pmsr/nd + Pcl/nd =1
Pnu/md + Pmsr/md + Pcl/md =1
Pnu/sd + Pmsr/sd + Pcl/sd =1
Pnanc/nu/nd + Pnamic/nu/nd + Pnamac/nu/nd + Pamic/nu/nd + Pamac/nu/nd =1
Pnanc/msr/nd + Pnamic/msr/nd + Pnamac/msr/nd + Pamic/msr/nd + Pamac/msr/nd =1
Pnanc/c/nd + Pnamic/c/nd + Pnamac/c/nd + Pamic/c/nd + Pamac/c/nd =1
Pnanc/nu/md + Pnamic/nu/md + Pnamac/nu/md + Pamic/nu/md + Pamac/nu/md =1
Pnanc/msr/md + Pnamic/msr/md + Pnamac/msr/md + Pamic/msr/md + Pamac/msr/md =1
Pnanc/c/md + Pnamic/c/md + Pnamac/c/md + Pamic/c/md + Pamac/c/md =1
Pnanc/nu/sd + Pnamic/nu/sd + Pnamac/nu/sd + Pamic/nu/sd + Pamac/nu/sd =1
Pnanc/msr/sd + Pnamic/msr/sd + Pnamac/msr/sd + Pamic/msr/sd + Pamac/msr/sd =1
Pnanc/c/sd + Pnamic/c/sd + Pnamac/c/sd + Pamic/c/sd + Pamac/c/sd =1

Explanation
The sum of all the probabilities related
to all the infrastructure events must be
equal to one
The sum of all the probabilities related
to all the network use events, given
one infrastructure event must be equal
to one
The sum of all the probabilities related
to all the societal events given one
network use event and given one
infrastructure event must be equal to
one

The probability related to each scenario i, PSci, is the product of the probabilities related to each event
𝑆𝑐𝑖
in the scenario, as shown in equation 5.1, where 𝑃𝐼𝐸/𝑠𝑖
is the probability of the infrastructure event of
𝑆𝑐𝑖
𝑆𝑐𝑖
scenario Sci, 𝑃𝑁𝐸/𝐼𝐸 is the probability of the network use event of scenario Sci and 𝑃𝑆𝐸/𝑁𝐸/𝐼𝐸
is the
probability of the societal event of scenario Sci. Table 5.7 shows the how the probabilities related to
each of the 15 scenarios can be computed.
𝑺𝒄𝒊
𝑺𝒄𝒊
𝑷𝑺𝒄𝒊 = 𝑷𝑺𝒄𝒊
𝑰𝑬/𝒔𝒊 × 𝑷𝑵𝑬/𝑰𝑬 × 𝑷𝑺𝑬/𝑵𝑬/𝑰𝑬

( 5.2 )

Table 5.7 Equations to estimate the probabilities of scenarios
Scenario
Sc1
Sc2
Sc3
Sc4
Sc5
Sc6
Sc7
Sc8
Sc9
Sc10
Sc11
Sc12
Sc13
Sc14
Sc15

Probability related to the scenario
PSc1 = Pnd/si × Pnu/nd × Pnanc/nu/nd
PSc2 = Pnd/si × Pmsr/nd × Pnamac/msr/nd
PSc3 = Pmd/si × Pnu/md × Pnamic/nu/md
PSc4 = Pmd/si × Pnu/md × Pnamac/nu/md
PSc5 = Pmd/si × Pnu/md × Pamic/nu/md
PSc6 = Pmd/si × Pnu/md × Pamac/nu/md
PSc7 = Pmd/si × Pmsr/md × Pnamic/msr/md
PSc8 = Pmd/si × Pmsr/md × Pnamac/msr/md
PSc9 = Pmd/si × Pmsr/md × Pamic/msr/md
PSc10 = Pmd/si × Pmsr/md × Pamac/msr/md
PSc11 = Pmd/si × Pc/md × Pnamic/c/md
PSc12 = Pmd/si × Pc/md × Pnamac/c/md
PSc13 = Psd/si × Pnu/sd × Pnamac/nu/sd
PSc14 = Psd/si × Pnu/sd × Pamac/nu/sd
PSc15 = Psd/si × Pc/sd × Pnamac/c/sd
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5.2.3.5.2

Values of societal events

Along with the scenarios, the stakeholders and how they are affected, i.e. cost categories, are defined.
Two stakeholders were considered for this analysis, Irish Rail, as the owner of the infrastructure bearing
the corrective intervention costs, and the passengers, as the users of the infrastructure bearing the delay
and accident costs. The cost categories related to those stakeholders and their connection to the societal
events are shown in Table 5.8 for the general model. The cost types referred to in Table 5.8 are presented
in Table 5.9, for the variable cost types, and in Table 5.10, for the fixed cost types.
Table 5.8. Societal events and the associated cost categories
Societal events
No accident and no
corrective
intervention
No accident and
minor corrective
intervention
No accident and
major corrective
intervention
Accident and minor
corrective
intervention
Accident and major
corrective
intervention

Cost
categories
C_A

Cost categories for Irish Rail

Cost categories for passengers

No additional cost

No additional cost

C_B

Minor corrective intervention
cost

Delay until and due to minor
corrective intervention

C_C

Major corrective intervention
cost

Delay until and due to major
corrective intervention

C_D

Accident cost for Irish Rail
(including structural escalation)
plus minor corrective
intervention cost
Accident cost for Irish Rail
(including structural escalation)
plus major corrective
intervention cost

Accident cost for passengers
(including secondary escalation) and
delay until and due to minor
corrective intervention
Accident cost for passengers
(including secondary escalation) and
delay until and due to major
corrective intervention

C_E

The costs considered in this risk assessment are those related to two stakeholders, the Irish Rail, as the
owner of the infrastructure, and the passengers, as the infrastructure users.
For each stakeholder there are costs that are vary with the extent of the object that caused the failure
and fixed costs per failure. It is considered that once a failure occurs without an accident, the owner
must pay to clean and prepare the site for the corrective intervention, which is a fixed cost per failure,
and to execute the corrective intervention, which is a cost that varies with the extent of the object that
caused the failure. Regarding the passengers, they will bear the cost of delays from the time of the
failure and until the corrective intervention starts, which is a fixed cost, and the cost of delays due to
traffic disruptions occurring during the execution of the corrective intervention, which is a cost that
depends on the extent of the object.
If the failure leads to an accident, then Irish Rail bears additionally fixed accident costs, i.e. related to
damaged rolling stock, etc., and a fixed cost related to other adjacent structures being damaged, called
structural escalation cost. Passengers also bear additional costs in the case of an accident caused by an
object’s failure. These are accident costs related to injuries and fatalities due to an accident and costs
related to secondary collisions due to an accident, i.e. it is considered that due to the failure, secondary
collisions might occur.
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Table 5.9 General variable cost types
Stakeholder

Cost types

Symbol

Description

Cost value

Variable costs (per object extend)
Irish Rail
(infrastructure
owner)

Passengers
(infrastructure
users)

Corrective intervention costs
Variable minor
c_v/mic Cost of executing minor corrective
corrective
intervention in one unit of object
intervention cost
Variable major
c_v/mac Cost of executing major corrective
corrective
intervention in one unit of object
intervention cost
Delay costs during corrective interventions

C_v/mic =
c_v/mic × e

Delay during
minor corrective
intervention

c_d/mic

C_d/mic =
c_d/mic × e

Delay during
major corrective
intervention

c_d/mac

Delay cost related to the duration in
minutes of traffic disruption due to
execution of minor corrective
intervention in one unit of object
Delay cost related to the duration in
minutes of traffic disruption due to
execution of major corrective
intervention in one unit of object

C_v/mac =
c_v/mac × e

C_d/mac =
c_d/mac × e
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Table 5.10 General fixed cost types
Stakeholder

Cost types

Symbol

Description

Cost
value

Fixed costs (per object)
Irish Rail
(infrastructure
owner)

Passengers
(infrastructure
users)

Irish Rail
(infrastructure
owner)

Passengers
(infrastructure
users)

Cost due to failure
Cost after a minor
C_md/mic Cost occurring after a minor
damage and until a
damage to prepare the site for
minor corrective
minor corrective intervention
intervention
Cost after a minor
C_md/mac Cost occurring after a minor
damage and until a
damage to prepare the site for
major corrective
major corrective intervention
intervention
Cost after a severe
C_sd/mac
Cost occurring after a major
damage and until a
damage to prepare the site for
major corrective
major corrective intervention
intervention
Delay costs until corrective intervention starts

C_md/mic

Until minor corrective
intervention after minor
damage

C_dmd/mi

C_dmd/mi

Until major corrective
intervention after minor
damage

C_dmd/ma

Until major corrective
intervention after severe
damage

C_dsd/ma

Delay cost related to the time
between minor damage and until
a minor corrective intervention is
started
Delay cost related to the time
between minor damage and until
a major corrective intervention is
started
Delay cost related to the time
between severe damage and until
a major corrective intervention is
started

C_md/mac

C_sd/mac

C_dmd/ma

C_dsd/ma

Accident costs related to the owner
Accident costs

C_aIR

Cost related to the owner due to
an accident
Structural escalation
C_as/md
Cost due to damages of adjacent
costs due to minor
structures after an accident due to
damage
minor damage
Structural escalation
C_as/sd
Cost due to damages of adjacent
costs due to severe
structures after an accident due
damage
complete damage
Accident costs related to the passengers

C_aIR

Passenger accident costs

C_ap

C_ap

Secondary escalation
costs due to minor
damage
Secondary escalation
costs due to severe
damage

C_a2/md

C_a2/sd

Cost related to the passengers
due to an accident
Cost due to secondary collision
after an accident due to minor
damage
Cost due to secondary collision
after an accident due complete
damage

C_asmd

C_as/sd

C_a2/md

C_a2/sd
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Once the scenarios and their costs categories were defined, models were developed to estimate the
probabilities and costs related to those scenarios. Three main risk assessment models were built, one
for each object category to assess the scenarios presented in section 5.2.3.3. Each model consists of two
modules, one for the estimation of the probabilities, and one for the estimation of the costs related to
the scenarios.
The estimation of probabilities consists of the estimation of probabilities for infrastructure, network
use, and societal events. For all the object categories, the probabilities related to the infrastructure events
and network use events are determined separately for not only the current state of the object but also
for the other three possible states. The probabilities of societal events are determined based on the
infrastructure events and for each object category and subcategory but they are assumed independent
of the state of the object.
For all the object categories, the corrective intervention costs are determined based on the geometry and
category of the object, while the costs related to delays and accident costs are determined separately for
each object based on its category and location on the network. For the estimation of the delay costs, the
traffic delays explained in Annex H are considered for each object. Additionally, it is considered the
time value of 0.515 € per minute of total delay.
5.2.4

Estimate risks

Risk is defined as the product of probabilities and cost. Each scenario, Sci, has one probability, PSci,
related to it, resulting in 15 probabilities in total. Each scenario is related to one of the five cost
categories that were considered. Consequently, more than one scenario can be related to each cost
category. For example, as shown in Table 5.5, the societal event no accident and minor corrective
intervention, linked to cost category C_B, is related to three scenarios, Sc3, Sc7, and Sc11. This means
that the estimation of risks can be simplified by considering together the probabilities related to
scenarios that are linked to the same cost categories. This is shown in Table 5.11. The risks can be
estimated per cost category from the product of the sum of the probabilities related to all the scenarios
linked to the same cost category, and the cost in euros of the cost category. The final risk related to the
analysed state is the sum of all the risks related to all cost categories. The probability of occurrence of
all scenarios within one time period sum to one, i.e. only one scenario can occur.
Table 5.11 Equations to estimate risks
Societal events

Cost
categories

Probabilities related
to the cost type

Risk formula

C_A

Scenarios related
to the cost
categories
Sc1

No accident and no
corrective intervention
No accident and minor
corrective intervention
No accident and major
corrective intervention

PC_A = PSc1

RC_A = PC_A × C_A

C_B

Sc3, Sc7, and Sc11

RC_B = PC_B × C_B

C_C

Sc2, Sc4, Sc8, Sc12,
Sc13, and Sc15

C_D

Sc5, and Sc9

PC_B = PSc3 + PSc7 +
PSc11
PC_C = PSc2 + PSc4 +
PSc8 + PSc12 + PSc13 +
PSc15
PC_D = PSc5 + PSc9

Accident and minor
corrective intervention
Accident and major
corrective intervention
Final risk related to
state i

C_E

Sc6, Sc10, and Sc14

PC_E = PSc6 + PSc10 +
PSc14

RC_E = PC_E × C_E

RC_C = PC_C × C_C

RC_D = PC_D × C_D

Ri = RC_A + RC_B +
RC_C + RC_D + RC_E
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The results in risks related to each object are given in Table F.15, for the track sections, in Table G.16,
for the switches, and in Table H.17, for the bridges.
5.2.5

Evaluate risks

This general model allows for the estimation of the risks related to each state of each object. If the risks
estimated using the model are considered acceptable, they can be then used for the assessment of the
risks across the network, as well as, for the planning of interventions that will reduce these risks.
Figure 5.15 shows the risks related to the objects in four groups of different risk range. In the first group,
shown in green, are the objects that are related to risks ranging from 0 to 10’000 euros. In the second
group, shown in yellow, are the objects that are related to risks ranging from 10’000 to 100’000 euros.
In the third group, shown in orange, are the objects that are related to risks ranging from 100’000 to
1’000’000 euros. In the third group, shown in red, are the objects that are related to risks over 1’000’000
euros. The exact risks related to all the objects in the network are shown in Table F.15, for the track
sections, in Table G.16, for the switches, and in Table H.17, for the bridges. The total risks related to
this network are 410 million euros. A great amount of this risk is related to the bridge UBLL49, which
is currently in poor state and the risks related to this state is 222 million euros. Clearly, this is more than
half of the risks related to the entire network. A second bridge, which is also in poor state, bridge
UBLL44D, is related to almost 158 million euros of risk. It is interesting to note that the rest of the risks
related to all bridges together are only 30 million euros. Bridges account for the 99.5% of the total risks
related to the network, while the risks related to all switches together is approximately 0.33% of the
total risks and the risks related to the track is only 0.15% of the total risks.
It is important to note that by improving condition of these two bridges just by one state, the total risks
related to the network will be reduced to almost 41 million euros. Someone must, however, consider
the cost of these interventions before taking action.
The risks related to each object was also estimated for high and low estimates of both probabilities of
failure and costs related to delays, failures, and accidents. The results are given in sections F.8, G.8, and
H.8 for the track sections, the switches, and the bridges, respectively.
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Figure 5.15 Illustration of the risks related to the objects of the network
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6 Conclusion and next steps
From the literature review, it is clear that there is a lack of a systematic process to assess the risk related
to railway infrastructure in a way that can be used across objects of all types to determine if there is an
acceptable level of risk and to determine the interventions to be executed to reduce this risk, if it is at
an unacceptable level. Ideally, a risk management process coupled with the appropriate tools, would
allow risk assessments to be conducted for railway networks that systematically take into consideration
all the objects in the network, as well as the effect of their failures on the level of service of the network,
and the development of intervention programs that maximize the net benefit of executing interventions,
where the benefit of executing interventions is the reduction in the infrastructure related risk. In this
deliverable, such a process is presented.
The proposed risk assessment process, can take into consideration all objects in railway networks. It
considers the likely chains of events, from source events to societal events and particularly the
relationships between load and infrastructure events, the relationships between infrastructure and
network use events and the relationships between network use and societal events. The risk assessment
process consists of four levels, i.e. the object, section, route, and network. The higher the level the
higher the modelling complexity and the higher the accuracy. A general and a detailed explanation for
all four levels of the risk assessment process are given. An example of the process on a part of the Irish
Rail network is also presented using the risk assessment process on the object level. The results show
that it is possible to consider the risk related to different stakeholders and object failures in a consistent
manner in order to produce risk estimates that can help infrastructure manager to systematically assess
the risk related to their infrastructure and to develop optimal risk reducing intervention programs
(Burkhalter et al., 2018).
Beyond Destination Rail, the further development of the risk assessment process will include the
extension of the example by using the other levels of the risk assessment process to demonstrate in
detail how they work and to clearly show how the complexity increases and the affect that this has on
the risk estimates. Once this is complete, work will continue on developing the tools required to extend
the methodology for an entire network.
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Terminology
This chapter provides a glossary of terms used in this deliverable. The purpose of this chapter is to
ensure that all terms used in the document have a specific definition and there is no ambiguity for
readers concerning the meaning of terms used.
The terminology used into this document refers to three areas of study: civil engineering (with reference
to all phases of: design, construction, maintenance and management), railway engineering (with
reference to all phases of: design, construction, maintenance and management) and risk assessment and
management. A section of the glossary is dedicated to each of the mentioned areas.
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A.1

Civil engineering glossary

Table 7.1 Civil engineering glossary (A - J)
Terms
abutment
ageing
bridge
bridge deck
condition
corrosion
cutting
degradation
deterioration
deterioration rate
drainage system

engineering structure
failure
flooding
girder
Intervention program

Intervention strategy

Definitions
end support of a bridge
change with time of the condition and/or load-bearing characteristics of a structure
or an element of one
structure that affords passage to pedestrians, animals, vehicles, and services above
obstacles or between two points at a height above ground 11
horizontal surface of a bridge
current state or current functioning of a structure and / or its components. It is
usually assessed based on the condition rating related to the deterioration level.
a chemical process by which the metal is oxidized
void resulting from bulk excavation of material
= deterioration
process with which infrastructure loses its ability to provide the LOS it was
designed for. It can be also found as degradation.
speed of the process with which infrastructure loses its ability to provide a specific
LOS.
system of drains and ancillary responsible to remove surplus of water from the
infrastructure
part of the railway infrastructure that provides with overpasses and underpasses the
railway line (e.g. bridge, tunnel).
inability of an asset to provide an adequate level of service
intrusion of water on land not intended (or not usually intended) to be covered with
or subject to overflows
large main beam that is fabricated and comprises top and bottom chords and either
a solid or open web or webs.
list of maintenance interventions to execute over a defined period of time. They are
derived from the maintenance intervention strategies and the actual state of the
infrastructure, and are developed taking into consideration service level goals and
constraints.
list of maintenance interventions that should be executed on infrastructure
depending on the state of the infrastructure. The interventions are normally defined
here at a more general level than in the maintenance intervention program.

11

Bridges generally divided in components. I.e.: Superstructure - that part of the structure which is supported by
the piers and abutments; Substructure - the wing walls and the piers, towers and abutments that support the
superstructure; Foundation - that part of the substructure in direct contact with, and transmitting load to, the
ground.
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Table 7.2 Civil engineering glossary (K - Z)
Terms
karst
landslide

line
overloading
pier
retaining wall
rockfalls

route
section
scour
slope
softening
stringer
translational slide
tunnel
wing wall

12

Definitions
landscape underlain by limestone which has been eroded by dissolution, producing
ridges, towers, fissures, sinkholes and other characteristic landforms.
detachment of soil from a slope along a surface on which little or no shear
displacement takes place. Landslide is a downslope movement of soil or rock mass
occurring dominantly on the surface of rupture or on relatively thin zones of intense
shear strain.
part of infrastructure between two stations
loading above the design level.
intermediate support of a bridge.
wall that provides lateral support to the ground or that resists pressure from a mass
of other material.
fragment of rock is detached by sliding, toppling, or falling, and falls along a
vertical or sub-vertical cliff, proceeds down slope by bouncing and flying along
ballistic trajectories or by rolling on talus or debris slopes
part of railway network between two points where the change of course from a
track to another is possible.
portion of the infrastructure between two points with as uniform and unique
behaviour as possible
erosion by flowing water
formation of the soil with an inclination with reference to a vertical plane.
phenomenon when the shear resistance or shear stress reduces with continuous
development of plastic shear strains12.
longitudinal member extending from panel to panel of a bridge and supporting the
ties or the flooring.
movement of a shallow mass of soil in a plane roughly parallel to the slope due to
a weakness on the plane.
horizontal or sloping underground enclosed way of some length.
wall that extends a bridge abutment to retain the side slope of fill.

It can be also found as strain-softening
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A.2

Railway engineering glossary

Table 7.3 Railway engineering glossary (A - O)
Terms
axle load

ballast
ballasted track

capacity of a railway line
crossing
fastening system
geometrical track defect
gradient
Infrastructure Manager
(infrastructure manager)
lateral buckling
level crossing

13
14

Definitions
axle load is a critical measure of infrastructure physical capacity and strength: it is
the total permitted weight of a loaded rail wagon or a locomotive divided by the
number of axles on the piece of rolling stock
crushed stone, graded in size and of angular shape supporting sleepers vertically
and laterally.
track structure that consists of a flat framework made up of rails and sleepers and
supported on ballast. The ballast bed rests on a sub-ballast layer which forms the
transition layer to the formation13.
maximum number of trains that may be operated through a line.
intersection of two tracks at grade with no change of course.
set of parts and materials that ensure the rail-sleeper connection.
combination or one of the following defects: longitudinal, transverse, horizontal,
gauge and twist defect
ratio of difference in level between two points to the horizontal distance between
them.
person or firm responsible in particular for establishing, managing and maintaining
railway infrastructure, including traffic management and control-command and
signalling14
geometrical failure caused when during high temperatures ballast material is not
able to provide sufficient lateral confinement to maintain the track stability.
any level intersection between the railway and a passage, as recognised by the
infrastructure manager and open to public or private users. Passages between
platforms within stations are excluded, as well as passages over tracks for the sole
use of employees.

It is also called 'classical track' or 'conventional track'
the functions of the Infrastructure Manager on a network may be allocated to different bodies or firms
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Table 7.4 Railway engineering glossary (P - Z)
Terms
platform
preventive interventions
rail
rail defect
rail pad
segmentation
signalling

sleeper
sub-ballast
subsoil
switch
tamping
tonnage
track
track circuit
electric traction power
supply
traffic control
transition zone (of the
track)
weld (of the rail)

Definitions
elevated structure for entraining and detraining passengers and goods.
interventions that are executed before an inadequate LOS is reached.
steel section to guide vehicles.
internal discontinuity of the rail, which gives rise to rail fatigue, or rail alterations
of a mechanical nature occurring under the influence of passing trains.
resilient layer between a running rail and its support.
process under which the linear infrastructure is divided into segments with as
uniform and unique behaviour as possible15.
system that provides traffic safety and regularity by ensuring the presence of a train
at a particular point, at a specific moment and at a given priority while providing
the maximum traffic capacity of a particular track per unit time at a particular speed.
member providing vertical and lateral support to rails of a railway 16.
one or more layers of gravel and exceptionally of sand placed immediately below
the ballast.
in the case of track laid along a cut, is the onsite soil and in the case of track laid
on an fill, is composed of soil transported to the site
assembly of rails and other components for diverting vehicles from one track to
another.
operation whereby track defects are rectified through lifting of the track and
compaction of the ballast under the sleepers with tamping blades.
cumulative traffic load for a specific time period.
assembly of rails, fastenings and support, for passage of vehicles.
electrical device, using the rails as an electrical circuit, to detect the absence of a
train or vehicle.
system which provides the necessary traction power for the movement of the
locomotive by using electric power.
system, rules and infrastructure that govern the traffic regularity of the railway line
and network.
track sections between bridges, tunnels, artificial and earth structures, including
sections between ballast and non-ballast permanent way (slab track).
the join of the ends of two adjacent rails by heating the surfaces to the point of
melting with a blowpipe, electric arc, or other means, and uniting them by pressing,
hammering, etc.

15

The essence of segmentation process is to divide the linear assets into sections in such a way as to allow for
those sections to have as uniform and as unique behaviour as possible.
16
ties in North America
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A.3

Risk assessment and management glossary

Table 7.5 Risk assessment and management glossary (A - O)
Terms
acceptable/ tolerable risk
availability

consequence
decision Support Tool
(DST)
event
exposure
fault
frequency
hazard
inacceptable/ intolerable
risk
intervention
intervention
prioritization
level of service (LOS)
maintainability
monitoring
development of the
intervention program

Definitions
level of risk under a defined threshold.
ability of an infrastructure to be used when required. Or to be in a state to perform
a required function under given conditions at a given instant of time or over a given
time interval, assuming the required external resources are provided.
result of an event
computerized tool that will help infrastructure managers in decision making
process in the context of dealing with a number of previously identified and ranked
risk.
particular set of circumstances17
extent to which an organization and/or stakeholder is subject to an event
abnormal condition or defect of an element 18.
number of events per defined unit of time.
condition with the potential to cause harm
level of risk above a defined threshold of an intolerable amount.
set of activities aiming to maintain, restore or replace an infrastructure or its
components19.
ranking the proposed or possible intervention
extend to which the performances of an infrastructure guarantee its expected
requirements (both technical and functional).
ability of a component or construction to be retained in a state in which it can
perform its required functions or to be restored to such a state when a fault occurs.
continual checking, supervising, critically observing or determining the status in
order to identify change from the performance level required or expected 20.
the process to determine the intervention to be executed over a specified time period
taking into consideration the actual situation, e.g. the state of the infrastructure, the
strategies to be followed and the resources that are available.

An event can sometimes be referred to as an “incident” or “accident”.
faults can lead to a failure
19
Interventions can be either preventive (performed before the occurrence of an undesired event to reduce its
probability), protective (performed before the occurrence of an undesired event to reduce its eventual
consequences), or corrective (to restore the infrastructure after the event).
20
Monitoring can be applied to a risk management framework, risk management process, risk or control. We
would suggest different definition: continuous observing of a certain parameter / indicator which is related to the
infrastructure performance
17
18
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Table 7.6 Risk assessment and management glossary (A - O)
Terms
probability
reliability
risk
risk analysis

risk assessment
risk estimation

risk evaluation
risk identification
risk management
risk ranking / rating

risk reduction
risk treatment
safety
sensitivity analysis
system

trigger
vulnerability

Definitions
likelihood of an event occurring over a specified period of time
ability of an object to provide the adequate level of service in specific situations
over specific time periods.
product of the probability of occurrence of an event and its consequences
process to identify the scenarios to be quantified, estimate risk to each of these
scenarios and combinations of these scenarios, and to evaluate the acceptability of
the risk, i.e. risk assessment and risk evaluation. It provides the basis for risk
evaluation and decisions about risk treatment.
process of risk identification, risk analysis and risk evaluation that lead to risk
treatment
process used to estimate risk, i.e. assign values to the probability and consequences
of events. It includes consideration of costs and benefits, and their valuations from
stakeholders.
process of determining whether the estimated risk is acceptable.
process to identify the scenarios to be used to estimate risk
process to assess and change risk
process to list risk modifying interventions in the order to be executed taking into
consideration the actual e.g. the state of the infrastructure, the strategies to be
followed and the resources that are available.
process of executing interventions to reduce risk. It's a form of risk treatment
process of executing intervention to change risk.
state of having an acceptable probability of being injured or killed.
study of how the output of a model can vary with respect to variation in the values
of the input
bounded group of interrelated, interdependent or interacting elements forming an
entity that achieves a defined objective in its environment through interaction of its
parts.
event or multiple events, that cause another event or events to occur.
risk related to a particular event

Beside the terms defined for the three specific areas of studies, also five terms used in all
disciplines are defined: framework, methodology process, method, and techniques in Table 7.7
and illustrated in Figure 7.1.
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Table 7.7 Definitions of framework, methodology, process, method, and technique
Terms
framework
methodology
process
method
technique

Definitions
structure to show the relationships between multiple methodologies and processes.
series of activities to produce an output in a general situation. The activities within
can be done using methods or techniques.
= methodology
series of activities to produce an output in a specific situation.
= method

Figure 7.1 Conceptual relations between framework, methodology, process, method, and
technique.
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Annex B Summary of main works focused on objects in
literature
B.1
B.1.1

Risk assessment processes
Track and track bed

The state-of-the-art on risk assessment for track and track bed is encapsulated in the works conducted
by Lin and Saat (2014), Anderson (2005) and presented in LCCRailTrack (Zoeteman, 2006). The first
two are focused on derailments and the third is focused on infrastructure.
Lin and Saat (2014) presented a semi-quantitative risk assessment process with respect to the occurrence
of adjacent track accident (ATA) on shared-use railway corridors and identified factors affecting the
likelihood and consequence of ATA. ATAs refer to train accident scenarios where derailed trains
intrude on adjacent track, which could result in both train collisions and disrupted service. Risk in this
case is considered to be: the probability of initial derailment or collision on multiple track section times
the conditional probability of intrusion given an initial derailment or a collision, times the conditional
probability of the presence of a train on adjacent track given an intrusion, times the consequence of the
ATA.
Anderson (2005) used a parametric Empirical Bayes analysis to adjust observed estimates of the
derailment rate based on traffic volume and characteristics of similar track segments. Models are
developed for calculating point-of-derailment probabilities and positional derailment probabilities for
cars within a derailed train consist. Results are dependent upon such factors as accident cause, train
length, and train speed. This work looks at risk over tracks condition and tracks operation. A capacity
evaluation process was developed by Shih et al. (2015) to evaluate line capacity under different traffic
mixtures involving three types of trains. The process develops a capacity surface for each individual
train type using the values of number of passenger trains per day, percent unit and required LOS of each
train type as input. In the work, the delay data are obtained from Rail Traffic Controller simulation
process of a hypothetical railway line. The final capacity contour is defined by the minimum value of
all surfaces.
The risk assessment for tracks and track-beds was addressed in the LCCRailTrack software 2004
(Zoeteman 2006), which was developed in cooperation with the German Railways (Deutsche Bahn).
The process used in this software identifies the best time to execute interventions so that risk is kept
within acceptable limits, by determining the optimal times to execute interventions to minimise life
cycle costs for tracks (and switches), depending on an operating environment. Deterioration is modelled
using multi-state Markov models. The possible states of a railway track as well as the chances of transfer
from a less bad to a worse deterioration state need to be estimated by users.
B.1.2

Ground area

Some of the most advanced work on risk assessment for ground areas are those of Lloyd et al. (2001)
Jaedicke et al. (2013) and Rathje et al. (2013).
The risk assessment approaches for slopes can be distinguished into two categories: those concerning
the slopes of embankments supporting the infrastructure (internal slopes RA) and those at risk due to
landslides in slopes surrounding the infrastructure that can potentially hit it (external slopes RA). With
reference to the first category, Lloyd et al. (2001) developed a process for determining the exposure of
railway embankments to the effect of landslides in order to assess the related risk (social and
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economic)21. The process used a mapping of the routes with digital video and a ground survey of each
slope to create a geographical information system with all individual slope conditions, and then deriving
the likelihood of slopes to fail under simulated landslides.
Another work focused on the external risk assessment on slopes is that of Pritchard et al. (2005) where
a rockfall hazard risk assessment rating system (CN RHRA rating) for Canadian railways was
developed. The CN RHRA rating is computed as the product of hazard (rockfall) likelihood,
vulnerability of the elements to a rockfall and consequences, in terms of infrastructure damage and
possible derailments. Again to assess the external slopes risk Jaedicke et al. (2013) proposed two
independent models: an heuristic model - developed in the International Centre for Geohazards - that
can be used to estimate the landslides risk due to both precipitation and earthquake, using as inputs
topography, geology, land cover, precipitation and seismicity, and a statistical model - developed by
the Joint Research Centre, that uses logistic regression to produce a landslide susceptibility map, which
then combines with classified precipitation and seismic data to map the risk due to both hydrologically
triggered and seismically-triggered landslides. Both models were used in the project to assess the risk
due to landslide and rockfalls on infrastructure and were tested in Scotland, Italy, and Romania. Rathje
et al. (2013) developed a process for probabilistic assessment of the systemic performance of (internal)
slopes. A probabilistic method was used to generate a hazard curve for displacement in which the annual
rate of exceedance for a range of displacement levels is computed using multiple ground motion
parameters, such as: peak ground acceleration, peak ground velocity, Arias Intensity, etc. The
probabilistic approach is formulated both in terms of scalar hazard analysis and vector hazard analysis.
B.1.3

Switches and crossings

Some of the state-of-the-art work on risk related studies for switches and crossings is included in the
works of García Márquez (2003); García Márquez, Schmid, and Collado (2003) and Eker et al. (2011).
The main focus of the studies on risk related to switches and crossings is not on the assessment of risk
but on its management through improved monitoring and diagnosis methods.
García Márquez (2003) and García Márquez, Schmid, and Collado (2003) developed a reliability
centred method to remote condition monitoring for reducing the risks related to switches and a crossing.
The authors developed algorithms to detect degradation in switches22 which should allow a move to an
RCM approach for the management of switches and crossings maintenance. They demonstrated the
method using data from tests on commonly found elements and included a discussion of the benefits of
adopting a Kalman Filter for pre-processing the data collected during tests.
Eker et al. (2011) developed a Support Vector Machine based diagnostics method on deterioration in
switches 23 for early identification of failures. In this paper, the widespread ‘drive-rod out-ofadjustment’ failure mode was identified using SVM with Gaussian kernel is used for diagnosis. The
results of feature selection with statistical t-test and feature reduction with principal component analysis
(PCA) were then compared to perform diagnosis and failures identification.
B.1.4

Engineering structures

21

The proposed process is introduced as valid also for roads.
which authors refers to as turnout
23
which authors refers to as turnout
22
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It is useful to discuss the state-of-the-art in risk assessment for engineering structures by bridges,
tunnels, and retaining walls (section B.1.4.1, B.1.4.2 and B.1.4.3, respectively). A section is dedicated
to the main works found in literature for each of the three groups.
B.1.4.1 Bridges
The literature on Bridge Risk Assessment (BRA) is particularly rich. In this section, some relevant
contributions produced on the field over the last 20 years are presented, such as: Stein et al. (1999),
Adey et al (2003), Johnson and Niezgoda (2004), Wang et al. (2008) and Stewart et al. (2001).
In 1999 Stein et al. introduced a process for assessing the risk associated with scour threat to bridge
foundations. In the mentioned BRA process, the risk is computed as the probability of failure over a
period of time, adjusted by a factor based on foundation type and type of span, and the costs associated
to the failure in terms of costs for interventions and of service reduction. The risk determined is then
used to rank the bridges. Then, Adey et al (2003) proposed a risk-based process to determine the optimal
intervention for a bridge subject to multiple hazards. The process consists of five steps, from the
identification of hazards and possible failure modes to the determination of limit states in order to
estimate both the probability and the consequences of failure on the infrastructure. Finally, the risk is
assessed in terms of the likely ‘levels of service’ to be provided by the bridge and the impact of
interventions on it is evaluated. Johnson and Niezgoda (2004) presented a risk-based process for
ranking, comparing and choosing the most appropriate bridge scour countermeasures using the risk
priority numbers in failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA). Wanget al. (2008) have proposed an
integrated AHP–DEA process for bridge risk assessment that uses the analytic hierarchy process (AHP),
linguistic terms, data envelopment analysis (DEA), and the simple additive weighting (SAW) method,
into an overall risk score for each bridge.
Bayesian statistics have also been largely used to conduct bridge risk assessment. In this regard two
major contributions are those proposed by Stewartet al. (2001). They used updated time-dependent
estimates of bridge reliabilities for supporting decision-making interventions on bridges. The method
uses a Bayesian statistical approach to input information about bridges’ basic random variables (i.e.
loads and resistance parameters that govern the performance of the bridge), coming from
inspection/testing of existing bridges, and assesses the statistical properties of bridges. Major interest
has grown around the approach as it can be used to assess bridges’ structural safety for a number of
applications, such as: develop load and resistance for use in reliability-based assessment codes, compare
with reliability-based acceptance criteria such as a target reliability index, estimate cost-effectiveness
of decisions using life-cycle costs, or determine relative bridge safety by ranking reliabilities of different
bridges.
B.1.4.2 Tunnels
The main works on risk assessment for tunnels are those of Bane e Costa et al (2008), Špačková &
Straub (2011), Sousa & Einstein (2012), Schubert et al. (2012), L. Li et al. (2015)and refer to different
phases of infrastructure life cycle, from construction to operation.
Bane e Costa et al (2008) developed a decision analysis approach (called MACBETH approach) to
assess and mitigate risks related to bridges and tunnels in order to prioritize interventions based on their
vulnerability. The analysis is based on a multiple criteria decision analysis to model the benefit/cost
ratio for prioritizing interventions on infrastructure.
Sousa & Einstein (2012) introduced risk analysis during tunnel construction using Bayesian Networks.
The methodology consists of combining a geological prediction model that allows one to predict
geology behaviours ahead of the tunnel construction, with a construction strategy decision model that
allows one to choose a construction strategy that leads to minimum risk.
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Schubert et al. (2012) introduced a method using Bayesian Probabilistic Networks for assessing the risk
for traffic in tunnels. To that purpose the tunnels were represented as homogeneous segments and the
risk was represented through a set of Key Performance indicators (KPI). In this work, the risk was
estimated as the expected number of accidents over the entire tunnel length for various traffic conditions
(normal traffic, transportation of dangerous goods, etc.).
L. Li et al. (2015) proposed a method for risk assessment of water inrush in tunnels based on attribute
synthetic evaluation system. To develop an attribute synthetic assessment system three components are
needed: a single index attribute measure analysis, a multiple indices synthetic attribute measure
analysis, and an attribute recognition analysis. A mathematical model for each of the evaluation steps
is introduced in this work.
Špačková & Straub (2011) proposed a probabilistic risk assessment method to evaluate the excavation
performance in tunnel using dynamic Bayesian networks (DBN). The model is developed to represent
the various uncertain factors influencing the tunnel excavation process. Each slice in the DBN consists
of random variables describing the uncertain geotechnical conditions and construction process variables
in a tunnel segment.
B.1.4.3 Retaining walls
The main works on risk assessment for retaining walls aim to assess geological risk and use the results
of the condition assessment of embankments as an input. For instance, (Dai, Lee, and Ngai 2002)
propose a condition and reliability assessment of the slopes and retaining walls as main components in
the risk assessment of landslides. Another work introducing reliability analysis method of reinforced
embankments is that of Low and Tang (1997). Here the authors introduced a limit equilibrium stability
model of reinforced embankments on soft ground and a practical reliability evaluation procedure is
proposed. The reliability evaluation procedure proposed in this work obtains the same reliability index
as the current first-order reliability method (FORM), but is more practical and transparent because the
spreadsheet-automated search is in the original space of the variables.
B.1.5

Level crossings

The main works on risk assessment for level crossings are those of the Roads and Traffic Authority of
NSW (2011), Anandarao and Martland (1998) and Liu et al. (2014).
The roads and traffic authority of New South Wales (NSW) government (Australia) published in 2011
an issue of railway crossing safety series (Roads & Traffic Authority of NSW Goverment 2011)focusing
on the application of the railway crossing cause consequence bow tie diagrams. Bow tie diagrams are
used in a qualitative risk assessment that encourages workforce involvement in analysing the
mechanisms of crash causation. These diagrams provide a simple tool for the straightforward
communication of how unwanted events occur, how they can escalate, and how they are managed.
Beside these applications of bow tie diagrams, other studies have been developed for the assessment of
risk related to level crossings. Already in late ‘90s (Anandarao and Martland 1998) used a probabilistic
method to assess the risk on level crossing in east Japan Railway. In this work, the risk of a level
crossing accident was defined as the product of the accident rate and the expected consequences per
accident. Railway traffic volume, road traffic volume, visibility of the crossing from the road, road
gradient, width of the crossing and the type of safety devices at the crossing were shown to influence
the accident rate and the collective risk. Various statistical analyses were carried out concerning the
accident rate and the weighted average consequences per accident. The accident rate was defined as the
number of accidents per million trains going across the level crossing. Risk assessment techniques were
used to determine the efficacy of the various level crossing safety devices.
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More recently Liu et al. (2014) used fault tree analysis and event tree analysis to assess the level of the
risk related to level-crossings. They used diagram analysis and Boolean algebra to implement and
compute fault tree analysis and event tree analysis. Because of the study, the authors put forward some
precautionary measures that based on the minimal cut set of the collision of the accident and the most
probable or the highest risk event.
B.1.6

Passengers and goods platforms and access ways

The main works on risk assessment for passengers and goods platforms and access ways are those of
(Purdy 1993), (Bubbico, Di Cave, and Mazzarotta 2004) (Verma and Verter 2007) and (Jafarian and
Rezvani 2012).
(Purdy 1993) presented a process for assessing the risk arising from the carriage, in bulk, of toxic and
flammable substances by railway as part of a major study into the risk caused by the transport of
dangerous substances. In this work the risk is considered to be the product of the probability of
occurrence of a hazardous event and its consequences. The work introduced is based on incident data
analysis for scenario assessment and an impact analysis approach based on number of deaths, are given
in this work.
(Bubbico, Di Cave, and Mazzarotta 2004) proposed a risk assessment process, based on GIS reference
data for road and railway transport of hazardous materials. In this work, GIS data were used to take into
account the local data affecting risk analysis, such as population, accident rate, and weather conditions
along the route and perform a territorial risk analysis. The TAR provides overall risk curves that permit
to rapidly investigate possible benefits deriving from changes of routes or transportation modalities.
Verma & Verter (2007) introduced a new method for assessing the risk for railway transportation of
dangerous goods. In this work, the analytical framework for a risk approximation is reported to estimate
the risk of population exposure to airborne toxins, due to cargo transportation. In addressing the multiple
source nature of train accidents, e.g. all the railcars of a train with hazardous cargo can be considered
sources of risk, the authors here proposed the use of hazmat-median, e.g. the point with equal amount
of hazardous materials on both sides of the train, as a reference point, which also provides a solid basis
for approximating the threshold distances for different consequences.
Jafarian & Rezvani (2012) used fuzzy fault tree analysis for evaluation of railway safety (e.g.: with
reference to train derailment) risk. The method presented is based on modifying the weighted average
according to the levels of defuzzification (process of converting a fuzzy set to a pointwise and crisp
value, which summarizes the fuzzy set in order to provide a representative value) method. To that
purpose, a new importance distribution function is introduced for the level sets during the
defuzzification process. Furthermore, it extends the importance of the minimal cut-set and the
importance of the Fussell–Vesely measures of the conventional approach into the fuzzy environment.
B.1.7

Safety, signalling, telecommunication installations

The main works on risk assessment for safety, signalling and telecommunication installations are those
of Hwang and Jo (2013), and Vernez and Vuille (2009).
Hwang and Jo (2013) introduced modified HAZOP (Hazard and Operability) method for analysing
safety of the railway signalling systems. The identification of hazards through HAZOP method
proposed in this work has been designed specifically for the chemical plant industry. This paper
proposed new parameters (considered as the physical, temporal, operational variables where guide
words can be applied) and guide words (logical description of quantitative changes, e.g. more, less, part
of, early, late, etc., to suit for analysing signalling systems using existing HAZOP concepts and
procedures.
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A method based on failure mode, effects and criticality analysis for assessing and optimizing the
dependability of complex macro-systems, as railway signalling system are, has been introduced by
Vernez and Vuille (2009). The authors enriched the basic inductive Failure Mode, Effects, and
Criticality Analysis (FMECA) model to include considerations such as operational procedures, alarm
systems, environmental and human factors, as well as operation in when the system is in a less than
perfect state. Because signalling systems are typical examples of large complex systems made of
multiple hierarchical layers, the methodology has been applied to optimise dependability in a railway
signalling system in Switzerland.
B.1.8

Electric traction power supply

The main works on risk assessment for electric traction power supply are those of Cosulich, Firpo, and
Savio (1996), Chen, Ho, and Mao (2007) and Kjølle, Utne, and Gjerde (2012).
Cosulich, Firpo, and Savio (1996) presented a dependability model for the analysis of the impact of
power electronics reliability on the service dependability in the case of a vehicle for high speed rails
applications. In this paper, Markov reward models are used to model dynamic processes driven by
stochastic exponentially distributed events. The authors analysed the performance, in terms of the
probability of having at disposal a certain traction power, and the service quality, in terms of Service
Dependability, for a multi-voltage vehicle proposed by the Italian rails.
Chen, Ho, and Mao (2007) proposed an evaluation method based on fault-tree analysis, of the reliability
of railway power supplies. In this work, fault tree analysis was used to integrate the reliability of
individual components into the overall system reliability through quantitative evaluation and identifies
the critical components by minimum cut sets and sensitivity analysis. Through fault-tree analysis, the
authors investigated the impact of maintenance activities on overall reliability.
Kjølle, Utne, and Gjerde (2012) proposed a risk assessment process for critical electricity supply
infrastructure. The presented process includes contingency analysis (power flow) and reliability
analysis of power systems, and makes use of a cascade diagram for investigating interdependencies
among conditions of different elements of the electricity supply infrastructure.
B.1.9

Lighting installations for traffic and safety purposes

The risk related to lighting installations on railway is mainly related to accidents at level crossings
caused by low visibility. For this reason, the risk assessment studies for this element mainly concern
failures at level crossings. Two major contributions in this area are, those of Åberg (1988) and Ghazel
(2009).
Åberg (1988) investigated the driver’s behaviour at flashing-light rail-highway crossings and related
the drivers’ behaviour to the probability of accident occurrence. The results showed that many drivers
turned their head to look for trains in rail-highway crossings although the crossings were equipped with
flashing warning lights (behaviour statistically associated to an increasing risk of accident). Results
from the studies are that visibility should be improved and additional information about approaching
trains should be easily available to the drivers at flashing-light crossings with a high accident rate in
order to reduce the risk of fatalities.
Ghazel (2009)used a stochastic Petri Nets method for level-crossing collision risk assessment. In this
method, the lack of visibility is considered among the factors that rises collision probability at level
crossings and problems to the lighting system are among the causes of visibility issues. Stochastic Petri
net (SPN) are parameterizable model used for assessing the effect of several factors (among which
visibility) or combination of factors to the accident rate.
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B.1.10 Buildings
Despite the fact that no works have been found regarding specifically the risk assessment for the real
estate properties of railways companies, studies exist concerning the risk estimation for generic building
management. Some of the main works on building risk assessment are those of Dolšek (2011), Zhang
et al. (2013) and Martani (2015).
Dolšek (2011) proposed a simplified method for seismic risk assessment of buildings. In this work, the
closed-form solution is used for estimating the mean annual frequency of exceeding a limit state. A
non-linear static analysis of a set of structural models is used to determination the fragility parameters,
which is defined by utilising Latin hypercube sampling, and non-linear dynamic analyses of equivalent
single degree-of-freedom models. The set of structural models captures the epistemic uncertainties,
whereas the epistemic uncertainty due to the random nature of the ground motion is simulated by a set
of ground motion records.
Zhang et al. (2013) presented a novel model to assess the risk of adjacent buildings in tunnelling
environments based on Extended Cloud Model. Extended Cloud Model is an organic integration of
Extension Theory and Cloud Model, where Extension Theory is appropriately employed to flexibly
expand the variable range from [0, 1] to (-∞, +∞), and Cloud Model is used to overcome the uncertainty
of fuzziness and randomness during the gradation of evaluation factors. The risk level of a specific
adjacent building is assessed by the correlation to the cloud model of each risk level.
Martani (2015) introduced a method for assessing risk related to building over the long-term. To
estimate the probability that a user requirement will be delivered with an unacceptable level of service
the mean time to failure of objects (as a probability distribution) as well as their maintainability were
considered (i.e. objects that requires frequent maintenance and are difficult to maintain are considered
to have higher probability of failure when maintenance is run under budget limitations). The user
requirements that are dependent on multiple objects (i.e. thermal insulations) are simulated through time
using the Monte Carlo method and these associated to a higher risk are signalised so that design
characteristics of the pertinent building elements can be modified in order to reduce the risk.
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Annex C Summary of tools used in railway maintenance
management
Numerous tools have been proposed in the last 30 years both by the EU, through European projects,
and by individual states that focus on risk assessment and the development of intervention programs for
railways. In particular relevant attention has been paid to the development of on computerised
maintenance management systems, decision support systems and lifecycle costing and reliability
analysis, Zoeteman (2006). In this section, the most prominent tools are reported and discussed.
In 1991, the Union International des Chemins de Fer assigned to the European Rail Research Institute
the task to develop a decision support system in order to manage track maintenance and renewal in an
optimal way, Zaalberg (1998). The system was aiming for medium and long-term management to
develop intervention programs with available resources that minimized the risk over the network. The
research was conducted by the European Rail Research Institute’s D187 Committee, between 1991 and
1998. In total 26 European rail organisations took part in various phases of the project, Esveld (2014),
Jovanovic and Pearce (2000); and Bartram (2005). The main outcome was the development of the
ECOnomical TRACK (ECOTRACK) software, which was available in 1998, Rivier(1998), Jovanovic
and Zaalberg (2000) and Jovanovic and Korpanec (2000). According to Jovanovic & Pearce (2000), the
software was developed to be used for track maintenance management.
The project was financially supported by 24 European Railways and was performed by a group of
experts from about 15 railways. It resulted in a stepwise process for generating a maintenance and
renewal intervention program (see Figure C.1). Inputs that ECOTRACK requires are track
measurements, maintenance and renewal work histories and a ‘rule base’. In the detailed diagnosis, the
work plan for each component is refined. Finally, the preliminary intervention program is improved in
terms of clustering renewal interventions, which are close in time and space. Finally, the fifth level
allows a number of statistical analyses (Zoeteman 2006).
After ECOTRACK a new asset management system was developed by MERMEC Group, named
Railway Asset Management SYStem (RAMSYS). The purpose of this system is to handle complex
multidisciplinary and multidimensional process of infrastructure deterioration by integrating all
necessary information through advanced visualisation and analytical capabilities for optimal
maintenance and renewal works, Jovanovic and Zoeteman (2010). RAMSYS is able to perform
analyses for the main parts of the railway system (MER MEC S.p.A24., 2009): tracks (including rail
defects), switches and crossings, electric traction power supply and structures.

24

Source: http://www.mermecgroup.com/
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Figure C.1 ECOTRACK: the calculation process for composing M&R plans [Source: (Zaalberg
1998)
In 2000 the European Union founded project RAIL (RAIL 2000): Reliability centred maintenance
approach for the infrastructure and logistics of railway operation developed and applied to the total
railway infrastructure; the RCM to define the best maintenance strategy either at the object or at the line
level, based on awareness of infrastructure managers about the nature and causes of malfunctions. The
reliability centred maintenance analysis was developed, implemented and evaluated in RAIL on:
various types of track, signalling equipment and electric traction power supply (Carretero et al. 2003).
Following on from RAIL, other European Union founded projects have investigated methods to develop
intervention programs to reduce risk on railways. Specifically MAINLINE (2014) (MAINtenance,
renewal and Improvement of railway transport iNfrastructure to reduce Economic and environmental
impacts) project was set to address four main issues: investigate new construction methods for the
replacement of obsolete infrastructures and monitoring techniques to complement or replace existing
examination techniques, develop management tools to assess whole life environmental and economic
impact, apply new technologies to extend the life of elderly infrastructure, and improve degradation and
structural models to develop more realistic life cycle cost and safety models. To that purpose a
methodology was developed for deriving the deterioration and time profile for selected asset types as a
function of operational and environmental parameters. Deterioration and time were then used in a Life
Cycle Assessment Tool to study explicitly the implications of alternative maintenance strategies for
each object based on predicted infrastructure performance. As an output of the project, a user manual
for applying the LCAT to real-life situations was also created, along with “Guideline for application of
new technologies to extend life of elderly railway infrastructure” and “Guideline for Replacement of
elderly railway infrastructure”. MAINLINE was developed in connection with three other EU projects:
INNOTRACK, Sustainable Bridges, and SMARTRAIL.
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The Sustainable Bridges project (2003-2007) contributed knowledge about bridge inspection,
assessment, monitoring, strengthening, and measurement methods Olofsson et al. (2005), while
SMARTRAIL (2011-2014) focused on the optimisation of the whole life management and risk
reduction for the railway infrastructure elements with particular focus on: Bridges, tunnels
(SMARTRAIL 2014b), track (transition zone and open track) and slopes (SMARTRAIL 2014a). In the
SMARTRAIL project, a reliability-based assessment for safety was developed (SMARTRAIL 2014c).
The project proposed a set of methods to analyse, monitor the existing infrastructure, and make realistic
scientific assessments of safety, in order to reduce replacement costs and delay, and provide
environmentally friendly maintenance solutions for ageing infrastructure networks. These engineering
assessments of current state were used to design remediation strategies to prolong the life of existing
infrastructure in a cost-effective manner with minimal environmental impact (SMARTRAIL 2014d).
In SMARTRAIL a general railway transport infrastructure safety framework was developed, from a
probability-based framework for optimised whole life management of infrastructural
elements/networks.
The French Railways Authority developed a tool for defining intervention programs, named MOVE.
MOVE generates a theoretical maintenance intervention program for the tracks on the entire French
network for a period of 50 years with a minimal amount of input, ( Levi (2001)). Life expectancies are
calculated as functions of the cumulative and annual traffic loads (tonnage). Next, MOVE selects
automatically, an applicable strategy from a predefined set of about ten intervention strategies, which
also includes the clustering of renewals on adjacent track sections. while the network of the Austrian
railways (OBB) adopted a model proposed by Veit & Marschnig (2010) to calculate internal rates of
return for different maintenance strategies. Applications include an analysis of track maintenance cost
impacts from different locomotives and a revision of existing track maintenance and renewal practices
and requires a categorization of the network in standard track categories, using criteria such as traffic
density, curve radius, and subsoil conditions.
In more recent years the European Union funded project INNOTRACK (2006-2010) contributed to the
analysis of major track cost drivers to reduce maintenance costs for sub-structure, track, switches and
crossings including LCC, risk assessment and logistics aspects (INNOTRACK, 2009 and 2010).
INNOTRACK (INNOvatinve TRACK systems) aimed to develop a Life Cycle Cost (LCC) method for
high performance track maintenance, while improving RAMS. INNOTRACK focused in particular on
four categories of railway infrastructure objects: engineering structures, switches and crossings, rails
and welding, logistics for track maintenance (INNOTRACK 2009). For each object that was assessed
by INNOTRACK, the cost driver parameter was defined and appropriate measures in the design,
monitoring and/or maintenance were developed aiming to decrease the LCC. A particular task of
INNOTRACK was the development of the key values for LCC and RAMS for the railway
infrastructure, as they are defined in the literature. Although INNOTRACK (INNOTRACK 2010)
considers the implementation of a risk assessment process within the railway infrastructure
management, such a process was not developed by this project.
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Annex D Stakeholders and cost categories
Table D.1 Owner costs and associated cost indicators
Cost category level 1
Cost
Description
Intervention
Impact from executing
interventions

Cost category level 2
Cost
Description
Labour
Economic impact of people performing tasks
[€/person-m]
Material
Economic impact of ensuring the availability
of required material for the intervention
[€/material-m]
Equipment
Economic impact of ensuring the availability
of required equipment for the intervention
[€/equipment-m]

Table D.2 Passenger operator costs and cost indicators
Cost category level 1
Cost
Description
Safety
Impact of accident
involvement on passenger
operator

Operation
time
efficiency

Impact of congestion
(operation cost related to
time loss) on passenger
operator

Operation
quality

Impact of low quality
transport service on
passenger operator

Cost category level 2
Cost
Description
Property damage Economic impact of repairing the rolling
stock
[€/vkm]
Reliability
Economic impact of ensuring the safety
reputation of the operator
i.e. the cost for reassuring the
passengers for the travel safety [€/vkm]
Competiveness
Economic impact of reduction of passenger
demand
i.e. the cost from reducing ridership due
to congestion [€/vkm]
Operation
Economic impact of operating the rolling
stock
e.g. costs for fuel, driver [€/vkm]
Maintenance
Economic impact of maintaining the rolling
stock
e.g. braking system, wheels, suspension
system, telecommunication system
[€/vkm]
Mode choice
Economic impact of reduction of the market
impact
share
i.e. the cost from reducing the ridership
due to uncomfortable ride [€/vkm]
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Table D.3 Freight operator costs and cost indicators
Cost category level 1
Cost
Description
Safety
Impact of accident
involvement on freight
operator

Operation
efficiency

Impact of (operation cost
related to time loss) on
freight operator

Operation
quality

Impact of low quality
transport service on
freight operator

Cost category level 2
Cost
Description
Property damage Economic impact of repairing the rolling
stock
[€/vkm]
Reliability
Economic impact of ensuring the safety
reputation of the operator
i.e. the cost for reassuring the freight
customers for the safety of the goods
[€/vkm]
Competiveness
Economic impact of reduction of freight
customer demand
i.e. the cost from reducing tons
transported due to congestion [€/vkm]
Operation
Economic impact of operating the rolling
stock
e.g. fuel, driver [€/vkm]
Maintenance
Economic impact of maintaining the rolling
stock to be available for use
e.g. braking system, wheels, suspension
system, telecommunication system
[€/vkm]
Mode choice
Economic impact of reduction of the market
impact
share
i.e. the cost from reduced tons
transported due to the low quality of
service [€/vkm]
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Table D.4 Passenger costs and cost indicators
Cost category level 1
Cost
Description
Safety
Impact of accident
involvement on passenger

Operation
efficiency

Impact of congestion
(time loss) on passenger

Operation
quality

Impact of unsatisfactory
transport service on
passenger operator

Cost category level 2
Cost
Description
Property damage Economic impact of repairing the properties
of the passengers that are damaged
[€/pkm]
Injury
Societal impact due to injury
i.e. it can be estimated through the
willingness of the passenger to pay to
avoid injury [€/pkm]
Fatality
Societal impact due to death
i.e. it can be estimated through the
willingness of the passenger to pay to
avoid death [€/pkm]
Business travel
Economic impact of spending time for
business travel
i.e. it can be estimated through the value
of business travel time which is
17.25÷25.00 €/man-hour (2008) [€/pkm]
Commuting
Economic impact of spending time for
travel
commuting travel
i.e. it can be estimated through the value
of commuting travel time which is 8.75
€/man-hour (2008) [€/pkm]
Leisure travel
Economic impact of spending time for
leisure travel
i.e. it can be estimated through the value
of leisure travel time which is 6.10÷7.00
€/man-hour (2008) [€/pkm]
Physical
Societal impact of being physically affected
by an uncomfortable ride
i.e. it can be estimated through the
willingness of the passenger to pay for
the reduction of the physical effects of
the ride [€/pkm]
Psychological
Societal impact of being psychologically
affected by an unpleasant experience during
commuting
i.e. it can be estimated through the
willingness of the passenger to pay for
the reduction of the psychological effects
of the ride [€/pkm]
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Table D.5 Freight customer costs and cost indicators
Cost category level 1
Cost
Description
Safety
Impact of accident
involvement on freight
customer
Operation
Impact of congestion
efficiency
(operation cost related to
time loss) on freight
customer

Cost category level 2
Cost
Description
Property damage Economic impact of repairing the goods that
are damaged
[€/tkm]
Freight transport Economic impact of increasing the
unavailability time of goods in transport
i.e. it can be estimated through the value
of freight transport time which is
1.05÷1.30 €/ton-hour (2008) [€/tkm]
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Table D.6 Directly affected public cost categories and cost indicators
Cost category level 1
Cost
Description
Safety
Impact of accident
involvement on directly
affected public

Operation
quality

Impact of unsatisfactory
transport service on
directly affected public

Environmental
preservation

Impact of sharing the
environment with the
railway infrastructure on
directly affected public

Cost category level 2
Cost
Description
Property damage Economic impact of repairing the
properties affected by the accident
[€/vkm]
Injury
Societal impact due to injury
i.e. it can be estimated through the
willingness of the people affected to
pay to avoid injury [€/vkm]
Fatality
Societal impact due to death
i.e. it can be estimated through the
willingness of the people affected to
pay to avoid death [€/vkm]
Property damage Economic impact of repairing the
properties affected by the operation of the
railway
e.g. damage of equipment or structures
due to ground borne vibration [€/vkm]
Physical
Societal impact of being physically
affected by the traffic operation of the
railway
i.e. it can be estimated through the
willingness of the people affected to
pay to avoid the physical effects of the
railway traffic [€/vkm]
Psychological
Societal impact of being psychologically
affected by the traffic operation of the
railway
i.e. it can be estimated through the
willingness of the people affected to
pay to avoid the physical effects of the
railway traffic [€/vkm]
Aesthetics
Societal impact of changing the view of
natural and built by changing the layout of
the railway infrastructure
i.e. it can be estimated through the
willingness of the people affected to
pay to avoid the changes in the view
due to changes in the layout of the
railway infrastructure [€/m2]
Landscape
Societal and environmental impact of the
fragmentation
railway line barrier for people and fauna
i.e. it can be estimated through the
willingness of the people affected to
pay to avoid the segmentation due to
the railway infrastructure and through
the impact of the segmentation to the
local fauna populations [€/m2]
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Table D.7 Indirectly affected public cost category of safety
Cost categories
Level 1
Cost
Description
Safety
Impact of accident
involvement on indirectly
affected public

Explanation and Unit
Level 2
Cost
Injury

Fatality

Description
Economic impact
due to injury

Economic impact
due to death

i.e. the cost for the
society for injury in
terms of loss of
productivity and
resources used to treat
the injury [€/vkm]
i.e. the cost for the
society for fatality in
terms of loss of
productivity and
resources used to
address the fatality
[€/vkm]
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Table D.8 Indirectly affected public cost category of socio-economic activity
Cost categories
Level 1
Cost
Description
SocioImpact of
economic
changes on the
activity
socioeconomic
development
on indirectly
affected public

Level 2
Cost
Passengers

Description
Impact of lack
of mobility
opportunities
for people

Freight
productivity

Economic
impact due to
lack of
transport
opportunities
for goods

Employment

Impact of lack
of
employment
opportunities
in the railway
infrastructure

Level 3
Cost
Productivity

Explanation
and Unit
Description
Economic
impact due to
lack of
passengers
transport

Social
impact

Societal
impact due to
unsatisfied
demand for
passengers
transport

Economic
impact

Economic
impact of lack
of
employment
opportunities

Social
impact

Societal
impact of lack
of
employment
opportunities

i.e. it can be
estimated
through the
influence of
passenger
transport
connection to
the economy
of the society
[€/person]
i.e. it can be
estimated
through the
willingness of
the people to
pay for the
transport
service
[€/person]
i.e. it can be
estimated
through the
influence of
freight
transport
connection to
the economy
of the society
[€/ton]
i.e. it can be
estimated
through the
influence of
the
employment
opportunities
in the railway
to the
economy of
the society
[€/vkm]
i.e. it can be
estimated
through the
willingness of
people to pay
for providing
employment
in the railway
industry
[€/vkm]
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Table D.9 Indirectly affected public cost category of environmental preservation
Cost categories
Level 1
Cost
Environmental
preservation

Description
Impact of involving in
the environment the
railways on indirectly
affected public

Level 2
Cost
Emissions
from the
infrastructure

Culture
preservation

Explanation and
Unit
Description
Environmental impact
due to the emissions
produced by the railway
infrastructure during its
life cycle
Cultural impact of the
changes in the natural
and built environment by
changing the railway
infrastructure

[€/ton]

i.e. it can be
estimated through
the willingness of
the society to pay
for the
preservation of
the current
situation [€/m2]

Table D.10 Indirectly affected public cost category of environmental consumption
Cost categories
Level 1
Cost
Environmental
consumption

Description
Impact of depletion of
natural sources for the
railways on the
indirectly affected
public

Level 2
Cost
Energy for the
infrastructure

Materials for
the
infrastructure

Land occupied
by the
infrastructure

Description
Environmental impact due
to the energy consumed by
the railway infrastructure
during its life cycle
Environmental impact due
to the materials consumed
by the railway
infrastructure during its
life cycle
Environmental impact due
to the land occupied by the
railway infrastructure
during its life cycle

Explanation and
Unit
[€/kj]

[€/ton]

[€/m2]
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Annex E Destination Railway Problems
DestinationRAIL project is focused on 47 common problems of the railway infrastructure. These
problems are presented in DestinationRAIL (2015a). In order to assess risks related to these 47 problems
it is necessary to determine events related to each of these problems and identify scenarios can be used
to represent these problems. In the following Tables Table E.1 - Table E.12 examples illustrate how
events can be defined within the risk assessment process for railway infrastructure, presented in section
3.1.4.2. The problems identified by DestinationRAIL to which these examples are associated are given.
Not all examples are related to problems identified by DestinationRAIL.
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E.1

Source events

Table E.1 Examples of environmental source events
Category of
source events

Intensity measures
of source events

Example of source events

Example of
category of load
event
Ground
acceleration

Problem identified
by
DestinationRAIL
Bridges: cracking

Earthquake

Peak ground
accelerations

Rain

Amount of rain over
a specific time

An earthquake that results in peak ground
acceleration of over x m/s2 at a specific
location
Rain over x m3 in in t days

Water levels

Hailstone size

Retaining wall:
new loading at
boundary
Retaining wall:
new loading at
boundary
-

Snow

Amount of snow fall
over a specific time

A snow fall with over x m3 of water in in t
days

Snow water
equivalent

Hail

Amount of hail over
a specified time
Speed of hail
impacting the earth
Size of hailstones

Hail with hailstones over x mm in diameter,
hitting the earth at speeds of y m/s and with
a total cumulative volume of z m3 over t
days.

Hailstone speed

-

Hail amount

-

Rain under x m3 in in t days

Sea level rise

Amount of rain over
a specific time
Sea level

-

A sea level rise of over x m

Water content
level
Water pressure

Water volume

A river flow volume of over x m3/s

Flow speed

Sea defences:
flooding
Bridges: scour

River flooding
Temperature
change
Avalanche

Temperature change

A temperature increase or decrease of over
x °C in t days
An avalanche with a x m3 of snow and a
highest speed of y m/s

Thermal stress

Track: heat
-

Landslide

Volume
Speed

Avalanche speed
Avalanche
volume
Landslide volume
Landslide speed

Wind

Speed

Pollution

Concentration

Fire
Animal

Drought

Vegetation

Speed
Volume

A landslide of the a type of sliding material
with a x m3 of material and a highest speed
of y m/s
Wind with gusts over x m/s over in t days

-

Wind load

-

Concentration

Heat

Concentration of specific emissions over x
%
A fire with a heat of x °C for in t days.

Track: ballast
fouling
-

Amount of waste

Excrement of more than x m3 in t days

Soil pressure

Slopes: animal
burrowing

Number of holes

Creation of x m3 holes in in t days

Water content level

Vegetation that has a water content over x
%
Number of fallen trees in t days

Soil pressure

Slopes: Removal
of vegetation
-

Number

Thermal stress

Number of fallen
trees
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Table E.2 Examples of infrastructure dependant source events
Category of
source events

Intensity measures
of source events

Example of source events

Gravity

Mass

Mass over x kg

Traffic

Number

Wheel load

Speed

An axle weight over kN passes every y
seconds
A vehicle travelling at over x km/h

Electric current

An electric current over x amperes

Electric current

Type

A train with x profile

?

Electric current

An electric current over x amperes

State of
infrastructure

A state of the infrastructure which causes
dynamic loads in excess of x kN at a
railway vehicle running at y km/h
A temperature of the infrastructure element
exceeds x °C due to rail-wheel interaction
in t days
Number of incidents of misused
maintenance machinery in t days

Undue Electric
current
Undue dynamic
wheel load

Undue traffic
events

Temperature

Undue
maintenance
events
Railway accident

Number

Number

Number of derailments in t days

Vandalism

Number

Number of acts of vandalism in t days

Example of
category of load
event
Self-weight load

Tonnage

Problem identified
by
DestinationRAIL
Sea defences: lack
of foundation
Bridges:
overloading
Track: ballast
degradation
Tunnels: cross
section
deformation
/clearance
Bridges: lack of
transition zone

Undue
temperature

-

Number of
incidents

S&C: differential
settlement due to
poor tamping
Bridges: accidental
impact
S&C: cable
stealing

Number of
incidents
Number of
incidents
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E.2

Load events

Table E.3 Example of environmental load events (first part)
Example category
of source event
Earthquake

Example subcategory of load
event
Ground
accelerations

Sea level rise

Water pressure

River flooding

Flow speed

Rain

Water levels

Example of load event

Simultaneous vertical and horizontal
accelerations above x m/s2 for all points in the
area being investigated over the time being
investigated
Water pressure above x Pa for all the points in
the area being investigated over the time being
investigated
Flow speed above x km/h for all the points in
the area being investigated over the time being
investigated
Level of water above x mm for all the points in
the area being investigated over the time being
investigated

Example category
of infrastructure
event
Plastic
deformation

Problem identified
by DestinationRAIL
Bridge: cracking

Plastic
deformation

Sea defence:
flooding

Scour

Bridge: scour

Flooding

Earthworks:
shallow
translational slide

Water volume

Water covers above x % of all the points in the
area being investigated over the time being
investigated

Water content
level

Water content above x % at all the points in the
area being investigated over the time being
investigated

Temperature
change

Thermal stress

Thermal stress above x Pa at all the points in
the area being investigated over the time being
investigated

Track buckling

Track: heat

Snow

Snow water
equivalent

Snow water equivalent above x m3 at all the
points in the area being investigated over the
time being investigated

Collapse

Retaining wall:
new loading at the
boundary

Snow pressure

Pressure due to snow above x Pa at all the
points in the area being investigated over the
time being investigated

Avalanche
pressure

Pressure due to avalanche above x Pa at all the
points in the area being investigated over the
time being investigated

Collapse

-

Avalanche speed

Velocity of the mass of avalanche above x
km/h passing on all the points in the area being
investigated over the time being investigated

Avalanche
volume

Volume of the mass of avalanche covers above
x % of all the points in the area being
investigated over the time being investigated

Avalanche
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Table E.4 Example of environmental load events (second part)
Example category
of source event

Example category
of infrastructure
event
Plastic
deformation

Problem identified
by DestinationRAIL
-

Total mass of hailstones above x m3 at all the
points in the area being investigated over the
time being investigated

Track covered

-

Landslide
volume

Volume of the sliding material a above x m3 at
all the points in the area being investigated
over the time being investigated

Track covered

Earthworks: deep
rotation failure

Equivalent load
of earthworks

Equivalent load of earthworks above x kN at
all the points in the area being investigated
over the time being investigated

Softening

Earthworks:
strain-softening

Soil pressure

Soil pressure above x kPa at all the points in
the area being investigated over the time being
investigated

Stability failure

Retaining walls:
over turning

Wind

Wind load

Wind load above x kN at all the points in the
area being investigated over the time being
investigated

-

Pollution

Concentration

Concertation above x % of pollutants at all the
points in the area being investigated over the
time being investigated

Failure of the
overhead traction
power supply
system
Ballast fouling

Animal

Soil pressure

Soil pressure at x mm depth above y Pa at all
the points in the area being investigated over
the time being investigated

Animal burrowing

Earthworks:
animal burrowing

Vegetation

Number

Fallen trees over x at the area being
investigated over the time being investigated

Track covered

-

Hail

Landslide

Example subcategory of load
event
Hailstone size

Example of load event

Hailstone speed

Velocity of the hailstones above x m/s of all
the points in the area being investigated over
the time being investigated

Hail amount

The diameter of the hailstones above x mm at
all the points in the area being investigated
over the time being investigated

Track: ballast
fouling
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Table E.5 Example of infrastructure dependant load events
Example category
of source event

Example subcategory of load
event

Example of load event

Example category
of infrastructure
event

Gravity

Self-weight

Sea defence
collapse

Traffic

Wheel load

Self-weight load of over x kN at all the points
in the area being investigated over the time
being investigated
Dynamic wheel load of over x kN/s at all the
points in the area being investigated over the
time being investigated
Accumulative wheel load above x million gross
tons at all the points in the area being
investigated over the time being investigated
Centrifugal force of over x kN at all the points
in the area being investigated over the time
being investigated
Electric current in the rails above x A at all the
points in the area being investigated over the
time being investigated
Creep stresses above x Pa at all the points in the
area being investigated over the time being
investigated
Thermal gradient stress above x kPa at all the
points in the area being investigated over the
time being investigated
Pre-stress of below x kPa at all the points in the
area being investigated over the time being
investigated
Excessive dynamic load of over x kN/s at the
wheel of a vehicle runs at y km/h all the points
in the area being investigated over the time
being investigated
Excessive dynamic load of over x kN/s at the
rail when a vehicle runs at y km/h all the points
in the area being investigated over the time
being investigated
Excessive temperature of over x °C at the rail
when a vehicle runs at y km/h all the points in
the area being investigated over the time being
investigated
Number of incidents above x in the area being
investigated over the time being investigated
Excessive stress over x Pa applied to elements
during a railway accident in the area being
investigated over the time being investigated
Number of vandalism acts above x in the area
being investigated over the time being
investigated

Track collapse

Tonnage

Centrifugal
force
Electric current

Microscopic
material
behaviour

Creep

Thermal
gradient stress
Pre-stress

Unplanned traffic

Undue dynamic
wheel load

Undue dynamic
wheel load

Undue
temperature

Unplanned
interventions

Number

Railway accident

Crash forces

Vandalism

Number

Problem
identified by
DestinationRAIL
Sea defences: lack
of foundation

Settlement

Track: ballast
degradation

Track defects

S&C: geometry of
track

Switch blade fault

-

Rail weld defect

-

Cracking of
concrete

Bridges: cracking

Loss of
anchor/prop
Wheel defects

Retaining walls:
loss of
anchor/prop
-

Rail defects

-

Wheel burns

-

Differential
settlement

S&C: differential
settlement due to
poor tamping
Bridge: accidental
impact

Missing cables

S&C: cable
stealing
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E.3

Infrastructure events

Table E.6 Example infrastructure events for the superstructure of the conventional ballastless
track
Example
category load
event
Wheel load
Tonnage

Example subcategory of
infrastructure
event
Rail defect
Missing
elements
Fractured
elements
Loosen
elements
Damaged rail
pad
Fractured
Damaged

Concentration

Rotated
Damaged
under-sleeper
pad
Fouling

Tonnage

Degraded
Damaged
under-ballast
pad
Formation fault

Settlement

Thermal stress

Lateral buckling

Ice stress

Frost action

Water content
level

Presence of
water

Vegetation

Ballast
vegetation

Example of infrastructure event

Example category of
network use event

Rail defects at above x % of the track
The complete fastening system or parts of it are
missing above x % of the track
The complete fastening system or parts of it are
broken above x % of the track
The complete fastening system or parts of it are
loose above x % of the track
The rail pad is worn or damaged above x % of
the track
Crack or break on the sleeper above x % of the
track
Damage or wear of the sleeper above x % of the
track
Dispositioned sleeper above x % of the track
The under-sleeper pad is worn or damaged
above x % of the track

Capacity reduction

-

Accumulation of unwanted material in the
ballast above x %
The ballast has lost the ability to maintain its
geometry above x % of the track
The under-ballast mat is worn or damaged
above x % in the area being investigated over
the time being investigated
The geometry of the ballast layer is incorrect
above x % of the track in the area being
investigated over the time being investigated
Subsidence of over x mm of the ballast layer in
the area being investigated over the time being
investigated
Lateral deformation of the rail over x mm in the
area being investigated over the time being
investigated
Frost action above x % of the track in the area
being investigated over the time being
investigated
Excessive water in the ballast layer above x %
of the track in the area being investigated over
the time being investigated
Vegetation has been developed on the ballast
above x % of the track in the area being
investigated over the time being investigated

Problem
identified by
DestinationRAIL
-

Track: Fouling
Track: ballast
degradation
-

Track: ballast
spreading
Derailment

Track: heat

Capacity reduction

-

-

Track: fouling
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Table E.7 Example infrastructure events for the sub-ballast and substructure of conventional
ballastless track
Example
category load
event
Tonnage

Example subcategory of
infrastructure
event
Ballast
“bags”/ruptures
through
progressive cut
Settlement

Softening

Wheel load

Instability

Thermal
stresses

Frost action

Water content

Swelling/Shrink
age

Water levels

Presence of
water
Vegetation

Vegetation

Tonnage

Erosion and
karst

Example of infrastructure event

Example category of
network use event

The sub-ballast and/or substructure layers are
deformed above x % in the area being
investigated over the time being investigated

Capacity reduction

The sub-ballast and/or substructure layers show
settlement above x mm in the area being
investigated over the time being investigated
The shear stress of the sub-ballast and/or
substructure layers is reduced over x kPa in the
area being investigated over the time being
investigated
Soil material of side hill shows shear failure or
sinkholes in x % of the total area being
investigated over the time being investigated
Water in the sub-ballast and/or substructure
layers freezes with low temperatures resulting
in x % changes of the formation and the y kPa
bearing capacity in the area being investigated
over the time being investigated
The volume of the sub-ballast and/or
substructure layers changes x % with changes
of in the water content in the area being
investigated over the time being investigated
There is excess of x m water in the sub-ballast
and/or substructure layers
Vegetation has been developed in the subballast and/or substructure layers at x % in the
area being investigated over the time being
investigated
Gradual destruction or diminution of the soil
material at x % in the area being investigated
over the time being investigated

Problem
identified by
DestinationRAIL
Track: Karst

-

Track: Karst

Derailment

Track: Karst

Capacity reduction

-

-

Track: fouling

Derailment

Track: Karst
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Table E.8 Example infrastructure events for the assembled track of conventional ballastless
track
Example
category load
event
Tonnage

Example subcategory of
infrastructure
event
Track defect

Floating sleeper

Thermal
stresses
Water levels

Lateral buckling

No of fallen
trees

Covered

Flooded

Example of infrastructure event

Example category of
network use event

Problem
identified by
DestinationRAIL

Deviation between the actual and the
theoretical geometrical values of the track
characteristics above x mm of the standard
deviation in the area being investigated over
the time being investigated
x no of sleepers are slightly apart from the
ballast deviation in the area being investigated
over the time being investigated
Geometrical lateral failure of over x mm

Derailment

S&C: geometry
of track

Capacity reduction

-

Derailment

Track: heat

The entire railway track or parts of it is
covered by water above x m in the area being
investigated over the time being investigated
The entire railway track or parts of it is
covered by solid material for over x m in the
area being investigated over the time being
investigated

Section closure

Tunnel: flooding

Section closure

Slopes: rockfalls

Table E.9 Example infrastructure events for the transition zone track of conventional ballastless
track
Example
category load
event
Tonnage

Wheel load

Example subcategory of
infrastructure
event
Differential
settlement

Differential
stiffness

Differential
damping

Example of infrastructure event

Example category of
network use event

Problem
identified by
DestinationRAIL

Deviation of over x mm between the track
settlement of two adjacent points of the track in
the area being investigated over the time being
investigated
Deviation between the track stiffness of over x
kN/m of two adjacent points of the track in the
area being investigated over the time being
investigated
Deviation between the track damping of over x
kNs/m of two adjacent points of the track in the
area being investigated over the time being
investigated

Capacity reduction

S&C:
differential
settlement

Derailment

Bridges: lack of
transition zone
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Table E.10 Example infrastructure events for a conventional metallic bridge
Example
category load
event
Ground
acceleration

Example subcategory of
infrastructure event
Foundation defect

Flow speed

Scour

Tonnage

Abutment defect

Wing wall defect

Pier or column defect
Bearing defect
Stringer, cross girder
or connection defect

Water
precipitation

Main girder’s
component defect
Camber and
alignment defect
Metal condition
defect

Crash forces

Railing defect

Water volume

Drainage system
defect

E.4

Example of infrastructure event

Example category of
network use event

Collapse of x no of the bridge foundations in
the area being investigated over the time
being investigated
Removal of sediment around the foundation
of over x % in the area being investigated
over the time being investigated
Cracks of over x mm with a distance of less
than y mm on the bridge abutment over the
time being investigated
Fractures of over x mm with a distance of
less than y mm on the bridge wing wall over
the time being investigated
Collapse of x no. of the bridge piers over the
time being investigated
Corrosion at x % of the reinforcement of the
bearing over the time being investigated
Deformation of over x mm of the connection
elements of the bridge over the time being
investigated
Fracture of over x m2 at the component of the
main girder over the time being investigated
Deformation of over x mm of the camber
over the time being investigated
Wear of x % the paint of corrosion of the
metal in the area being investigated over the
time being investigated
Deformation, fracture or collapse of over x %
of the railing

Section closure

Blockage, fracture or collapse of the element
of the drainage system

Capacity reduction

Problem
identified by
DestinationRAIL
Bridge: bearings

Bridge: scour

Bridge: cracking

Bridge: masonry
bridges
Bridge:
overloading
Bridge:
corrosion
Bridge:
overloading

Capacity reduction

Bridge corrosion

Normal use

Bridge:
accidental
impact
-

Network use events

Table E.11 Example network use events
Example
category
infrastructure
event
Railing
defect

Example category of
network use event

Example of network use event

Example category
of societal event

Normal use

Timetable can be followed as planned in the
area being investigated over the time being
investigated

Intervention

Track
settlement

Capacity reduction

Delay

Switch
failure

Derailment

Capacity reduction to x trains/hr below the
timetable capacity in the area being
investigated over the time being investigated
Derailment of one train and section closure for
y hrs in the area being investigated over the
time being investigated

Fatalities, injuries,
interventions

Problem
identified by
DestinationRAIL
Bridge:
accidental
impact
Track: ballast
degradation
S&C: switch
failure due to
ice
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E.5

Societal events

Table E.12 Example societal events
Example
category
network use
event
Normal use

Example category of
societal event

Example of societal event

Example category
of cost

Property damage of
the DAP due to low
operation quality

Compensation of x
m.u. according to
the value of the
equipment

Capacity
reduction

Business travel time
for passengers due to
low operation
efficiency

Derailment

Fatality of
passengers due to
accident involvement

Economic impact of repairing sensitive
laboratory equipment that was affected by the
ground borne vibrations of the operation of the
railway in area being investigated over the time
being investigated
Economic impact of spending x min more
traveling for business from the point a to the
point b of the network due to train delay in the
area being investigated over the time being
investigated
Societal impact due to death in the area being
investigated over the time being investigated
for the passengers involved

Problem
identified by
DestinationRAIL
S&C:
differential
settlement due
to poor tamping

Compensation of x
m.u. according the
value of business
travel time

Tunnels:
seepage and Ice
formation in
winter

Travel insurance of
x m.u. according to
the willingness of
passengers to pay to
avoid death

Slopes: deep
rotation failure
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Annex F Track sections risk assessment model
F.1

Track objects

In this section, the model developed to assess the risks related to the track sections of the example is
described. The serial number, subcategory, length, and current state of the track sections are presented
in Table F.1. Figure 5.3 illustrates the current state of all the objects in the example network. The
definition of the track states is provided in section F.2.
Table F.1 Track sections: Serial no, subcategory, length and current state
Track section serial no.
IN-CY2BJ-BY-CY5-1

Track section
subcategory
III

Track section length in
m
41

Current state
2-good

IN-PS2CY-DR-1

II

255

2-good

IN-PS2CY-UR-1

II

255

2-good

IN-PS2CY-DR-2

II

533

2-good

IN-PS2CY-UR-2

II

533

2-good

IN-PS2CY-DR-3

II

543

2-good

IN-PS2CY-UR-3

II

543

2-good

IN-PS2SJ-DR-1

II

790

1-excellent

IN-PS2SJ-UR-1

II

764

1-excellent

IN-PS2SJ-LP-PS

II

521

3-acceptable

IN-PS2SJ-DE-GCD3

III

385

3-acceptable

F.2

Definition of states

Irish Rail defines four states for the majority of object categories, for example switches. However,
regarding the track it was only available the maintenance thresholds but not discrete states. Irish Rail
imports the maintenance rules, standards, and measurements in a track management tool called Track
Asset Management System, which then illustrates the track condition state and maintenance needs in a
continuous way along the track network. For the purpose of this analysis, four states were defined for
the track based on the maintenance rules and standards for the rail, track, and ballast provided by Irish
Rail. This definition is presented in Table F.2.
Irish Rail defines the condition state of the track section based on the so called Track Quality Index
(Mangan and Éamonn 2012). The Track Quality Index is based on standard deviation measurement of
the longitudinal variation, which results in the identification of the Track Quality Defects against the
defined Maintenance Threshold (MT) and the Maintenance Limit (ML), which are used to plan tamping
on the track section. These values are monitored using track recording vehicle.
Moreover, Irish Rail measures the ballast condition state using the so-called Ballast Quality Index, the
ballast age, the Track Quality Index and the so-called Track Quality Defects. These four parameters are
used to plan ballast renewal. The Ballast Quality Index is the average of the Fouling, Intermixing,
Subgrade, and Moisture Indicators from GPR surveys. It has a range from 1-5, with 5 being the least
favourable conditions for the ballast quality and it is measured periodically through inspections.
The rail condition state is determined through monitoring of the appearance of the defects described in
US Defect Types according to the UIC leaflet 712 R: 'Rail defects', 1979 standard using the track144
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recording vehicle. Irish Rail further defines three wear rail parameters, W1, W2, and W3. W1 is the
maximum allowable vertical wear of the rail, W2 is the maximum allowable horizontal wear of the rail,
and W3 is the maximum allowable 45° wear of the rail. All these rail wear parameters are directly
measured, for example using ultrasonic measurements. Based on the rail condition state, grinding and
rail renewal is planned for the rails.
Table F.2 Definition of track section states
State

1 - excellent

2 - good

3 - acceptable

4 - poor

Parameters

All of the conditions
below are true

Rail

TRUE IF
US defects is FALSE
AND
Lipping: W2 < 1.5mm
AND
UIC 2223 (headchecks,
shelling): W3 ≤ 1.6mm

If at least one of the
conditions for each
parameter are true
TRUE IF
1.6mm < W3 ≤
3mm

If at least one of the
conditions for each
parameter are true
TRUE IF
1.5mm ≤ W2 < 3mm

If at least one of the
conditions for each
parameter are true
TRUE IF
US defects is TRUE
OR
W2 ≥ 3mm OR
W3 > 3mm

Track

TRUE IF
Track Geometry Defects
(TGD) < Maintenance
Threshold (MT) AND
Track Quality Index
(TQI) TQI < TQI_50
TRUE IF
Ballast Quality Index
(BQI) < Ballast Quality
Index
Threshold
(BQI_Th) AND
Ballast Age (BA) < 15
years

TRUE IF
TQI_50 ≤ TQI <
TQI_90

TRUE IF
Maintenance Limit
(ML) > TGD ≥ MT
OR
TQI_90 ≤ TQI <
TQI_100
TRUE IF
BQI ≥ BQI_Th OR
BA ≥ 15 years

TRUE IF
TGD ≥ ML OR
TQI ≥ TQI_100

Ballast

F.3

TRUE IF
BQI ≥ BQI_Th
AND
BA > 15 years

Define events

The infrastructure, network use, and societal events are shown in Table F.3 for the track sections, where
references are also made on the level of the events, presented in Table 5.4.
As it can be seen on the Table F.3, two level 2 societal events, i.e. no accident and minor corrective
intervention, and no level 4 societal event, i.e. accident and minor corrective intervention, are defined
for the track sections. The two level 2 societal events refer to two different minor corrective
interventions, 2.1 being tamping, and 2.2 being rail replacement and tamping, when there is no accident.
These two corrective interventions were considered in separate events as they are executed under
different conditions and they have different cost and time requirements. The societal event of level 5,
was not considered for the track sections because if there is an accident due to track failure, most
probably the entire track segment will be damaged and renewed. These changes in the definition of
societal events, compared to the ones presented in the general model, were made to describe and assess
more accurately the risks related to this object category.
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Table F.3 Track sections: Infrastructure, network use, and societal events and their levels
Event

Description

Load event
Traffic load
Infrastructure events
Normal use
Maximum speed restriction
Closure
Network use events
Normal use
Maximum speed restriction
Closure
Societal events
No accident and no corrective
intervention
No accident and tamping after
damage
No accident and
rail replacement and tamping
No accident and track renewal when
the object is in state 4
No accident and track renewal
Accident and track renewal

F.4

Average daily traffic load based on the current timetable
for one direction of travel
Fully operational section
Partially operational section, where the maximum speed
is restricted to 40km/h
Non-operational section
Fully operational section
Partially operational section, where the maximum speed
is restricted to 40km/h
Non-operational section
No accident has occurred and no corrective intervention
is executed
No accident has occurred but the track section is tamped
to restore its operation
No accident has occurred but the rail is replaced and
track section is tamped to restore its operation
No accident has occurred but a track renewal is
performed on a track section being in state 4
No accident has occurred but the track section is renewed
to restore its operation
An accident has occurred and the track section is
replaced to restore its operation

Level of
event
LE
1
IE
1
2
3
NUE
1
2
3
SE
1
2.1
2.2
3
4
6

Determine scenarios

The previously defined events were linked in causal relationships, which yield the scenarios that were
analysed. Every scenario consists of a chain of four events, the load event, being the traffic load, an
infrastructure event, a network use event, and a societal event.
Considering all the combinations of the events presented in Table F.3, there are 54 scenarios (1 LE × 3
IEs × 3 NUEs × 6 SEs = 54 scenarios) that can be defined. The possible scenarios between the events
presented in Table F.3 are consistent with the scenarios determined in the general model (see section
5.2.3.3), however due to the additional minor corrective intervention and the absence of level 4 societal
event, the scenarios for the track sections are slightly different from those defined for the general model.
Figure F.1 shows all the events defined in Table F.3 and two examples of the definition of two scenarios:


Example scenario TI (in blue) is formed by the chain of the following events, the load event,
“traffic load”, leads to the infrastructure event “no damage”, which leads to the network use
event “normal use”, which leads to the societal event “no accident and no corrective
intervention”. The cost related to the scenario TI is the cost associated to the societal event “no
accident and no corrective intervention”, cost “C_A”. The cost “C_A” is equal to the sum of
the costs related to no corrective intervention, which is zero because no corrective intervention
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is executed in this scenario, the costs related to delay due to failure, and the costs related to no
accident due to failure, which are zero, because in this scenario there is no damage, and thus,
no failure.
Example scenario TII (in pink) is formed by the chain of the following events, the load event,
“traffic load”, leads to the infrastructure event “severe damage”, which leads to the network
use event “closure”, which leads to the societal event “no accident and track renewal after
damage”. The cost related to the scenario TII is the cost associated to the societal event “no
accident and track renewal after damage”, cost “C_D”. The cost “C_D” is equal to the sum of
the costs related to renewing the track after damage, the costs related to delay due to the severe
damage and due to the track renewal intervention, and the costs related to no accident due to
failure, which are zero, because in this scenario there is no accident.

Figure F.1 Track sections: Events and two examples of the definition of two scenarios, example
scenario TI (in blue), and TII (in pink), and the related costs.
F.5

Determine relationships

Following the definition of events and the determination of scenarios, the relationships between the
events of the scenarios are determined.
F.5.1

Load events to infrastructure events

For the track sections, the relationships between load and infrastructure events are defined based on the
subcategory, i.e. whether the track section belongs in the track category I, II or III (see Table 5.2), and
state (for the definition of the states for the track sections see Table F.2). As it was defined in the general
model, the same relationship was defined between all the objects belonging in the same subcategory.
For example, it was considered that the relationship between the load event “traffic load” and
infrastructure event “minor damage” is the same for all the track sections belonging in the track category
I. For the objects of the same subcategory, it was considered that the same load event can cause either
“no damage”, “minor damage” or “severe damage” based on the state of the object.
Figure F.2 shows all the events defined in Table F.3 and the relationships between the load events and
the infrastructure events based on track states, illustrated with arrows. It was considered that it is
possible for all the states to be related to all infrastructure events, given the same load event.
Consequently, it is possible to define the same relationships, considering any state.
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Figure F.2 Track sections: Events and the relationships between load event and infrastructure
events based on the object states
F.5.2

Infrastructure events to network use events

For the track sections, the relationships between infrastructure and network use events are defined based
on the subcategory, i.e. whether the track section belongs in the track category I, II or III (see Table
5.2), and whether or not the track section is in poor state, which is the state 4 (for the definition of the
states for the track sections see Table F.2). In other words, the same relationships were defined between
infrastructure and network use events for all the track sections that belong in the same subcategory and
being in any of the states 1, 2 and 3, and the same relationships were defined between infrastructure and
network use events for all the track sections that belong in the same subcategory and being in state 4.
For example, it was considered that the relationship between the infrastructure event “minor damage”
and the network use event “maximum speed restriction” is the same for all the track sections belonging
in the track category I and being in any of the states 1, 2 or 3. Another relationship was defined between
the infrastructure event “minor damage” and the network use event “maximum speed restriction” for
all the track sections belonging in the track category I and being in states 4.
Figure F.3 illustrates all the events defined in section Table F.3 and all the relationships defined between
the infrastructure and network use events based on track states, illustrated with arrows. If there is no
arrow connecting an infrastructure and a network use event on the figure, it means that it was considered
that these two events cannot occur in the same scenario. For example, Figure F.3 shows that if there is
no damage, either the use is normal or there is maximum speed restriction. It was considered impossible
to have closure with no damage and there is, therefore, no arrow between the infrastructure event “no
damage” and the network use event “closure”. If the track section is in state 1, 2 or 3 and it is not
damaged, the network use event “normal use” is the only one related to the infrastructure event “no
damage”. The probability of this relationship, Pnu/nd/s1-3, is indicated with green font. If the track section
is in state 4, in accordance with Irish Rail’s intervention strategies, the maximum speed will be restricted
for the entire section until the track section is renewed. In this case, the track section will provide an
inadequate level of service while being in state 4, but not due to the damage of the track section, i.e.
there will be loss of service costs, e.g. costs related to delays. This is represented as the relationship
infrastructure event “no damage” linked to the network use “maximum speed restriction” event and the
probability of this relationship, Pmsr/nd/s4, is indicated with red font. However, for the track sections
belonging in track category III, maximum speed restriction of 40km/h cannot be implemented, as the
maximum allowable speed on those sections is equal or lower than 40km/h.
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Figure F.3 Track sections: Events and the relationships between infrastructure and network use
events based on the object states
F.5.3

Network use events to societal events

The relationships between network use and societal events are defined based on the subcategory, i.e.
whether the track section belong in the track category I, II or III (see Table 5.2), whether or not the track
section is in poor state, which is the state 4 (for the definition of the states for the track sections see
Table F.2), and the preceding infrastructure event. In other words, the same relationships were defined
between network use and societal events for all the track sections belonging in the same subcategory
and being in any of the states 1, 2 and 3 if the same infrastructure event had occurred, and the same
relationships were defined between infrastructure and network use events for all the track sections that
belong in the same subcategory and being in state 4 if another infrastructure event had occurred. For
example, it was considered that the relationship between the network use event “maximum speed
restriction” and the societal event “no accident and tamping after damage” is the same for all the track
sections having minor damage, belonging in the track category I and being in any of the states 1, 2 or
3. This relationship is different from both the relationship defined between network use event
“maximum speed restriction” and the societal event “no accident and tamping after damage” the for all
the track sections having “major damage” belonging in the track category I and being in any of the
states 1, 2 or 3, and the relationship that was defined between network use event “maximum speed
restriction” and the societal event “no accident and tamping after damage” the for all the track sections
having “minor damage” belonging in the track category I and being in state 4.
The relationships are built considering how the infrastructure events are related to the network use and
societal events. These relationships are illustrated in Figure F.4, Figure F.5, and Figure F.6. In these
figures, any possible relationship is illustrated with an arrow connecting two events of different type,
i.e. an infrastructure event with a network use event, or a network use event with a societal event. If
there are not arrows connecting two events, it means that it was considered that these is no possibility
these two events to occur together in one scenario. Further details on the relationships illustrated in
these figures can be found in section 5.2.3.4.3.
The scenarios that were analysed for each state of the track sections are shown in Table F.4. Regarding
the corrective interventions, it was assumed that a minor damage can lead to either just tamping, or rail
replacement and tamping, or complete track replacement, while a severe damage can only lead to track
replacement. This means that it is assumed that Irish Rail might decide to replace the complete track
section even though it shows just minor damages. This can be justified when various factors, for
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example, age, maintenance history, operational requirements of the track, indicate that replacement is
the most cost effective corrective intervention to mitigate the defects.

Figure F.4 Track sections: Relationships emanating from the infrastructure event "No damage"

Figure F.5 Track sections: Relationships emanating from the infrastructure event "Minor
damage"
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Figure F.6 Track sections: Relationships emanating from the infrastructure event "Severe
damage"
F.6

Determine models

In this step, the models to be used for the estimation of probabilities and consequences of each scenario
are defined. The explanation for how the probabilities of the scenarios are estimated by comparing the
content of Table F.4 and the relationships from Figure F.4, Figure F.5 and Figure F.6.
Considering the relationships presented in previous section F.5, the number of scenarios determined in
section F.4 can be reduced from 54 to 16, as 38 scenarios have zero probability. In the table the
scenarios excluded from the analysis, because their probability is considered zero, are shown in grey.
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Table F.4 Track section: Overview of the scenarios
Infrastructure event

No damage

Minor damage

Severe damage

Probabilities of given by the state

Pnd/si

Pmd/si

Psd/si

Sum of probabilities

=1

Network use events

Normal use

Maximum speed
restriction

Closure

Normal
use

Maximum speed
restriction

Closure

Normal
use

Maximum speed
restriction

Closure

Probability given by the
infrastructure event

Pnu/nd

Pmsr/nd

Pcl/nd = 0

Pnu/md

Pmsr/md

Pcl/md

Pnu/sd

Pmsr/sd = 0

Pcl/sd

Sum of probabilities

=1

Societal events

=1

=1

Probabilities of societal events given the infrastructure and network use events (Scenarios no.)

No accident and no corrective
intervention

Pnanc/nu/nd = 1
(Sc1)

Pnanc/msr/nd = 0

Pnanc/c/nd = 0

Pnanc/nu/md =
0

Pnanc/msr/md = 0

Pnanc/c/md =
0

Pnanc/nu/sd =
0

Pnanc/msr/sd = 0

Pnanc/c/sd = 0

No accident and tamping

Pnami1c/nu/nd = 0

Pnami1c/msr/nd = 0

Pnami1c/c/nd = 0

Pnami1c/nu/md
(Sc3.1)

Pnami1c/msr/md
(Sc7.1)

Pnami1c/c/md
(Sc11.1)

Pnami1c/nu/sd
=0

Pnami1c/msr/sd = 0

Pnami1c/c/sd = 0

No accident and rail replacement
and tamping

Pnami2c/nu/nd = 0

Pnami2c/msr/nd = 0

Pnami2c/c/nd = 0

Pnami2c/nu/md
(Sc3.2)

Pnami2c/msr/md
(Sc7.2)

Pnami2c/c/md
(Sc11.2)

Pnami2c/nu/sd
=0

Pnami2c/msr/sd = 0

Pnami2c/c/sd = 0

No accident and track renewal
when track is in state 4

Pnamac4/nu/nd = 0

Pnamac4/msr/nd = 1
(Sc2)

Pnamac4/c/nd =
0

Pnamac4/nu/md
=0

Pnamac4/msr/md = 0

Pnamac4/c/md
=0

Pnamac4/nu/sd
=0

Pnamac4/msr/sd = 0

Pnamac4/c/sd =
0

No accident and track renewal

Pnamac/nu/nd = 0

Pnamac/msr/nd = 0

Pnamac/c/nd = 0

Pnamac/nu/md
(Sc4)

Pnamac/msr/md
(Sc8)

Pnamac/c/md
(Sc12)

Pnamac/nu/sd
(Sc13)

Pnamac/msr/sd = 0

Pnamac/c/sd = 1
(Sc15)

Accident and track renewal

Pamac/nu/nd = 0

Pamac/msr/nd = 0

Pamac/c/nd = 0

Pamac/nu/md
(Sc6)

Pamac/msr/md
(Sc10)

Pamac/c/md =
0

Pamac/nu/sd
(Sc14)

Pamac/msr/sd = 0

Pamac/c/sd = 0

Sum of probabilities

=1

=1

=0

=1

=1

=1

=1

=0

=1

Total no. of scenarios

16
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F.6.1

Probabilities of events

The probabilities of infrastructure events related to track sections (Table F.5), were estimated for each
track subcategory and state. Based on the states definition built for this analysis (see Table F.2) and it
was possible to develop the failure functions shown in Figure F.7, for the four states of the track and
for each track category, and then to estimate the probabilities of infrastructure events.
Table F.5 Track sections: Probabilities of infrastructure events per category and state
Symbol Track category I Track category II
Probabilities of infrastructure events related to state 1 (excellent)
Probability of no event
Pnd/s1
0.9976
0.9946
Probability of minor damage
Pmd/s1
0.0020
0.0045
Probability of complete damage
Psd/s1
0.0004
0.0009
Probabilities of infrastructure events related to state 2 (good)
Probability of no event
Pnd/s2
0.976
0.946
Probability of minor damage
Pmd/s2
0.020
0.045
Probability of complete damage
Psd/s2
0.004
0.009
Probabilities of infrastructure events related to state 3 (acceptable)
Probability of no event
Pnd/s3
0.928
0.838
Probability of minor damage
Pmd/s3
0.060
0.135
Probability of complete damage
Psd/s3
0.012
0.027
Probabilities of infrastructure events related to state 4 (poor)
Probability of no event
Pnd/s4
0.760
0.460
Probability of minor damage
Pmd/si4
0.200
0.450
Probability of complete damage
Psd/si4
0.040
0.090

Track category III
0.9904
0.0080
0.0016
0.904
0.080
0.016
0.712
0.240
0.048
0.040
0.800
0.160
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1.0
Track category I - minor damage
0.9

Track category II - minor damage
Track category III - minor damage

0.8

Track category I - severe damage
Track category II - severe damage

0.7

Probability

Track category III - severe damage
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
1

2

3

4

States

Figure F.7 Track sections: Probabilities of infrastructure events “minor damage” and
“complete damage” per state and track categories
The probabilities of network use events related to track sections, shown in Table F.6, were estimated
for each track category and state. The values were estimated considering the likelihood of detecting
damages during inspection, which will lead to the implementation of either maximum speed restriction
or closure, based on the track category. These estimations were based on the procedure that Irish Rail
follows once damage is detected. It was considered that the probabilities of the network use events
given that there is no damage are the same for the first three states, state 1, state 2 and state 3. If a track
section is in state 4, however, then Irish Rail sets maximum speed restriction and plans immediate
renewal even before any damage occurs. However, for the track sections belonging in track category
III, maximum speed restriction of 40km/h cannot be implemented, as the maximum allowable speed on
those sections is equal or lower than 40km/h.
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Table F.6 Track sections: Probabilities of network use events given the infrastructure events per
state and category
Symbol
Infrastructure
event

Network use
event

No damage

Normal use
Maximum
speed
restriction
Closure
Normal use
Maximum
speed
restriction
Closure
Normal use
Maximum
speed
restriction
Closure
Network use
event
Normal use
Maximum
speed
restriction
Closure
Normal use
Maximum
speed
restriction
Closure
Normal use
Maximum
speed
restriction
Closure

Minor damage

Severe damage

Infrastructure
event
No damage

Minor damage

Severe damage

Track category I

Track category II

Pc/nd/s1
Pnu/md/s1
Pmsr/md/s1

0.00
0.40
0.50

0.00
0.80
0.20

0.00
1.00
0.00

Pc/md/s1
Pnu/sd/s1
Pmsr/sd/s1

0.10
0.30
0.00

0.00
0.50
0.00

0.00
0.70
0.00

Pc/sd/s1

0.70

0.50

0.30

Pnu/nd/s1
Pmsr/nd/s1

Track category
III
Probabilities of network use events given an infrastructure
event related to state 1 (excellent), state 2 (good) and state 3
(acceptable)
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Probabilities of infrastructure events related to state 4 (poor)
Pnu/nd/s4
Pmsr/nd/s4

0.00
1.00

0.00
1.00

1.00
0.00

Pc/nd/s4
Pnu/md/s4
Pmsr/md/s4

0.00
0.00
0.50

0.00
0.00
0.70

0.00
1.00
0.00

Pc/md/s4
Pnu/sd/s4
Pmsr/sd/s4

0.50
0.05
0.00

0.30
0.05
0.00

0.00
0.70
0.00

Pc/sd/s4

0.95

0.95

0.30

The probabilities of societal events related to track sections, shown in Table F.7, were estimated, for
each track category and state. The values were estimated based on the likelihood related to each
corrective intervention type and accident type, considering the preceding events in each scenario. These
estimations were based on Irish Rail intervention strategies once damage is detected, which was
considered independent of the state of the object before the damage, except in the case of state 4. For
example, there is the same probability that severe damage will lead to accident, if the track is in state 1,
2 or 3. However, this probability is different if the object is in state 4, as Irish Rail always implements
maximum speed restriction at this state for the track categories I and II. It is also assumed that if damage
occurs, Irish Rail will always restore the damaged section. If the damage is minor then either tamping
or rail replacement and tamping will be preferred, while if the damage is severe, then always track
replacement will take place.
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Table F.7. Track sections: Probabilities of societal events given the infrastructure and network
use events for states 1, 2 and 3 per track category
Infrastructure
event

Network
use event

Societal event

Symbol

No damage

Normal use

No accident and
no corrective
intervention

Pnanc/nu/nd/s1

No accident and
track renewal when
track is in state 4

Pnamac4/msr/nd/s1

0.00

0.00

0.00

Minor damage

Maximum
speed
restriction
Normal use

No accident and
tamping
No accident and
rail replacement
and tamping
No accident and
track renewal
Accident and
track renewal
No accident and
tamping
No accident and
rail replacement
and tamping
No accident and
track renewal
Accident and
track renewal
No accident and
tamping
No accident and
rail replacement
and tamping
No accident and
track renewal
No accident and
track renewal
Accident and
track renewal
No accident and
track renewal

Pnami1c/nu/md/s1

0.56

0.67

0.83

Pnami2c/nu/md/s1

0.22

0.20

0.17

Pnamac/nu/md/s1

0.06

0.00

0.00

Pamiac/nu/md/s1

0.17

0.13

0.01

Pnami1c/msr/md/s1

0.51

0.71

0.60

Pnami2c/msr/md/s1

0.31

0.21

0.39

Pnamac/msr/md/s1

0.15

0.05

0.00

Pamiac/msr/md/s1

0.03

0.02

0.01

Pnami1c/c/md/s1

0.28

0.56

0.77

Pnami2c/c/md/s1

0.56

0.33

0.15

Pnamac/c/md/s1

0.17

0.11

0.08

Pnamac/nu/sd/s1

0.30

0.50

0.95

Pamiac/nu/sd/s1

0.70

0.50

0.05

Pnamac/c/sd/s1

1.00

1.00

1.00

Maximum
speed
restriction

Closure

Severe damage

Normal use

Closure

Track
category
I
1.00

Track
category
II
1.00

Track
category
III
1.00
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Table F.8 Track sections: Probabilities of societal events given the infrastructure and network
use events for state 4 per track category
Infrastructure
event

Network
use event

Societal event

Symbol

No damage

Normal use

No accident and
no corrective
intervention

Pnanc/nu/nd/s4

No accident and
track renewal when
track is in state 4

Pnamac4/msr/nd/s4

1.00

1.00

0.00

Minor damage

Maximum
speed
restriction
Normal use

No accident and
tamping
No accident and
rail replacement
and tamping
No accident and
track renewal
Accident and
track renewal
No accident and
tamping
No accident and
rail replacement
and tamping
No accident and
track renewal
Accident and
track renewal
No accident and
tamping
No accident and
rail replacement
and tamping
No accident and
track renewal
No accident and
track renewal
Accident and
track renewal
No accident and
track renewal

Pnami4c/nu/md/s4

0.00

0.00

0.83

Pnami2c/nu/md/s4

0.00

0.00

0.17

Pnamac/nu/md/s4

0.83

0.87

0.00

Pamiac/nu/md/s4

0.17

0.13

0.01

Pnami4c/msr/md/s4

0.00

0.00

0.60

Pnami2c/msr/md/s4

0.00

0.00

0.39

Pnamac/msr/md/s4

0.97

0.98

0.00

Pamiac/msr/md/s4

0.03

0.02

0.01

Pnami4c/c/md/s4

0.00

0.00

0.77

Pnami2c/c/md/s4

0.00

0.00

0.15

Pnamac/c/md/s4

1.00

1.00

0.08

Pnamac/nu/sd/s4

0.30

0.50

0.95

Pamiac/nu/sd/s4

0.70

0.50

0.05

Pnamac/c/sd/s4

1.00

1.00

1.00

Maximum
speed
restriction

Closure

Severe damage

Normal use

Closure

F.6.2

Track
category
I
0.00

Track
category
II
0.00

Track
category
III
1.00

Probabilities of scenarios

The probabilities related to the 16 scenarios, (Table F.4), for each track category and state, were
estimated by multiplying the probabilities related to the chain of the infrastructure, network use, and
societal events. The probabilities related to all four possible states are shown in Figure F.8 for each
track category. For example, for track category I and state 4, there is a probability equal to




zero related to scenario 1, Sc1, i.e. no damage, normal use, no accident and no corrective
intervention,
0.76 probability related to Sc2,
zero probability related to Sc3.1,
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zero probability related to Sc3.2,
zero probability related to Sc4,
zero probability related to Sc6,
zero probability related to Sc7.1,
zero probability related to Sc7.2,
0.097 probability related to Sc8,
0.003 probability related to Sc10,
zero probability related to Sc11.1,
zero probability related to Sc11.2,
0.100 probability related to Sc12,
0.001 probability related to Sc13,
0.001 probability related to Sc14, and
0.038 probability related to Sc15.

The sum of the probabilities of all the scenarios for each subcategory and state, i.e. of each column of
the table, must be equal to one.
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1.0
0.9
0.8

Probability

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

Track
Track
Track
Track
Track
Track
Track
Track
Track
Track
Track
Track
category I category I category I category I category II category II category II category II category II category II category II category II
- state 1
- state 2
- state 3
- state 4
- state 1
- state 2
- state 3
- state 4
- state 1
- state 2
- state 3
- state 4
Sc15
0.000
0.003
0.008
0.038
0.000
0.005
0.014
0.086
0.000
0.005
0.014
0.048
Sc14
0.000
0.001
0.003
0.001
0.000
0.002
0.007
0.002
0.000
0.001
0.002
0.006
Sc13
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.002
0.007
0.002
0.001
0.011
0.032
0.106
Sc12
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.100
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.135
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
Sc11.2
0.000
0.001
0.003
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
Sc11.1
0.000
0.001
0.002
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
Sc10
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.003
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.006
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
Sc8
0.000
0.002
0.005
0.097
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.309
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
Sc7.2
0.000
0.003
0.009
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.006
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
Sc7.1
0.001
0.005
0.015
0.000
0.001
0.006
0.019
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
Sc6
0.000
0.001
0.004
0.000
0.000
0.005
0.014
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.002
0.007
Sc4
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
Sc3.2
0.000
0.002
0.005
0.000
0.001
0.007
0.022
0.000
0.001
0.013
0.040
0.132
Sc3.1
0.000
0.004
0.013
0.000
0.002
0.024
0.072
0.000
0.007
0.066
0.198
0.661
Sc2
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.760
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.460
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
Sc1
0.998
0.976
0.928
0.000
0.995
0.946
0.838
0.000
0.990
0.904
0.712
0.040

Figure F.8 Track sections: Probabilities of the scenarios per category and state
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F.6.3

Value of societal events

Along with the probabilities of the scenarios, cost categories for the track model were defined, shown
in Table F.9.
Table F.9. Track sections: Societal events and the associated cost categories
Societal events

Cost
categories
C_A

Cost categories for Irish
Rail
No additional cost

Cost categories for passengers

C_B.1

Cost of tamping as corrective
intervention after damage

No accident and rail
replacement and
tamping

C_B.2

Cost of rail replacement and
tamping as corrective
intervention after damage

No accident and track
renewal when track is
in state 4
No accident and track
renewal

C_C

Accident and track
renewal

C_F

Cost of track renewal as
corrective intervention
without damage
Cost of track renewal as
corrective intervention after
damage
Accident cost for Irish Rail
(including structural
escalation) plus track renewal
cost

Delay until and due to tamping as
corrective intervention after
damage
Delay until and due to rail
replacement and tamping as
corrective intervention after
damage
Delay until and due to track
renewal as corrective intervention
without damage
Delay until and due to track
renewal as corrective intervention
after damage
Accident cost for passengers
(including secondary escalation)
and delay until and due to track
renewal

No accident and no
corrective intervention
No accident and
tamping

C_D

No additional cost

For each of the six societal event defined for the track shown in Table F.9, a cost category is defined,
as explained in section 5.2.4, for the general model. To compute the costs of each cost category, unit
values associated with each cost types were selected. They are given in Table F.10, for the variable cost
types, and in Table F.11, for the fixed cost types.
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Table F.10 Track sections: Unit values per variable cost type
Stakeholder

Cost types

Symbol

Description

Unit cost (in
euros)

Variable costs (per track length in meters)
Irish Rail
(infrastructure
owner)

Passengers
(infrastructure
users)

Corrective intervention costs
Variable tamping
c_v/mi1c Cost of tamping one yard of track
cost
Variable rail
c_v/mi2c Cost of replacing the rail and tamping
replacement and
one yard of track
tamping cost
Variable track
c_v/mac Cost of renewing one yard of track
renewal cost
Delay costs during corrective interventions

6/m

Delay during
tamping

c_d/mi1c

0.0011/min
and m

Delay during rail
replacement and
tamping

c_d/mi2c

Delay during track
renewal

c_d/mac

Delay cost related to the duration of
traffic disruption in minutes due to
execution of tamping on one meter of
track
Delay cost related to the duration of
traffic disruption in minutes due to
execution of rail replacement and
tamping on one meter of track
Delay cost related to the duration of
traffic disruption in minutes due to
execution of track renewal on one
meter of track

95/m

623/m

0.0009/min
and m

0.0043/ min
and m
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Table F.11 Track sections: Unit values per fixed cost type
Stakeholder

Cost types

Symbol

Description

Unit cost
(in euros)

Fixed costs (per track section)
Irish Rail
(infrastructure
owner)

Passengers
(infrastructure
users)

Irish Rail
(infrastructure
owner)

Passengers
(infrastructure
users)

Cost due to failure
Cost after a minor
C_md/mi1c
Cost occurring after a minor
damage and until
damage to prepare the site for
tamping
tamping
Cost after a minor
C_md/mi2c
Cost occurring after a minor
damage and until rail
damage to prepare the site for
replacement and
rail replacement and tamping
tamping
Cost after a minor
C_md/mac
Cost occurring after a minor
damage and until track
damage to prepare the site for
renewal
track renewal
Cost after a severe
C_sd/mac
Cost occurring after a major
damage and until a
damage to prepare the site for
track renewal
track renewal
Delay costs until corrective intervention starts

10’000

Until tamping after
minor damage

C_dmd/mi1c

1.54/min

Until rail replacement
and tamping after
minor damage

C_dmd/mi2c

Until a track renewal
after minor damage

C_dmd/mac

Until a track renewal
after severe damage

C_dsd/mac

Delay cost related to the time
between minor damage and until
tamping is started (three hours)
Delay cost related to the time
between minor damage and until
rail replacement and tamping is
started (five hours)
Delay cost related to the time
between minor damage and until
a track renewal is started (six
hours)
Delay cost related to the time
between severe damage and
until track renewal is started (six
hours)

10’000

20’000

100’000

2.57/min

3.09/min

3.09/min

Accident costs related to the owner
Cost related to the owner due to
an accident
Structural escalation
C_as/md
Cost due to damages of adjacent
costs due to minor
structures after an accident due
damage
to minor damage
Structural escalation
C_as/sd
Cost due to damages of adjacent
costs due to severe
structures after an accident due
damage
complete damage
Accident costs related to the passengers

1’000’000

Passenger accident
costs
Secondary escalation
costs due to minor
damage
Secondary escalation
costs due to severe
damage

10'000'000

Accident costs

C_aIR

C_ap
C_a2/md

C_a2/sd

Cost related to the passengers
due to an accident
Cost due to secondary collision
after an accident due to minor
damage
Cost due to secondary collision
after an accident due complete
damage

10'000

5'000'000

10'000

1'000'000
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F.6.4

Costs of scenarios

Using these unit costs and the length of each track section, the costs related to each scenario were
estimated. The equations used to estimate the costs are shown in Table F.12. As it can be seen from the
equations, the costs related to some scenarios are the same. More specifically:






C_Sc3.1 = C_Sc7.1 = C_Sc11.1
C_Sc3.2 = C_Sc7.2 = C_Sc11.1
C_Sc4= C_Sc8 = C_Sc12
C_Sc6= C_Sc10
C_Sc13= C_Sc15

This is because the difference between some scenarios in the definition of the network use events affect
the probabilities of occurrence of the scenario but not the costs of the scenario if it occurs, e.g. Sc3.1,
Sc7.1 and Sc11.1, which all three have the infrastructure event “minor damage” but scenario Sc3.1 has
the network use event “normal use” and scenario Sc7.1 has the network use event “maximum speed
restriction”, and scenario Sc11.1 has the network use “closure” then all three have the societal use
event “no accident and tamping”, These three have the same costs if they occur but they do not have
the same probability of occurrence.
The length of the track sections is given in Table F.1 and the delay minutes per object are given in
section Annex H. For example, for track IN-PS2CY-DR-1 the delay minutes are 0.7×36’179 +
0.3×4’735 = 26’746 minutes of delay per hour of closure. The cost related to each scenario for each
track section are given in Table F.13.
Table F.12 Track sections: Equations to estimate risks per scenario
Scenario Related cost
Sc1
Sc2
Sc3.1
Sc3.2
Sc4
Sc6
Sc7.1
Sc7.2
Sc8
Sc10
Sc11.1
Sc11.2
Sc12
Sc13
Sc14
Sc15

C_Sc1 = 0
C_Sc_2 = c_v/mac × track length
C_Sc_3.1 = (c_v/mi1c + c_d/mi1c) × track length + C_md/mi1c + C_dmd/mi1c × delay minutes
C_Sc_3.2 = (c_v/mi2c + c_d/mi2c) × track length + C_md/mi2c + C_dmd/mi2c × delay minutes
C_Sc4 = (c_v/mac + c_d/mac) × track length + C_md/mac + C_dmd/mac × delay minutes
C_Sc6 = (c_v/mac + c_d/mac) × track length + C_md/mac + C_dmd/mac × delay minutes + C_aIR
+ C_as/md + C_ap + C_a2/md
C_Sc7.1 = (c_v/mi1c + c_d/mi1c) × track length + C_md/mi1c + C_dmd/mi1c × delay minutes
C_Sc7.2 = (c_v/mi2c + c_d/mi2c) × track length + C_md/mi2c + C_dmd/mi2c × delay minutes
C_Sc8 = (c_v/mac + c_d/mac) × track length + C_md/mac + C_dmd/mac × delay minutes
C_Sc10 = (c_v/mac + c_d/mac) × track length + C_md/mac + C_dmd/mac × delay minutes +
C_aIR + C_as/md + C_ap + C_a2/md
C_Sc_11.1 = (c_v/mi1c + c_d/mi1c) × track length + C_md/mi1c + C_dmd/mi1c × delay minutes
C_Sc_11.2 = (c_v/mi2c + c_d/mi2c) × track length + C_md/mi2c + C_dmd/mi2c × delay minutes
C_Sc12 = (c_v/mac + c_d/mac) × track length + C_md/mac + C_dmd/mac × delay minutes
C_Sc13 = (c_v/mac + c_d/mac) × track length + C_sd/mac + C_dsd/mac × delay minutes
C_Sc14 = (c_v/mac + c_d/mac) × track length + C_sd/mac + C_dsd/mac × delay minutes + C_aIR
+ C_as/sd + C_ap + C_a2/sd
C_Sc15 = (c_v/mac + c_d/mac) × track length + C_sd/mac + C_dsd/mac × delay minutes

Table F.13 Track sections: Cost per scenario conditional on occurrence
Track id

C_Sc1

C_Sc2

C_Sc3.1

C_Sc3.2

C-Sc4

C_Sc6

C_Sc13

C_Sc14

IN-PS2CY-DR-1
IN-PS2CY-UR-1
IN-PS2CY-DR-2

0
0
0

190'227
190'227
397'500

144'915
144'915
110'446

322'377
322'377
457'033

402'377
402'377
537'033

154'880
154'880
42'419

5'869'689
5'869'689
6'029'855

11'872'150
11'872'150
12'201'442
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IN-PS2CY-UR-2
IN-PS2CY-DR-3
IN-PS2CY-UR-3
IN-PS2SJ-DR-1
IN-PS2SJ-UR-1
IN-PS2SJ-LP-PS
IN-PS2SJ-DEGCD3
IN-CY2BJ-BYCY5-1

F.7

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

397'500
405'000
405'000
589'091
569'318
388'636
287'045

110'446
130'628
130'628
151'088
147'002
68'943
74'614

457'033
483'168
483'168
658'017
637'382
408'636
328'491

537'033
563'168
563'168
738'017
717'382
488'636
408'491

42'419
61'915
61'915
43'525
43'525
0
26'115

6'029'855
6'065'775
6'065'775
6'270'893
6'246'170
5'962'580
1'469'177

12'201'442
12'243'315
12'243'315
12'602'821
12'561'550
12'127'273
3'053'054

0

49'773

14'653

50'682

130'682

0

1'145'335

2'511'364

Estimate risks

Both the risks conditional on of the four states and the risks related to the current state of the track
sections were estimated. The first is described in section F.7.1 and the latter in section F.7.2.
F.7.1

Risks conditional on state

Using the probabilities and costs of the scenarios (Figure F.8 and Table F.13), the risks related to each
object in each state were estimated. The risks are shown in Table F.14 and in Figure F.9, for state 1, in
Figure F.10, for state 2, in Figure F.11, for state 3, and in Figure F.12, for state 4. Clearly, the difference
in risks between state 4 and state 3 is significantly higher than the difference in risks between state 1
and state 2 or between state 2 and state 3. This is not only because the probability of failure related to
the first three states is smaller than the probability of failure related to state 4, but also because the
intervention strategy requires that a maximum speed restriction be implemented in this state until a track
renewal intervention is executed, unless an accident occurs first. This means that the high costs
associated to track renewal are multiplied with relatively high probabilities of this intervention being
executed in this state, resulting in high risks.
The track section with the highest risks in any state is section IN-PS2SJ-DR-1, which is also the largest
in the network (790m). The difference with the other main sections, however, is small. As expected, the
lowest risks are related to the sections IN-PS2SJ-DE-GCD3 and IN-CY2BJ-BY-CY5-1, which are not
only small, but they also secondary track sections serving traffic only if the main sections are occupied
(see Figure 5.2). It should be also noted that although the section IN-PS2SJ-LP-PS does not belong to
the main line mainly due to its relatively great length, has relatively higher risk values.
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Table F.14 Track sections: Risks per track section per state
Serial no.
IN-PS2CY-DR-1
IN-PS2CY-UR-1
IN-PS2CY-DR-2
IN-PS2CY-UR-2
IN-PS2CY-DR-3
IN-PS2CY-UR-3
IN-PS2SJ-DR-1
IN-PS2SJ-UR-1
IN-PS2SJ-LP-PS
IN-PS2SJ-DE-GCD3
IN-CY2BJ-BY-CY5-1

State 1 (excellent)

State 2 (good)

State 3 (acceptable)

State 4 (poor)

6'277
6'277
6'402
6'402
6'489
6'489
6'808
6'767
6'230
1'142
506

62'769
62'769
64'018
64'018
64'891
64'891
68'085
67'669
62'305
11'415
5'057

188'306
188'306
192'054
192'054
194'673
194'673
204'254
203'008
186'914
34'246
15'170

618'269
618'269
787'935
787'935
806'115
806'115
987'122
966'626
756'535
114'154
50'565

1'000'000
900'000

Risk in euros

800'000
700'000
600'000
500'000
400'000
300'000
200'000
100'000
0

Serial ID
State 1 (excellent)

Figure F.9 Track sections: Risks per track section in state 1
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1'000'000
900'000

Risk in euros

800'000
700'000
600'000
500'000
400'000
300'000
200'000
100'000
0

Serial ID
State 2 (good)

Figure F.10 Track sections: Risks per track section in state 2

1'000'000
900'000

Risk in euros

800'000
700'000
600'000
500'000
400'000
300'000
200'000
100'000
0

Serial ID
State 3 (acceptable)

Figure F.11 Track sections: Risks per track section in state 3
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1'000'000
900'000

Risk in euros

800'000
700'000
600'000
500'000
400'000
300'000
200'000
100'000
0

Serial ID
State 4 (poor)

Figure F.12 Track sections: Risks per track section in state 4
F.7.2

Risks

Of course the track sections are not in all states at once, and as the current state of the track sections are
known in this example, the risks, taking into consideration the state of the object, can be estimated. The
risks per track section are shown in Table F.15. The object with the highest risks is the loop section INPS2SJ-LP-PS in state 3, while the object with the smaller risks is IN-CY2BJ-BY-CY5-1 in state 2,
which is also the smallest in the network.
Table F.15 Track sections: Risks per track section
Serial no.
IN-PS2CY-DR-1
IN-PS2CY-UR-1
IN-PS2CY-DR-2
IN-PS2CY-UR-2
IN-PS2CY-DR-3
IN-PS2CY-UR-3
IN-PS2SJ-DR-1
IN-PS2SJ-UR-1
IN-PS2SJ-LP-PS
IN-PS2SJ-DE-GCD3
IN-CY2BJ-BY-CY5-1

2 - good
2 - good
2 - good
2 - good
2 - good
2 - good
1 - excellent
1 - excellent
3 - acceptable
3 - acceptable
2 - good

Current risks in euros

62'769
62'769
64'018
64'018
64'891
64'891
6'808
6'767
186'914
34'246
5'057
623’148

SUM

F.8

Current state

Evaluate risks
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The risks can be evaluated for the track sections and for the whole examined network. In this section,
the evaluation of risks related to the track sections is presented, while the evaluation of risks for the
network is described in section 5.2.5
F.8.1

Evaluation of risk assessment process

The risks related to the track sections were estimated for low and high estimates of probabilities and
consequences. The effect on the risks of the variation of the probabilities of failure was examined using
high, i.e. increased by 4%, and low, i.e. decreased by 4% estimates of probabilities of failure. It was
consider reasonable to evaluate the process using variations of probabilities of failure as this factor is
usually related to high uncertainty. The effect on the risks of the variation of consequences was also
examined using high, i.e. increased by 4%, and low, decreased by 4%, estimates of the costs related to
both failures, delays and accidents. These costs are usually associated with high uncertainty and
therefore, it was considered appropriate for this analysis.
The estimation of risks considering high estimates is presented in Table F.16. Clearly, the variation in
costs affects less the results compared to the variation in the probabilities of failures. However, as it
was expected, the highest variation in values comes from the combination of either low estimates of
costs and low estimates of probabilities of failures or high estimates of costs and high estimates in the
probabilities of failure. Overall, the evaluation yields to reasonable results and therefore the process is
considered successful.
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Table F.16 Track sections: Evaluation of risks for high and low estimates of probabilities and consequences

Serial no.

Current
state

IN-PS2CY2 - good
DR-1
IN-PS2CY2 - good
UR-1
IN-PS2CY2 - good
DR-2
IN-PS2CY2 - good
UR-2
IN-PS2CY2 - good
DR-3
IN-PS2CY2 - good
UR-3
IN-PS2SJ1DR-1
excellent
IN-PS2SJ1UR-1
excellent
IN-PS2SJ3LP-PS
acceptable
IN-PS2SJ3DE-GCD3
acceptable
IN-CY2BJ2 - good
BY-CY5-1
SUM
Difference from mean
estimates

Current risks in
euros (mean
estimates)
62'769

High estimates of
probabilities
65'279

Risks in euros
High
High estimates of
estimates of
consequences
risk
65'134
67'739

60'258

60'404

Low
estimates of
risk
57'988

Low estimates of
probabilities

Low estimates of
consequences

62'769

65'279

65'134

67'739

60'258

60'404

57'988

64'018

66'579

66'274

68'925

61'457

61'762

59'291

64'018

66'579

66'274

68'925

61'457

61'762

59'291

64'891

67'487

67'176

69'863

62'295

62'606

60'101

64'891

67'487

67'176

69'863

62'295

62'606

60'101

6'808

7'081

7'036

7'317

6'536

6'581

6'318

6'767

7'038

6'994

7'274

6'496

6'540

6'278

186'914

194'391

193'498

201'237

179'438

180'331

173'118

34'246

35'616

34'928

36'325

32'876

33'565

32'222

5'057

5'259

5'234

5'444

4'854

4'879

4'684

623’148

648'074

644'857

670'651

598'222

601'439

577'381

0%

4%

3%

8%

-4%

-3%

-7%
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Annex G Switch risk assessment model
G.1

Switch objects

In this section, the model developed to assess the risks related to the switches of the example is
described. The serial number and current state of the switches are presented in Table G.1. Figure 5.3
illustrates the current state of all the objects in the example network. The definition of the switch states
is provided in section F.2. It is important to mention that switches are not divided into subcategories
because only one type of switch was considered, the turnouts.
Table G.1 Switches: Serial no and state
Switch serial no.

Current state

Switch serial no.

Current state

LL166A

2-good

PE113B

2-good

LL166B

2-good

PE114A

2-good

LL167

2-good

PE114B

2-good

LL168A

1-excellent

PE115A

2-good

LL168B

1-excellent

PE115B

2-good

LL169A

1-excellent

PE117A

2-good

LL169B

1-excellent

PE117B

2-good

LL111A

2-good

GCD118A

2-good

LL111B

2-good

GCD118B

2-good

LL112A

2-good

GCD119A

2-good

LL112B

2-good

GCD119B

2-good

PE113A

2-good

G.2

Definition of states

Irish Rail defines four states for the switches. For each switch, the condition is measured through a socalled “Poincare score”, through which 41 factors are assessed presented in Table G.2 (P&C Asset
Management Working Group 2017). The maximum possible Poincare score is 410 points. The higher
this number, the better the condition of the switch. Then this number is converted to a percentage. The
condition rate value can then be assigned using the Table G.3. Based on the range of this percentage,
four condition-rating values are defined and for this model, these were used to define the states for the
switches. For example, if a switch is assessed to have a condition of 80%, then it is considered to have
the value of 2, as a condition rating, and for this example this means state 2 or good state.
Irish Rail uses additional parameters to assess the switches, such as the direction of the switch in relation
to the direction of train movement, as trains are more likely to derail on facing turnouts than trailing
turnouts. However, for this model no other parameter was considered for the definition of the states for
the switches.
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Table G.2 Pointcare rating score factors and their range (P&C Asset Management Working
Group 2017)
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Rating factors
gauge plate stop
condition of soleplate
stock rail lipping
switch back edge lipping
switch front edge lipping
switch rail/stock rail hogging/sagging
switch (and stock rail) sidewear
switch tip damage in the first 2 metres
switch tip back slapping - visual signs
track gauge
free wheel passage at switches
free wheel clearance at switches
stock rail bolts visually tight
slide chair fixing to sleepers
gall present
lipping at crossing nose
crossing condition
crossing chair to bearers secure
crossing bolts secure
crossing fastenings to rail secure
check rails secure
track gauge at crossing nose
fixed nose protection
free wheel passage at fixed crossing nose
free wheel passage at check rail
pads
bearer condition
bearer indentations
spot packing required
point & crossing (switch & crossing) tamper required
IBJ condition
rolling contact fatigue
ballast condition
dipped joint

Rating range
0÷5
0÷10
0÷10
0÷10
0÷3
0÷5
0÷10
0÷10
0÷5
0÷20
0÷5
0÷5
0÷10
0÷5
0÷10
0÷5
0÷20
0÷10
0÷10
0÷10
0÷5
0÷10
0÷5
0÷5
0÷5
0÷5
0÷10
0÷5
0÷10
0÷10
0÷5
0÷10
0÷5
0÷10

Table G.3 Condition expressed in percentage, condition rating values used by Irish Rail (P&C
Asset Management Working Group 2017) for the assessment of switches and state definition used
for the example.
Condition %
100–85
84–70
69–50
Less than 50

G.3

Condition Rating Value
1
2
3
4

State
State 1 – excellent
State 2 – good
State 3 - acceptable
State 4 - poor

Define events
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The load, infrastructure, network use, and societal events are shown in Table F.3 for the switches, where
references are also made on the level of the events, presented in Table 5.4.
As it can be seen on the Table F.3, two level 2 societal events, i.e. no accident and minor corrective
intervention, and no level 4 societal event, i.e. accident and minor corrective intervention, are defined
for the switches. The two level 2 societal events refers to grinding and welding, when there is no
accident. The societal event of level 5, was not considered for the switches because if there is an accident
due to switch failure, most probably the entire switch will be damaged and renewed. These changes in
the definition of societal events, compared to the ones presented in the general model, were made to
describe and assess more accurately the risks related to this object category.
Table G.4 Switches: Load, infrastructure, network use, and societal events and their levels
Event
Load event
Traffic load
Infrastructure events
No event
Minor damage
Severe damage
Network use events
Normal use
Maximum speed restriction
Closure
Societal events
No accident and no corrective
intervention
No accident and
grinding or welding
No accident and renewal when
switch is in state 4
No accident and replacement
Accident and replacement

G.4

Description

Average daily traffic load based on the current timetable
for one direction of travel
No damages
Detectable damages that partially affect its operation
Lack of switch stability to support and effectively guide
the wheel load
Fully operational section
Partially operational section, where the maximum speed is
restricted to 40km/h
Non-operational section
No accident has occurred and no corrective intervention is
executed
No accident has occurred but the switch is either grinded
or welded to restore its operation
No accident has occurred but a switch replacement is
performed on a switch being in state 4
No accident has occurred but the switch is replaced to
restore its operation
An accident has occurred and the switch is replaced to
restore its operation

Level of
event
LE
1
IE
1
2
3
NUE
1
2
3
SE
1
2
3
4
6

Determine scenarios

The previously defined events were linked in causal relationships, which yield the scenarios that were
analysed. Every scenario consists of a chain of four events, the load event, being the traffic load, an
infrastructure event, a network use event, and a societal event.
Considering all the combinations of the events presented in Table G.4, there are 45 scenarios (1 LE × 3
IEs × 3 NUEs × 5 SEs = 45 scenarios) that can be defined. The possible scenarios between the events
presented in Table G.4 are consistent with the scenarios determined in the general model (see section
5.2.3.3), however due to the absence of level 4 societal event, the scenarios for the switches are slightly
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different from those defined for the general model. Figure G.1 shows all the events defined in Table
G.4 and two examples of the definition of two scenarios:




Example scenario SI (in blue) is formed by the chain of the following events, the load event,
“traffic load”, leads to the infrastructure event “no damage”, which leads to the network use
event “normal use”, which leads to the societal event “no accident and no corrective
intervention”. The cost related to the scenario SI is the cost associated to the societal event “no
accident and no corrective intervention”, cost “C_A”. The cost “C_A” is equal to the sum of
the costs related to no corrective intervention, which is zero because no corrective intervention
is executed in this scenario, the costs related to delay due to failure, and the costs related to no
accident due to failure, which are zero, because in this scenario there is no damage, and thus,
no failure.
Example scenario SII (in pink) is formed by the chain of the following events, the load event,
“traffic load”, leads to the infrastructure event “severe damage”, which leads to the network
use event “closure”, which leads to the societal event “no accident and replacement after
damage”. The cost related to the scenario SII is the cost associated to the societal event “no
accident and switch replacement after damage”, cost “C_D”. The cost “C_D” is equal to the
sum of the costs related to replace the switch after damage, the costs related to delay due to the
severe damage and due to the switch replacement intervention, and the costs related to no
accident due to failure, which are zero, because in this scenario there is no accident.

Figure G.1 Switches: Events and two examples of the definition of two scenarios, example scenario
SI (in blue), and SII (in pink), and the related costs.
G.5

Determine relationships

Following the definition of events and the determination of scenarios, the relationships between the
events of the scenarios are determined.
G.5.1 Load events to infrastructure events
For the switches, the relationships between load and infrastructure events are defined based on the state
(for the definition of the states for the switches see section G.2). As it was defined in the general model,
the relationship between the load and the infrastructure event depends only on the state of the object if
no subcategories are defined. For example, it was considered that the relationship between the load
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event “traffic load” and infrastructure event “minor damage” is the same for all the switches belonging
in state 1. For the switches, it was considered that the same load event can cause either “no damage”,
“minor damage” or “severe damage” based on the state of the object.
Figure G.2 shows all the events defined in Table G.4 and the relationships between the load events and
the infrastructure events based on switch states, illustrated with arrows. It was considered that it is
possible for all the states to be related to all infrastructure events, given the same load event.
Consequently, it is possible to define the same relationships, considering any state.

Figure G.2 Switches: Events and the relationships between load event and infrastructure events
based on the object states
G.5.2 Infrastructure events to network use events
For the switches, the relationships between infrastructure and network use events are defined based only
on the state, whether or not the switch is in poor state, which is the state 4 (for the definition of the
states for the switches see section G.2). In other words, the same relationships were defined between
infrastructure and network use events for all the switches that are in any of the states 1, 2 and 3, and the
same relationships were defined between infrastructure and network use events for all the switches that
are in state 4. For example, it was considered that the relationship between the infrastructure event
“minor damage” and the network use event “maximum speed restriction” is the same for all the switches
being in any of the states 1, 2 or 3. Another relationship was defined between the infrastructure event
“minor damage” and the network use event “maximum speed restriction” for all the switches being in
states 4.
Figure G.3 illustrates all the events defined in section Table G.4 and all the relationships defined
between the infrastructure and network use events based on switch states, illustrated with arrows. If
there is no arrow connecting an infrastructure and a network use event on the figure, it means that it
was considered that these two events cannot occur in the same scenario. For example, Figure G.3 shows
that if there is no damage, either the use is normal or there is maximum speed restriction. It was
considered impossible to have closure with no damage and there is, therefore, no arrow between the
infrastructure event “no damage” and the network use event “closure”. If the switches is in state 1, 2 or
3 and it is not damaged, the network use event “normal use” is the only one related to the infrastructure
event “no damage”. The probability of this relationship, Pnu/nd/s1-3, is indicated with green font. If the
switch is in state 4, in accordance with Irish Rail’s intervention strategies, the maximum speed will be
restricted for the entire section until the switch is replaced. In this case, the switch will provide an
inadequate level of service it is in state 4, but not due to the damage of the switch, i.e. there will be loss
of service costs, e.g. costs related to delays. This is represented as the relationship infrastructure event
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“no damage” linked to the network use “maximum speed restriction” event and the probability of this
relationship, Pmsr/nd/s4, is indicated with red font.

Figure G.3 Switches: Events and the relationships between infrastructure and network use events
based on the object states
G.5.3 Network use events to societal events
The relationships between network use and societal events are defined based on whether or not the
switch is in poor state, which is the state 4 (for the definition of the states for the switches see section
G.2), and the preceding infrastructure event. In other words, the same relationships were defined
between network use and societal events for all the switches being in any of the states 1, 2 and 3 if the
same infrastructure event had occurred, and the same relationships were defined between infrastructure
and network use events for all the switches being in state 4 if another infrastructure event had occurred.
For example, it was considered that the relationship between the network use event “maximum speed
restriction” and the societal event “no accident and grinding or welding after damage” is the same for
all the switches having minor damage, and being in any of the states 1, 2 or 3. This relationship is
different from the relationship defined between network use event “maximum speed restriction” and
the societal event “no accident and grinding or welding after damage” the for all the switches having
“major damage” being in state 4.
The relationships are built considering how the infrastructure events are related to the network use and
societal events. These relationships are illustrated in Figure G.4, Figure G.5, and Figure G.6. In these
figures, any possible relationship is illustrated with an arrow connecting two events of different type,
i.e. an infrastructure event with a network use event, or a network use event with a societal event. If
there are not arrows connecting two events, it means that it was considered that these is no possibility
these two events to occur together in one scenario. Further details on the relationships illustrated in
these figures can be found in section 5.2.3.4.3.
The scenarios that were analysed for each state of the switches are shown in Table G.5. Regarding the
corrective interventions, it was assumed that a minor damage can lead to either just grinding or welding,
or complete renewal of the switch, while a severe damage can only lead to switch renewal. This means
that it is assumed that Irish Rail might decide to replace the complete switch even though it shows just
minor damages. This can be justified when various factors, for example, age, maintenance history,
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operational requirements of the switch, indicate that replacement is the most cost effective corrective
intervention to mitigate the defects.

Figure G.4 Switches: Relationships emanating from the infrastructure event "No damage"

Figure G.5 Switches: Relationships emanating from the infrastructure event "Minor damage"
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Figure G.6 Switches: Relationships emanating from the infrastructure event "Severe damage"
G.6

Determine models

In this step, the models to be used for the estimation of probabilities and consequences of each scenario
are defined. The explanation for how the probabilities of the scenarios are estimated by comparing the
content of Table G.5 and the relationships from Figure G.4, Figure G.5, and Figure G.6.
Considering the relationships presented in previous section G.5, the number of scenarios determined
in section G.4 can be reduced from 45 to 13, as 32 scenarios have zero probability. In the table the
scenarios excluded from the analysis, because their probability is considered zero, are shown in grey.
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Table G.5 Switch: Overview of the scenarios
Infrastructure event

No damage

Minor damage

Severe damage

Probability given the state

Pnd/si

Pmd/si

Psd/si

Sum of probabilities

=1

Network use events

Normal
use

Maximum speed
restriction

Closure

Normal use

Maximum speed
restriction

Closure

Normal use

Maximum speed
restriction

Closure

Probability given the
infrastructure event

Pnu/nd

Pmsr/nd

Pcl/nd = 0

Pnu/md

Pmsr/md

Pcl/md

Pnu/sd

Pmsr/sd = 0

Pcl/sd

Sum of probabilities

=1

Societal events

No accident and no
corrective intervention

=1

=1

Probabilities of societal events given the infrastructure and network use events
(Scenarios no.)
Pnanc/nu/nd =
1

Pnanc/msr/nd = 0

Pnanc/c/nd =
0

Pnanc/nu/md = 0

Pnanc/msr/md = 0

Pnanc/c/md = 0

Pnanc/nu/sd = 0

Pnanc/msr/sd = 0

Pnanc/c/sd = 0

Pnami1c/c/nd =
0

Pnamic/nu/md

Pnamic/msr/md

Pnamic/c/md

Pnami1c/nu/sd = 0

Pnami1c/msr/sd = 0

Pnami1c/c/sd = 0

(Sc3)

(Sc7)

(Sc11)

Pnamac4/c/nd
=0

Pnamac4/nu/md
=0

Pnamac4/msr/md
=0

Pnamac4/c/md
=0

Pnamac4/nu/sd
=0

Pnamac4/msr/sd = 0

Pnamac4/c/sd
=0

Pnamac/c/nd =
0

Pnamac/nu/md

Pnamac/msr/md

Pnamac/c/md

Pnamac/nu/sd

Pnamac/msr/sd = 0

Pnamac/c/sd = 1

(Sc4)

(Sc8)

(Sc12)

(Sc13)

Pamac/c/nd =
0

Pamac/nu/md

Pamac/msr/md

Pamac/c/md = 0

Pamac/nu/sd

(Sc6)

(Sc10)

(Sc1)
No accident and
grinding or welding

Pnami1c/nu/nd =
0

Pnami1c/msr/nd = 0

No accident and renewal
when switch is in state 4

Pnamac4/nu/nd
=0

Pnamac4/msr/nd = 1

No accident and replacement
after damage

Pnamac/nu/nd =
0

Pnamac/msr/nd = 0

Accident and replacement

Pamac/nu/nd =
0

Pamac/msr/nd = 0

Sum of probabilities

=1

=1

=0

=1

=1

=1

No. of scenarios

1

1

0

3

3

2

Total no. of scenarios

13

(Sc2)

(Sc15)
Pamac/msr/sd = 0

Pamac/c/sd = 0

=1

=0

=1

2

0

1

(Sc14)
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G.6.1 Probabilities of events
The probabilities of infrastructure events related to switches (Table G.6), were estimated for each state.
Based on the states definition built for this analysis (see section G.2) and it was possible to develop the
failure functions shown in Figure G.7, for the four states of the switch and then to estimate the
probabilities of infrastructure events.
Table G.6 Switches: Probabilities of infrastructure events per state
Symbol
Probability of no event
Probability of minor damage
Probability of complete
damage
Probability of no event
Probability of minor damage
Probability of complete
damage

Probabilities related to switches

Pnd/s1
Pmd/s1

Probabilities of infrastructure events related to state 1 (excellent)
0.9900
0.0099

Psd/s1

0.0001

Pnd/s2
Pmd/s2
Psd/s2

Probability of no event
Probability of minor damage
Probability of complete
damage

Pnd/s3
Pmd/s3

Probability of no event
Probability of minor damage
Probability of complete
damage

Pnd/s4
Pmd/si4

Psd/s3

Psd/si4

Probabilities of infrastructure events related to state 2 (good)
0.90
0.08
0.02
Probabilities of infrastructure events related to state 3
(acceptable)
0.75
0.15
0.10
Probabilities of infrastructure events related to state 4 (poor)
0.50
0.30
0.20
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1.0
Switch - minor damage
0.9
Switch - severe damage
0.8

Probability

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
1

2

3

4

States

Figure G.7 Switches: Probabilities of minor and complete damage per state
The probabilities of network use events related to switches, shown in Table G.7, were estimated for
each switch state. The values were estimated considering the likelihood of detecting damages during
inspection, which will lead to the implementation of either maximum speed restriction or closure. These
estimations were based on the procedure that Irish Rail follows once damage is detected. It was
considered that the probabilities of the network use events given that there is no damage are the same
for the first three states, state 1, state 2 and state 3. If a switch is in state 4, however, then Irish Rail sets
maximum speed restriction and plans immediate replacement even before any damage occurs.
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Table G.7 Switches: Probabilities of network use events given the infrastructure events per state
Symbol
Infrastructure
event

Network use
event

No damage

Normal use
Maximum speed
restriction
Closure
Normal use
Maximum speed
restriction
Closure
Normal use
Maximum speed
restriction
Closure
Network use
event
Normal use
Maximum speed
restriction
Closure
Normal use
Maximum speed
restriction
Closure
Normal use
Maximum speed
restriction
Closure

Minor damage

Severe damage

Infrastructure
event
No damage

Minor damage

Severe damage

Pnu/nd/s1
Pmsr/nd/s1

Probabilities related to switches
Probabilities of network use events given an infrastructure
event related to state 1 (excellent), state 2 (good) and state 3
(acceptable)
1.00
0.00

Pc/nd/s1
Pnu/md/s1
Pmsr/md/s1

0.00
0.40
0.50

Pc/md/s1
Pnu/sd/s1
Pmsr/sd/s1

0.10
0.20
0.00

Pc/sd/s1

Pnu/nd/s4
Pmsr/nd/s4

0.80
Probabilities of network use events given an infrastructure
event related to state 4 (poor)
0.00
1.00

Pc/nd/s4
Pnu/md/s4
Pmsr/md/s4

0.00
0.00
0.80

Pc/md/s4
Pnu/sd/s4
Pmsr/sd/s4

0.20
0.00
0.00

Pc/sd/s4

1.00

The probabilities of societal events related to switches, shown in Table G.8, were estimated, for each
switch state. The values were estimated based on the likelihood related to each corrective intervention
type and accident type, considering the preceding events in each scenario. These estimations were based
on Irish Rail intervention strategies once damage is detected, which was considered independent of the
state of the object before the damage, except in the case of state 4. For example, there is the same
probability that severe damage will lead to accident, if the switch is in state 1, 2 or 3. However, this
probability is different if the object is in state 4, as Irish Rail always implements maximum speed
restriction at this state for the switches. It is also assumed that if damage occurs, Irish Rail will always
restore the damaged switch. If the damage is minor then either gridding or welding will be preferred,
while if the damage is severe, then always switch renewal will take place.
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Table G.8 Switches: Probabilities of societal events given the infrastructure and network use
events for states 1, 2 and 3
Infrastructure
event

Network use
event

Societal event

Symbol

No damage

Normal use

Pnanc/nu/nd/s1

Minor damage

Maximum
speed
restriction
Normal use

No accident and
no corrective
intervention
No accident and
renewal when
switch is in state 4
No accident and
grinding or
welding
No accident and
replacement
Accident and
replacement
No accident and
grinding or
welding
No accident and
replacement
Accident and
replacement
No accident and
grinding or
welding
No accident and
replacement
No accident and
replacement
Accident and
replacement
No accident and
replacement

Maximum
speed
restriction

Closure

Severe damage

Normal use

Closure

Probabilities of societal events
given an infrastructure event
related to state 1 (excellent), state
2 (good), and state 3 (acceptable)
1.00

Pnamac4/msr/nd/s1

0.00

Pnamic/nu/md/s1

0.59

Pnamac/nu/md/s1

0.24

Pamiac/nu/md/s1

0.18

Pnamic/msr/md/s1

0.65

Pnamac/msr/md/s1

0.32

Pamiac/msr/md/s1

0.03

Pnamic/c/md/s1

0.40

Pnamiac/c/md/s1

0.60

Pnamac/nu/sd/s1

0.60

Pamiac/nu/sd/s1

0.40

Pnamac/c/sd/s1

1.00
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Table G.9 Switches: Probabilities of societal events given the infrastructure and network use
events for state 4
Infrastructure
event

Network use
event

Societal event

Symbol

No damage

Normal use

Pnanc/nu/nd/s4

0.00

Pnamac4/msr/nd/s4

1.00

Minor damage

Maximum
speed
restriction
Normal use

No accident and no
corrective
intervention
No accident and
renewal when switch
is in state 4
No accident and
grinding or welding
No accident and
replacement
Accident and
replacement
No accident and
grinding or welding
No accident and
replacement
Accident and
replacement
No accident and
grinding or welding
No accident and
replacement
No accident and
replacement
Accident and
replacement
No accident and
replacement

Pnamic/nu/md/s4

0.00

Pnamac/nu/md/s4

0.00

Pamiac/nu/md/s4

0.00

Pnamic/msr/md/s4

0.00

Pnamac/msr/md/s4

0.60

Pamiac/msr/md/s4

0.40

Pnamic/c/md/s4

0.00

Pnamiac/c/md/s4

1.00

Pnamac/nu/sd/s4

0.00

Pamiac/nu/sd/s4

0.00

Pnamac/c/sd/s4

1.00

Maximum
speed
restriction

Closure

Severe damage

Normal use

Closure

G.6.2

Probabilities of societal events
given an infrastructure event
related to state 4 (poor)

Probabilities of scenarios

The probabilities related to the 13 scenarios, (Table G.5), for switch state, were estimated by multiplying
the probabilities related to the chain of the infrastructure, network use, and societal events. The
probabilities related to all four possible states are shown in Figure G.8. For example, for state 4, there
is a probability equal to











zero related to scenario 1, Sc1, i.e. no damage, normal use, no accident and no corrective
intervention,
0.500 probability related to Sc2,
zero probability related to Sc3,
zero probability related to Sc4,
zero probability related to Sc6,
zero probability related to Sc7,
0.144 probability related to Sc8,
0.096 probability related to Sc10,
zero probability related to Sc11,
0.060 probability related to Sc12,
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zero probability related to Sc13,
zero probability related to Sc14, and
0.200 probability related to Sc15.

The sum of the probabilities of all the scenarios for each state, i.e. of each column of the table, must be
equal to one.
1.0

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.0
Sc15
Sc14
Sc13
Sc12
Sc11
Sc10
Sc8
Sc7
Sc6
Sc4
Sc3
Sc2
Sc1

State 1
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.003
0.001
0.001
0.002
0.000
0.990

State 2
0.016
0.002
0.002
0.005
0.003
0.001
0.013
0.026
0.006
0.008
0.019
0.000
0.900

State 3
0.080
0.008
0.012
0.009
0.006
0.002
0.024
0.048
0.011
0.014
0.035
0.000
0.750

State 4
0.200
0.000
0.000
0.060
0.000
0.096
0.144
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.500
0.000

Figure G.8 Switches: Probabilities of the scenarios per state
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G.6.3 Value of societal events
Along with the probabilities of the scenarios, cost categories for the switch model were defined, shown
in Table G.10.
Table G.10. Switches: Societal events and the associated cost categories
Societal events
No accident and no
corrective
intervention
No accident and
grinding or welding

Cost
categories
C_A

Cost categories for Irish Rail

Cost categories for passengers

No additional cost

No additional cost

C_B

Cost of grinding or welding as
corrective intervention after
damage
Cost of switch replacement as
corrective intervention without
damage
Cost of switch replacement as
corrective intervention after
damage
Accident cost for Irish Rail
(including structural
escalation) plus switch
replacement cost

Delay until and due to grinding or
welding as corrective intervention
after damage
Delay until and due to switch
replacement as corrective
intervention without damage
Delay until and due to switch
replacement as corrective
intervention after damage
Accident cost for passengers
(including secondary escalation)
and delay until and due to switch
replacement

No accident and
renewal when switch
is in state 4
No accident and
replacement

C_C

Accident and
replacement

C_F

C_D

For each of the five societal event defined for the switch shown in Table G.10, a cost category is defined,
as explained in section 5.2.4, for the general model. To compute the costs of each cost category, unit
values associated with each cost types were selected. They are given in Table G.11 and Table G.12 the
cost types.
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Table G.11 Switches: Unit costs per cost type (1/2)
Stakeholder

Cost types

Symbol

Description

Cost value
(in euros)

Fixed costs (per switch)
Irish Rail
(infrastructure
owner)

Passengers
(infrastructure
users)

Irish Rail
(infrastructure
owner)

Passengers
(infrastructure
users)

Corrective intervention costs
Variable grinding or c_v/mi1c
Cost of grinding or welding one
welding cost
switch
Variable
c_v/mac
Cost of replacing one switch
replacement cost
Delay costs during corrective interventions

10’000

Delay during
grinding or welding

c_d/mi1c

1.54/min

Delay during
replacement

c_d/mac

Delay cost related to the duration
of traffic disruption in minutes
due to execution of grinding or
welding on one switch
Delay cost related to the duration
of traffic disruption in minutes
due to execution of one switch
replacement

250’000

18.53/min

Cost due to failure
Cost after a minor
C_md/mi1c
Cost occurring after a minor
damage and until
damage to prepare the site for
grinding or welding
grinding or welding
Cost after a minor
C_md/mac
Cost occurring after a minor
damage and until
damage to prepare the site for
replacement
switch replacement
Cost after a severe
C_sd/mac
Cost occurring after a major
damage and until a
damage to prepare the site for
replacement
switch replacement
Delay costs until corrective intervention starts

1’000

Until grinding or
welding after minor
damage

C_dmd/mi1c

0.51/min

Until a replacement
after minor damage

C_dmd/mac

Until a replacement
after severe damage

C_dsd/mac

Delay cost related to the time
between minor damage and until
grinding or welding is started
(one hour)
Delay cost related to the time
between minor damage and until
a switch replacement is started
(three hours)
Delay cost related to the time
between severe damage and until
switch replacement is started
(three hours)

1’000

4’000

1.54/min

1.54/min
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Table G.12 Switches: Unit costs per cost type (2/2)
Stakeholder

Cost types

Symbol

Description

Cost value
(in euros)

Fixed costs (per switch)
Irish Rail
(infrastructure
owner)

Passengers
(infrastructure
users)

Accident costs related to the owner
Cost related to the owner due to
an accident
Structural escalation
C_as/md Cost due to damages of adjacent
costs due to minor
structures after an accident due to
damage
minor damage
Structural escalation
C_as/sd
Cost due to damages of adjacent
costs due to severe
structures after an accident due
damage
complete damage
Accident costs related to the passengers

500’000

Passenger accident
costs
Secondary escalation
costs due to minor
damage
Secondary escalation
costs due to severe
damage

5'000'000

Accident costs

C_aIR

C_ap
C_a2/md

C_a2/sd

Cost related to the passengers due
to an accident
Cost due to secondary collision
after an accident due to minor
damage
Cost due to secondary collision
after an accident due complete
damage

10'000

1'000'000

10'000

1'000'000

G.6.4 Costs of scenarios
Using these unit costs, the costs related to each scenario were estimated. The equations used to estimate
the costs are shown in Table G.13. As it can be seen from the equations, the costs related to some
scenarios are the same. More specifically:





C_Sc3 = C_Sc7 = C_Sc11
C_Sc4= C_Sc8 = C_Sc12
C_Sc6= C_Sc10
C_Sc13= C_Sc15

This is because the difference between some scenarios in the definition of the network use events affect
the probabilities of occurrence of the scenario but not the costs of the scenario if it occurs, e.g. Sc3, Sc7
and Sc11, which all three have the infrastructure event “minor damage” but scenario Sc3 has the
network use event “normal use” and scenario Sc7 has the network use event “maximum speed
restriction”, and scenario Sc11 has the network use “closure” then all three have the societal use event
“no accident and grinding or welding”, These three have the same costs if they occur but they do not
have the same probability of occurrence.
The delay minutes per object is given in section Annex H. The cost related to each scenario for each
switch are given in Table G.14.
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Table G.13 Switches: Equations to estimate risks
Scenario Related cost
Sc1
Sc2
Sc3
Sc4
Sc6

C_Sc1 = 0
C_Sc_2 = c_v/mac + c_d/mac
C_Sc_3 = c_v/mic + c_d/mic + C_md/mic + C_dmd/mic × delay minutes
C_Sc4 = c_v/mac + c_d/mac + C_md/mac + C_dmd/mac × delay minutes
C_Sc6 = c_v/mac + c_d/mac + C_md/mac + C_dmd/mac × delay minutes + C_aIR + C_as/md +
C_ap + C_a2/md
C_Sc7 = c_v/mic + c_d/mic + C_md/mic + C_dmd/mic × delay minutes
C_Sc8 = c_v/mac + c_d/mac + C_md/mac + C_dmd/mac × delay minutes
C_Sc10 = c_v/mac + c_d/mac + C_md/mac + C_dmd/mac × delay minutes + C_aIR + C_as/md
+ C_ap + C_a2/md
C_Sc_11.1 = c_v/mic + c_d/mic + C_md/mic + C_dmd/mic × delay minutes
C_Sc12 = c_v/mac + c_d/mac + C_md/mac + C_dmd/mac × delay minutes
C_Sc13 = c_v/mac + c_d/mac + C_sd/mac + C_dsd/mac × delay minutes
C_Sc14 = c_v/mac + c_d/mac + C_sd/mac + C_dsd/mac × delay minutes + C_aIR + C_as/sd +
C_ap + C_a2/sd
C_Sc15 = c_v/mac + c_d/mac + C_sd/mac + C_dsd/mac × delay minutes

Sc7
Sc8
Sc10
Sc11
Sc12
Sc13
Sc14
Sc15

Table G.14 Switches: Cost of scenarios
Switch id
GCD118A
GCD118B
GCD119A
GCD119B
LL111A
LL111B
LL112A
LL112B
LL166A
LL166B
LL167
LL168A
LL168B
LL169A
LL169B
PE113A
PE113B
PE114A
PE114B
PE115A
PE115B
PE117A
PE117B

G.7

C_Sc1

C_Sc2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

275'563
265'338
250'000
275'563
289'593
289'593
289'593
289'593
293'873
293'873
293'873
293'873
293'873
293'873
293'873
275'563
250'000
275'563
275'563
275'563
275'563
275'563
275'563

C_Sc3

26'476
20'285
11'000
26'476
33'014
33'014
33'014
33'014
66'069
66'069
66'069
66'069
66'069
66'069
66'069
26'476
11'000
26'476
26'476
26'476
26'476
26'476
26'476

C_Sc4

411'202
320'640
251'000
411'202
416'106
416'106
416'106
416'106
664'015
664'015
664'015
664'015
664'015
664'015
664'015
411'202
251'000
411'202
411'202
411'202
411'202
411'202
411'202

C_Sc6

5'532'476
5'523'035
5'514'050
5'531'726
5'543'564
5'543'564
5'543'564
5'543'564
5'591'569
5'591'569
5'591'569
5'591'569
5'591'569
5'591'569
5'591'569
5'532'476
5'514'050
5'531'576
5'531'576
5'532'476
5'532'476
5'531'576
5'532'476

C_Sc13

414'202
323'640
254'000
414'202
419'106
419'106
419'106
419'106
667'015
667'015
667'015
667'015
667'015
667'015
667'015
414'202
254'000
414'202
414'202
414'202
414'202
414'202
414'202

C_Sc14
6'514'202
5'998'640
6'079'000
6'139'202
6'394'106
6'394'106
6'394'106
6'394'106
8'717'015
8'717'015
8'717'015
8'717'015
8'717'015
8'717'015
8'717'015
6'514'202
6'079'000
6'064'202
6'064'202
6'514'202
6'514'202
6'064'202
6'514'202

Estimate risks

Both the risks conditional on of the four states and the risks related to the current state of the switches
were estimated. The first is described in section G.7.1 and the latter in section G.7.2.
G.7.1 Risks conditional on state
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Using the probabilities and costs of the scenarios (Figure G.8 and Table G.14), the risks related to each
object in each state was estimated. The risks are shown in Table G.15 and in Figure G.9, for state 1, in
Figure G.10, for state 2, in Figure G.11, for state 3, and in Figure G.12, for state 4. Clearly, the difference
in risks between state 4 and state 3 is significantly higher than the difference in risks between state 1
and state 2 or between state 2 and state 3. This is not only because the probability of failure related to
the first three states is smaller than the probability of failure related to state 4, but also because the
intervention strategy requires that a maximum speed restriction be implemented in this state until a
switch replacement intervention is executed, unless an accident occurs first. This means that the high
costs associated to switch replacement are multiplied with relatively high probabilities of this
intervention being executed in this state, resulting in high risks.
The switches with the highest risks in any state are the switches LL166A, LL166B, LL167, LL168A.
LL168B, LL169A, and LL169B. This is because the area were these switches are has the highest traffic
flow on the example network.
Table G.15 Switch: Risks per state
Serial no.
LL166A

State 1 (excellent)
7'396

State 2 (good)
84'926

State 3 (acceptable)
241'175

State 4 (poor)
805'653

LL166B

7'396

84'926

241'175

805'653

LL167

7'396

84'926

241'175

805'653

LL168A

7'396

84'926

241'175

805'653

LL168B

7'396

84'926

241'175

805'653

LL169A

7'396

84'926

241'175

805'653

LL169B

7'396

84'926

241'175

805'653

LL111A

6'344

68'478

184'466

700'889

LL111B

6'344

68'478

184'466

700'889

LL112A

6'344

68'478

184'466

700'889

LL112B

6'344

68'478

184'466

700'889

PE113A

6'281

68'067

184'013

697'843

PE113B

5'655

59'513

156'586

631'353

PE114A

6'276

67'341

180'401

697'757

PE114B

6'276

67'341

180'401

697'757

PE115A

6'281

68'067

184'013

697'843

PE115B

6'281

68'067

184'013

697'843

PE117A

6'276

67'341

180'401

697'757

PE117B

6'281

68'067

184'013

697'843

GCD118A

6'281

68'067

184'013

697'843

GCD118B

5'941

62'929

166'594

660'350

GCD119A

5'655

59'513

156'586

631'353

GCD119B

6'277

67'462

181'003

697'771
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Figure G.9 Switches: Risks per switch in state 1
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Figure G.10 Switches: Risks per switch in state 2
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Figure G.11 Switches: Risks per switch in state 3
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Figure G.12 Switches: Risks per switch in state 4
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G.7.2 Risks
Of course the switches are not in all states at once, and as the current state of the switches are known in
this example, the risks, taking into consideration the state of the object, can be estimated. The risks per
switch are shown in Table G.16. The switches with the highest current risks are LL166A, LL166B, and
LL167, which are important switches and are currently in state 2. The switches with the smaller risks
are LL168A, LL168A, LL169A, and LL169B, which are also important switches but are currently in
state 1.
Table G.16 Switches: Risks
Serial no.

Current state

LL166A
LL166B
LL167
LL168A
LL168B
LL169A
LL169B
LL111A
LL111B
LL112A
LL112B
PE113A
PE113B
PE114A
PE114B
PE115A
PE115B
PE117A
PE117B
GCD118A
GCD118B
GCD119A
GCD119B

2 - good
2 - good
2 - good
1 - excellent
1 - excellent
1 - excellent
1 - excellent
2 - good
2 - good
2 - good
2 - good
2 - good
2 - good
2 - good
2 - good
2 - good
2 - good
2 - good
2 - good
2 - good
2 - good
2 - good
2 - good

SUM

G.8

Current risks in
euros
84'926
84'926
84'926
7'396
7'396
7'396
7'396
68'478
68'478
68'478
68'478
68'067
59'513
67'341
67'341
68'067
68'067
67'341
68'067
68'067
62'929
59'513
67'462
1'350'049

Evaluate risks

The risks can be evaluated for the switches and for the whole examined network. In this section, the
evaluation of risks related to the switches is presented, while the evaluation of risks for the network is
described in section 5.2.5.
G.8.1 Evaluation of risk assessment process
The risks related to the switches was estimated for low and high estimates of probabilities and
consequences. The effect on the risks of the variation of the probabilities of failure was examined using
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high, i.e. increased by 4%, and low, i.e. decreased by 4% estimates of probabilities of failure. It was
consider reasonable to evaluate the process using variations of probabilities of failure as this factor is
usually related to high uncertainty. The effect on the risk of the variation of consequences was also
examined using high, i.e. increased by 4%, and low, decreased by 4%, estimates of the costs related to
both failures, delays and accidents. These costs are usually associated with high uncertainty and
therefore, it was considered appropriate for this analysis.
The estimation of risks considering high estimates is presented in Table G.17. Clearly, the variation in
costs affects less the results compared to the variation in the probabilities of failures. However, as it
was expected, the highest variation in values comes from the combination of either low estimates of
costs and low estimates of probabilities of failures or high estimates of costs and high estimates in the
probabilities of failure. Overall, the evaluation yields to reasonable results and therefore the process is
considered successful.
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Table G.17 Switches: Evaluation of risks for high and low estimates of probabilities and consequences

Serial no.

Current
state

LL166A
2
LL166B
2
LL167
2
LL168A
1
LL168B
1
LL169A
1
LL169B
1
LL111A
2
LL111B
2
LL112A
2
LL112B
2
PE113A
2
PE113B
2
PE114A
2
PE114B
2
PE115A
2
PE115B
2
PE117A
2
PE117B
2
GCD118A 2
GCD118B 2
GCD119A 2
GCD119B 2
SUM
Difference from mean
estimates

Current risks in
euros (mean
estimates)
84'926
84'926
84'926
7'396
7'396
7'396
7'396
68'478
68'478
68'478
68'478
68'067
59'513
67'341
67'341
68'067
68'067
67'341
68'067
68'067
62'929
59'513
67'462
1'350'049
0%

High estimates of
probabilities
88'323
88'323
88'323
7'692
7'692
7'692
7'692
71'218
71'218
71'218
71'218
70'790
61'893
70'034
70'034
70'790
70'790
70'034
70'790
70'790
65'446
61'893
70'160
1'404'051
4%

Risks in euros
High
High estimates of
estimates of
consequences
risk
87'849
91'363
87'849
91'363
87'849
91'363
7'657
7'963
7'657
7'963
7'657
7'963
7'657
7'963
70'743
73'573
70'743
73'573
70'743
73'573
70'743
73'573
70'315
73'128
61'419
63'876
69'560
72'343
69'560
72'343
70'315
73'128
70'315
73'128
69'560
72'343
70'315
73'128
70'315
73'128
64'972
67'571
61'419
63'876
69'686
72'473
1'394'900
3%

1'450'696
8%

81'529
81'529
81'529
7'100
7'100
7'100
7'100
65'739
65'739
65'739
65'739
65'344
57'132
64'647
64'647
65'344
65'344
64'647
65'344
65'344
60'412
57'132
64'763

82'003
82'003
82'003
7'135
7'135
7'135
7'135
66'214
66'214
66'214
66'214
65'819
57'606
65'121
65'121
65'819
65'819
65'121
65'819
65'819
60'886
57'606
65'238

Low
estimates of
risk
78'723
78'723
78'723
6'850
6'850
6'850
6'850
63'565
63'565
63'565
63'565
63'186
55'302
62'516
62'516
63'186
63'186
62'516
63'186
63'186
58'451
55'302
62'628

1'296'047

1'305'197

1'252'989

Low estimates of
probabilities

-4%

Low estimates of
consequences

-3%

-7%
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Annex H Bridge risk assessment model
H.1

Bridge objects

In this section, the model developed to assess the risks related to the bridges of the example is described.
The serial number, subcategory, deck surface area, and current state of the bridges are presented in
Table H.1. Figure 5.3 illustrates the current state of all the objects in the example network. The
definition of the bridge states is provided in section H.2.
Table H.1 Bridges: Serial no, subcategory, deck surface area and current state of the bridges
Bridge
serial no.

Bridge
subcategory

Current
state

Bridge
serial no.

Bridge
subcategory

Metallic

Bridge
deck
surface
area in
m2
720

Masonry

Bridge
deck
surface
area in
m2
600

UBLL38

2-good

UBLL47A

UBLL38A

Masonry

1130

2-good

UBLL39

Metallic

470

UBLL39A

Metallic

UBLL39B

2-good

UBLL48

Metallic

330

2-good

2-good

UBLL48A

Masonry

460

2-good

320

2-good

UBLL49

Metallic

450

2-good

Masonry

372

2-good

UBLL49A

Masonry

650

2-good

UBLL40

Metallic

167

2-good

UBLL50

Metallic

720

2-good

UBLL40A

Masonry

167

2-good

UBLL51

Metallic

270

2-good

UBLL41

Metallic

350

2-good

UBR51A

Metallic

765

4-poor

UBLL41A

Metallic

500

2-good

UBR51B

Concrete

192

2-good

UBLL42

Metallic

250

2-good

UBR52

Masonry

110

2-good

UBLL42A

Masonry

350

2-good

UBR52A

Concrete

160

1-excellent

UBLL43

Metallic

1410

2-good

UBR52B

Concrete

240

1-excellent

UBLL44A

Metallic

500

2-good

UBR53

Masonry

345

2-good

UBLL44B

Metallic

450

2-good

UBR54

Masonry

345

2-good

UBLL44C

Metallic

400

2-good

UBR55

Masonry

136

2-good

UBLL44D

Masonry

640

4-poor

UBR56

Masonry

425

3-acceptable

UBLL45

Metallic

230

2-good

UBR57

Masonry

187

2-good

UBLL46

Metallic

230

2-good

UBR57A

Masonry

187

4-poor

UBLL46A

Masonry

960

2-good

UBR58

Masonry

255

2-good

UBLL47

Metallic

320

2-good

H.2

Current
state

Definition of states

Irish Rail defines four states for the majority of object categories, for example switches. However,
regarding the bridges it was only the asset rating was available. According to Irish Rail, the definition
of the asset rating guidance for bridges included consideration of the limits of the probability of failure
and based on these limits the four states were defined for the bridges. These are given in Table H.2.
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Table H.2 Condition states from Irish Rail Asset Rating Guidance and definition of states
(defined by RODIS)
Condition State Description
1

Fully controls all identified failure modes
Controls of identified failure modes has
minor weaknesses
Controls of identified failure modes has
significant weaknesses
Deficient - Fails to control identified
failure modes

2
3
4

H.3

𝑷𝒇 Limits

State

N/A

State 1

𝑃𝑓 < 2.5 × 10−6

State 2

2.5 × 10−6 < 𝑃𝑓 < 5.0 × 10−5

State 3

𝑃𝑓 > 5.0 × 10−5

State 4

Define events

The infrastructure, network use, and societal events are shown in Table H.3 for the bridges, where
references are also made on the level of the events, presented in Table 5.4.
As it can be seen on the Table H.3, level 5 societal events, i.e. accident and repair, and level 6 societal
event, i.e. accident and renewal, are defined for the bridges. These two societal events refer to two
different corrective interventions, 5 being repair, and 6 being renewal, when an accident has occurred.
These two corrective interventions were considered in separate events as they are executed under
different conditions and they have different cost and time requirements. In addition, the bridges are the
only object category in this analysis, where the societal event of level 5, was considered because if there
is an accident due to bridge failure, it is possible that not the entire bridge structure will be damaged
and, therefore, the possibility of executing a minor corrective intervention even after accident was
considered for the bridges. These changes in the definition of societal events, compared to the ones
presented in the general model, were made to describe and assess more accurately the risks related to
this object category.
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Table H.3 Bridges: Infrastructure, network use, and societal events and their levels
Events

Description

Load event
Traffic load

Average daily traffic load based on the current timetable for
two direction of travel

Infrastructure events
No event
Minor damage
Severe damage
Network use events
Normal use
Maximum speed restriction
Closure
Societal events
No additional event
No accident and repair
No accident and renewal when the
object is in state 4
No accident and renewal
Accident and repair
Accident and renewal

H.4

Level
of
event
IE
1
IE

No damages
Damages that partially affect its operation
Lack of stability to support the train loads
Fully operational section
Partially operational section, where the maximum speed is
restricted to 40km/h
Non-operational section
No accident has occurred and no corrective intervention is
executed
No accident has occurred but the bridge is repaired to
restore its operation
No accident has occurred but a bridge renewal is performed
on a bridge being in state 4
No accident has occurred but the bridge is completely
renewed to restore its operation
An accident has occurred and the bridge is repaired to
restore its operation
An accident has occurred and the bridge is completely
renewed to restore its operation

1
2
3
NUE
1
2
3
SE
1
2
3
4
5
6

Determine scenarios

The previously defined events were linked in causal relationships, which yield the scenarios that were
analysed. Every scenario consists of a chain of four events, the load event, being the traffic load, an
infrastructure event, a network use event, and a societal event.
Considering all the combinations of the events presented in Table H.3, there are 54 scenarios (1 LE × 3
IEs × 3 NUEs × 6 SEs = 54 scenarios) that can be defined. The possible scenarios between the events
presented in Table H.3 are consistent with the scenarios determined in the general model (see section
5.2.3.3). Figure H.1 shows all the events defined in Table H.3 and two examples of the definition of
two scenarios:


Example scenario BI (in blue) is formed by the chain of the following events, the load event,
“traffic load”, leads to the infrastructure event “no damage”, which leads to the network use
event “normal use”, which leads to the societal event “no accident and no corrective
intervention”. The cost related to the scenario BI is the cost associated to the societal event “no
accident and no corrective intervention”, cost “C_A”. The cost “C_A” is equal to the sum of
the costs related to no corrective intervention, which is zero because no corrective intervention
is executed in this scenario, the costs related to delay due to failure, and the costs related to no
accident due to failure, which are zero, because in this scenario there is no damage, and thus,
no failure.
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Example scenario BII (in pink) is formed by the chain of the following events, the load event,
“traffic load”, leads to the infrastructure event “severe damage”, which leads to the network
use event “closure”, which leads to the societal event “no accident and renewal after damage”.
The cost related to the scenario BII is the cost associated to the societal event “no accident and
renewal after damage”, cost “C_D”. The cost “C_D” is equal to the sum of the costs related to
renewing the bridge after damage, the costs related to delay due to the severe damage and due
to the bridge renewal intervention, and the costs related to no accident due to failure, which are
zero, because in this scenario there is no accident.

Figure H.1 Bridges: Events and two examples of the definition of two scenarios, example scenario
TI (in blue), and TII (in pink), and the related costs.
H.5

Determine relationships

Following the definition of events and the determination of scenarios, the relationships between the
events of the scenarios are determined.
H.5.1 Load events to infrastructure events
For the bridges, the relationships between load and infrastructure events are defined based on the
subcategory, i.e. whether the bridge belongs category concrete, metal or masonry (see Table 5.2), and
state (for the definition of the states for the bridges see Table H.2). As it was defined in the general
model, the same relationship was defined between all the objects belonging in the same subcategory.
For example, it was considered that the relationship between the load event “traffic load” and
infrastructure event “minor damage” is the same for all the bridges belonging in category concrete. For
the objects of the same subcategory, it was considered that the same load event can cause either “no
damage”, “minor damage” or “severe damage” based on the state of the object.
Table H.2 shows all the events defined in Table H.3 and the relationships between the load events and
the infrastructure events based on bridge states, illustrated with arrows. It was considered that it is
possible for all the states to be related to all infrastructure events, given the same load event.
Consequently, it is possible to define the same relationships, considering any state.
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Figure H.2 Bridges: Events and the relationships between load event and infrastructure events
based on the object states
H.5.2 Infrastructure events to network use events
For the bridges, the relationships between infrastructure and network use events are defined based on
the subcategory, i.e. whether the bridge belongs in the category concrete, metal or masonry (see Table
5.2), and whether or not the bridge is in poor state, which is the state 4 (for the definition of the states
for the bridges see Table H.2). In other words, the same relationships were defined between
infrastructure and network use events for all the bridges that belong in the same subcategory and being
in any of the states 1, 2 and 3, and the same relationships were defined between infrastructure and
network use events for all the bridges that belong in the same subcategory and being in state 4. For
example, it was considered that the relationship between the infrastructure event “minor damage” and
the network use event “maximum speed restriction” is the same for all the bridges belonging in the
category concrete and being in any of the states 1, 2 or 3. Another relationship was defined between the
infrastructure event “minor damage” and the network use event “maximum speed restriction” for all the
bridges belonging in the category concrete and being in states 4.
Table H.3 illustrates all the events defined in section Table H.3 and all the relationships defined between
the infrastructure and network use events based on bridge states, illustrated with arrows. If there is no
arrow connecting an infrastructure and a network use event on the figure, it means that it was considered
that these two events cannot occur in the same scenario. For example, Table H.3 shows that if there is
no damage, either the use is normal or there is maximum speed restriction. It was considered impossible
to have closure with no damage and there is, therefore, no arrow between the infrastructure event “no
damage” and the network use event “closure”. If the bridge is in state 1, 2 or 3 and it is not damaged,
the network use event “normal use” is the only one related to the infrastructure event “no damage”. The
probability of this relationship, Pnu/nd/s1-3, is indicated with green font. If the bridge is in state 4, in
accordance with Irish Rail’s intervention strategies, the maximum speed will be restricted for the entire
bridge section until the bridge is renewed. In this case, the bridge will provide an inadequate level of
service while being in state 4, but not due to the damage of the bridge, i.e. there will be loss of service
costs, e.g. costs related to delays. This is represented as the relationship infrastructure event “no
damage” linked to the network use “maximum speed restriction” event and the probability of this
relationship, Pmsr/nd/s4, is indicated with red font.
Regarding the network use event “closure”, it was assumed that a minor damage cannot lead to the
closure of the bridge. This means that after a minor damage there will always be considerable
functionality at the object. This can be justified by the robustness of the bridge structures in comparison
to the track and switches.
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Figure H.3 Bridges: Events and the relationships between infrastructure and network use events
based on the object states
H.5.3 Network use events to societal events
The relationships between network use and societal events are defined based on the subcategory, i.e.
whether the bridge belongs in the category concrete, metal or masonry (see Table 5.2), whether or not
the bridge is in poor state, which is the state 4 (for the definition of the states for the bridges see Table
H.2), and the preceding infrastructure event. In other words, the same relationships were defined
between network use and societal events for all the bridges belonging in the same subcategory and being
in any of the states 1, 2 and 3 if the same infrastructure event had occurred, and the same relationships
were defined between infrastructure and network use events for all the bridges that belong in the same
subcategory and being in state 4 if another infrastructure event had occurred. For example, it was
considered that the relationship between the network use event “maximum speed restriction” and the
societal event “no accident and repair after damage” is the same for all the bridges having minor
damage, belonging in the category concrete and being in any of the states 1, 2 or 3. This relationship is
different from both the relationship defined between network use event “maximum speed restriction”
and the societal event “no accident and repair after damage” the for all the bridges having “major
damage” belonging in the category concrete and being in any of the states 1, 2 or 3, and the relationship
that was defined between network use event “maximum speed restriction” and the societal event “no
accident and repair after damage” the for all the bridges having “minor damage” belonging in the
category concrete and being in state 4.
The relationships are built considering how the infrastructure events are related to the network use and
societal events. These relationships are illustrated in Figure H.4, Figure H.5, and Figure H.6. In these
figures, any possible relationship is illustrated with an arrow connecting two events of different type,
i.e. an infrastructure event with a network use event, or a network use event with a societal event. If
there are not arrows connecting two events, it means that it was considered that these is no possibility
these two events to occur together in one scenario. Further details on the relationships illustrated in
these figures can be found in section 5.2.3.4.3.
The scenarios that were analysed for each state of the bridges are shown in Table H.4. Regarding the
corrective interventions, it was assumed that an accident minor damage can lead to either just repair, or
renewal, while a severe damage can only lead to renewal. This means that it is assumed that Irish Rail
might decide to repair instead of completely rebuilding a bridge even though an accident has occurred
due to some minor bridge damage. This can be justified when various factors, for example, age,
maintenance history, resilience of the bridge, indicate that the repair is the suitable and cost effective
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corrective

intervention

to

mitigate

the

defects.

Figure H.4 Bridges: Relationships emanating from the infrastructure event "No damage"

Figure H.5 Bridges: Relationships emanating from the infrastructure event "Minor damage"

Figure H.6 Bridges: Relationships emanating from the infrastructure event "Severe damage"
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H.6

Determine models

In this step, the models to be used for the estimation of probabilities and consequences of each scenario
are defined. The explanation for how the probabilities of the scenarios are estimated by comparing the
content Table H.4 and the relationships from Figure H.4, Figure H.5, and Figure H.6.
Considering the relationships presented in previous section H.5, the number of scenarios determined
in section H.4 can be reduced from 54 to 15, as 39 scenarios have zero probability. In the table the
scenarios excluded from the analysis, because their probability is considered zero, are shown in grey.
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Infrastructure event

No damage

Minor damage

Severe damage

Probability given the state

Pnd/si

Pmd/si

Psd/si

Sum of probabilities

=1

Network use events

Normal use

Maximum
speed
restriction

Closure

Normal use

Maximum
speed
restriction

Closure

Normal use

Maximum
speed
restriction

Closure

Probability given the
infrastructure event

Pnu/nd

Pmsr/nd

Pcl/nd = 0

Pnu/md

Pmsr/md

Pcl/md

Pnu/sd

Pmsr/sd = 0

Pcl/sd

Sum of probabilities

=1

Societal events

=1

=1

Probabilities of societal events given the infrastructure and network use events (Scenarios no.)

No accident and no
corrective intervention

Pnanc/nu/nd = 1
(Sc1)

Pnanc/msr/nd = 0

Pnanc/c/nd = 0

Pnanc/nu/md = 0

Pnanc/msr/md = 0

Pnanc/c/md = 0

Pnanc/nu/sd = 0

Pnanc/msr/sd = 0

Pnanc/c/sd = 0

No accident and repair

Pnamic/nu/nd =
0

Pnamic/msr/nd = 0

Pnamic/c/nd = 0

Pnamic/nu/md
(Sc3)

Pnamic/msr/md
(Sc7)

Pnamic/c/md
(Sc11)

Pnamic/nu/sd = 0

Pnamic/msr/sd = 0

Pnamic/c/sd = 0

No accident and renewal
when the object is in state
4

Pnamac4/nu/nd =
0

Pnamac4/msr/nd = 1
(Sc2)

Pnamac4/c/nd
=0

Pnamac4/nu/
md = 0

Pnamac4/msr/
md = 0

Pnamac4/c/m
d=0

Pnamac4/nu/s
d=0

Pnamac4/msr/
sd = 0

Pnamac4/c/sd
=0

No accident and renewal

Pnamac/nu/nd =
0

Pnamac/msr/nd = 0

Pnamac/c/nd = 0

Pnamac/nu/md
(Sc4)

Pnamac/msr/md
(Sc8)

Pnamac/c/md
(Sc12)

Pnamac/nu/sd
(Sc13)

Pnamac/msr/sd = 0

Pnamac/c/sd = 1
(Sc15)

Accident and repair

Pamic/nu/nd = 0

Pamic/msr/nd = 0

Pamic/c/nd = 0

Pamic/nu/md
(Sc5)

Pamic/msr/md
(Sc9)

Pamic/c/md = 0

Pamic/nu/sd = 0

Pamic/msr/sd = 0

Pamic/c/sd = 0

Accident and renewal

Pamac/nu/nd =
0

Pamac/msr/nd = 0

Pamac/c/nd = 0

Pamac/nu/md
(Sc6)

Pamac/msr/md
(Sc10)

Pamac/c/md = 0

Pamac/nu/sd
(Sc14)

Pamac/msr/sd = 0

Pamac/c/sd = 0

Sum of probabilities

=1

=1

=0

=1

=1

=1

=1

=0

=1

Total no. of scenarios

15
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H.6.1 Probabilities of events
The probabilities of infrastructure events related to bridges (Table H.5), were estimated for each bridge
subcategory and state. Based on the states definition built for this analysis (see Table H.2) and it was
possible to develop the failure functions shown in Figure H.8, for the four states of the bridge and for
each bridge category, and then to estimate the probabilities of infrastructure events.
Table H.5 Bridges: Probabilities of infrastructure events category and state
Symbol
Concrete
Metal
Probabilities of infrastructure events related to state 1 (excellent state)
Probability of no damage
Pnd/s1
1.0E+00
1.0E+00
Probability of minor damage
Pmd/s1
1.7E-23
7.8E-41
Probability of severe damage
Psd/s1
1.7E-27
7.8E-45
Probabilities of infrastructure events related to state 2 (good state)
Probability of no damage
Pnd/s2
1.0E+00
1.0E+00
Probability of minor damage
Pmd/s2
1.6E-04
2.9E-04
Probability of severe damage
Psd/s2
1.6E-07
2.9E-07
Probabilities of infrastructure events related to state 3 (acceptable state)
Probability of no damage
Pnd/s3
1.0E+00
1.0E+00
Probability of minor damage
Pmd/s3
5.1E-04
4.8E-03
Probability of severe damage
Psd/s3
5.1E-06
4.8E-05
Probabilities of infrastructure events related to state 4 (poor state)
Probability of no damage
Pnd/s4
1.0E+00
9.5E-01
Probability of minor damage
Pmd/s4
2.3E-03
4.3E-02
Probability of severe damage
Psd/s4
2.3E-04
4.3E-03

Masonry
1.0E+00
3.7E-47
3.7E-51
1.0E+00
3.1E-09
3.1E-12
1.0E+00
2.6E-04
2.6E-06
1.0E+00
5.1E-04
5.1E-05

Figure H.7 Bridges: Probabilities of infrastructure events “minor damage” and “complete
damage” per state and bridge categories
The probabilities of network use events related to bridges, shown in Table H.6, were estimated for each
bridge category and state. The values were estimated considering the likelihood of detecting damages
during inspection, which will lead to the implementation of either maximum speed restriction or closure,
based on the bridge category. These estimations were based on the procedure that Irish Rail follows
once damage is detected. It was considered that the probabilities of the network use events given that
there is no damage are the same for the first three states, state 1, state 2 and state 3. If a bridge is in state
4, however, then Irish Rail sets maximum speed restriction and plans immediate renewal even before
any damage occurs.
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Figure H.8 Bridges: Fragility curves per category and state (for normalised Average Daily
Traffic, ADT)
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Table H.6 Bridges: Probabilities of network use events given the infrastructure events per
category and state
Symbol
Infrastructure
event

Network
event

No damage

Normal use
Maximum
speed
restriction
Normal use
Maximum
speed
restriction
Closure
Normal use
Maximum
speed
restriction
Closure
Network use
event
Normal use
Maximum
speed
restriction
Normal use
Maximum
speed
restriction
Closure
Normal use
Maximum
speed
restriction
Closure

Minor damage

Severe damage

Infrastructure
event
No damage

Minor damage

Severe damage

use

Pnu/nd/s1
Pmsr/nd/s1

Concrete
Metal
Masonry
Probabilities of network use events given an infrastructure
event related to state 1 (excellent), state 2 (good) and state 3
(acceptable)
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Pnu/md/s1
Pmsr/md/s1

0.70
0.30

0.80
0.20

0.90
0.10

Pc/md/s1
Pnu/sd/s1
Pmsr/sd/s1

0.00
0.60
0.00

0.00
0.60
0.00

0.00
0.60
0.00

Pc/sd/s1

0.40
0.40
0.40
Probabilities of infrastructure events related to state 4 (poor)

Pnu/nd/s4
Pmsr/nd/s4

0.00
1.00

0.00
1.00

0.00
1.00

Pnu/md/s4
Pmsr/md/s4

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

Pc/md/s4
Pnu/sd/s4
Pmsr/sd/s4

0.90
0.10
0.00

0.90
0.10
0.00

0.90
0.10
0.00

Pc/sd/s4

0.00

0.00

0.00

The probabilities of societal events related to bridges, shown in Table H.7, were estimated, for each
bridge category and state. The values were estimated based on the likelihood related to each corrective
intervention type and accident type, considering the preceding events in each scenario. These
estimations were based on Irish Rail intervention strategies once damage is detected, which was
considered independent of the state of the object before the damage, except in the case of state 4. For
example, there is the same probability that severe damage will lead to accident, if the bridge is in state
1, 2 or 3. However, this probability is different if the object is in state 4, as Irish Rail always implements
maximum speed restriction at this state for the all the bridges. It is also assumed that if damage occurs,
Irish Rail will always restore the damaged section. If the damage is minor then repair will be preferred,
while if the damage is severe, then always bridge renewal will take place.
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Table H.7. Bridges: Probabilities of societal events given the infrastructure and network use
events for states 1, 2, and 3 per category
Infrastructure
event
No damage

Network use
event
Normal use

Minor damage

Maximum
speed
restriction
Normal use

Maximum
speed
restriction

Closure

Severe damage

Normal use

Closure

Societal event

Symbol

Concrete

Metal

Masonry

No accident and no
corrective intervention
No accident and
renewal when the
object is in state 4
No accident and repair
No accident and
renewal
Accident and repair
Accident and renewal
No accident and repair
No accident and
renewal
Accident and repair
Accident and renewal
No accident and repair
No accident and
renewal
No accident and
renewal
Accident and renewal
No accident and
renewal

Pnanc/nu/nd/s1

1.00

1.00

1.00

Pnamac4/msr/nd/s1

0.00

0.00

0.00

Pnamic/nu/md/s1
Pnamac/nu/md/s1

0.77
0.00

0.69
0.00

0.75
0.00

Pamic/nu/md/s1
Pamac/nu/md/s1
Pnamic/msr/md/s1
Pnamac/msr/md/s1

0.15
0.08
0.87
0.00

0.28
0.03
0.82
0.00

0.23
0.02
0.90
0.00

Pamic/nu/md/s1
Pamac/msr/md/s1
Pnamic/c/md/s1
Pnamac/c/md/s1

0.09
0.04
1.00
0.00

0.16
0.02
1.00
0.00

0.09
0.01
1.00
0.00

Pnamac/nu/sd/s1

0.20

0.20

0.20

Pamac/c/sd/s1
Pnamac/nu/nd/s1

0.80
1.00

0.80
1.00

0.80
1.00
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Table H.8 Bridges: Probabilities of societal events given the infrastructure and network use
events for state 4 per category
Infrastructure
event
No damage

Network use
event
Normal use

Minor damage

Maximum
speed
restriction
Normal use

Maximum
speed
restriction

Closure

Severe damage

Normal use

Closure

Societal event

Symbol

Concrete

Metal

Masonry

No accident and no
corrective intervention
No accident and
renewal when the
object is in state 4
No accident and repair
No accident and
renewal
Accident and repair
Accident and renewal
No accident and repair
No accident and
renewal
Accident and repair
Accident and renewal
No accident and repair
No accident and
renewal
No accident and
renewal
Accident and renewal
No accident and
renewal

Pnanc/nu/nd/s4

0.00

0.00

0.00

Pnamac4/msr/nd/s4

1.00

1.00

1.00

Pnamic/nu/md/s4
Pnamac/nu/md/s4

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

Pamic/nu/md/s4
Pamac/nu/md/s4
Pnamic/msr/md/s4
Pnamac/msr/md/s4

0.00
0.00
0.32
0.55

0.00
0.00
0.22
0.60

0.00
0.00
0.40
0.50

Pamic/nu/md/s4
Pamac/msr/md/s4
Pnamic/c/md/s4
Pnamac/c/md/s4

0.09
0.04
0.20
0.80

0.16
0.02
0.20
0.80

0.09
0.01
0.20
0.80

Pnamac/nu/sd/s4

0.00

0.00

0.00

Pamac/c/sd/s4
Pnamac/nu/nd/s4

0.00
1.00

0.00
1.00

0.00
1.00

H.6.2 Probabilities of scenarios
The probabilities related to the 15 scenarios, (Table H.4), for each bridge category and state, were
estimated by multiplying the probabilities related to the chain of the infrastructure, network use, and
societal events. The probabilities related to all four possible states are shown in Figure H.9 for each
bridge category. For example, for metal bridges and state 4, there is a probability equal to:
















zero related to scenario 1, Sc1, i.e. no damage, normal use, no accident and no corrective
intervention,
0.95 probability related to Sc2,
zero probability related to Sc3,
zero probability related to Sc4,
zero probability related to Sc5,
zero probability related to Sc6,
0.0086 probability related to Sc7,
0.023 probability related to Sc8,
0.0064 probability related to Sc9,
0.00064 probability related to Sc10,
0.00087 probability related to Sc11,
0.0035 probability related to Sc12,
zero probability related to Sc13,
zero probability related to Sc14, and
0.0043 probability related to Sc15.
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The sum of the probabilities of all the scenarios for each subcategory and state, i.e. of each column of
the table, must be equal to one.
1.0

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.0

Sc15
Sc14
Sc13
Sc12
Sc11
Sc10
Sc9
Sc8
Sc7
Sc6
Sc5
Sc4
Sc3
Sc2
Sc1

Concret Concret Concret Concret
Mansor Mansor Mansor Mansor
Metal - Metal - Metal - Metal e - state e - state e - state e - state
y - state y - state y - state y - state
state 1 state 2 state 3 state 4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
6.9E-28 6.6E-08 2.1E-06 2.3E-04 3.1E-45 1.1E-07 1.9E-05 4.3E-03 1.5E-51 1.2E-12 1.0E-06 5.1E-05
8.3E-28 7.9E-08 2.5E-06 0.0E+00 3.7E-45 1.4E-07 2.3E-05 0.0E+00 1.8E-51 1.5E-12 1.3E-06 0.0E+00
2.1E-28 2.0E-08 6.2E-07 0.0E+00 9.3E-46 3.4E-08 5.8E-06 0.0E+00 4.4E-52 3.7E-13 3.1E-07 0.0E+00
0.0E+000.0E+000.0E+00 1.9E-04 0.0E+000.0E+000.0E+00 3.5E-03 0.0E+000.0E+000.0E+00 4.1E-05
0.0E+000.0E+000.0E+00 4.7E-05 0.0E+000.0E+000.0E+00 8.7E-04 0.0E+000.0E+000.0E+00 1.0E-05
2.2E-25 2.1E-06 6.7E-06 9.1E-05 2.6E-43 9.4E-07 1.6E-05 6.4E-04 3.3E-50 2.8E-12 2.4E-07 4.1E-06
4.5E-25 4.3E-06 1.3E-05 1.8E-04 2.6E-42 9.4E-06 1.6E-04 6.4E-03 3.3E-49 2.8E-11 2.4E-06 4.1E-05
0.0E+000.0E+000.0E+00 1.2E-03 0.0E+000.0E+000.0E+00 2.3E-02 0.0E+000.0E+000.0E+00 2.3E-04
4.5E-24 4.3E-05 1.3E-04 6.7E-04 1.3E-41 4.7E-05 7.9E-04 8.6E-03 3.3E-48 2.8E-10 2.4E-05 1.8E-04
9.3E-25 8.8E-06 2.8E-05 0.0E+00 2.1E-42 7.9E-06 1.3E-04 0.0E+00 7.5E-49 6.3E-11 5.3E-06 0.0E+00
1.9E-24 1.8E-05 5.5E-05 0.0E+00 1.7E-41 6.3E-05 1.1E-03 0.0E+00 7.5E-48 6.3E-10 5.3E-05 0.0E+00
0.0E+000.0E+000.0E+000.0E+000.0E+000.0E+000.0E+000.0E+000.0E+000.0E+000.0E+000.0E+00
9.3E-24 8.8E-05 2.8E-04 0.0E+00 4.3E-41 1.6E-04 2.7E-03 0.0E+00 2.5E-47 2.1E-09 1.8E-04 0.0E+00
0.0E+000.0E+000.0E+001.0E+000.0E+000.0E+000.0E+00 9.5E-01 0.0E+000.0E+000.0E+001.0E+00
1.0E+001.0E+001.0E+000.0E+001.0E+001.0E+001.0E+000.0E+001.0E+001.0E+001.0E+000.0E+00

Figure H.9 Bridges: Probabilities of the scenarios per state and category
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H.6.3 Value of societal events
Along with the probabilities of the scenarios, cost categories for the bridge model were defined, shown
in Table H.9.
Table H.9. Bridges: Societal events and the associated cost categories
Societal events
No additional event
No accident and
repair
No accident and
renewal when the
object is in state 4
No accident and
renewal

Cost
categories
C_A

Cost categories for Irish Rail

Cost categories for passengers

No additional cost

No additional cost

C_B

Cost of bridge repair as
corrective intervention after
damage
Cost of bridge renewal as
corrective intervention without
damage
Cost of bridge renewal as
corrective intervention after
damage
Accident cost for Irish Rail
(including structural
escalation) plus bridge repair
cost
Accident cost for Irish Rail
(including structural
escalation) plus bridge renewal
cost

Delay until and due to bridge repair
as corrective intervention after
damage
Delay until and due to bridge
renewal as corrective intervention
without damage
Delay until and due to bridge
renewal as corrective intervention
after damage
Accident cost for passengers
(including secondary escalation)
and delay until and due to bridge
repair
Accident cost for passengers
(including secondary escalation)
and delay until and due to bridge
renewal

C_C

C_D

C_E
Accident and repair
C_F
Accident and
renewal

For each of the six societal event defined for the bridges shown in Table H.9, a cost category is
defined, as explained in section 5.2.4, for the general model. To compute the costs of each cost
category, unit values associated with each cost types were selected. They are given in Table
H.10, for the variable cost types, and in
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Table H.11 and Table H.12, for the fixed cost types.
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Table H.10 Bridges: Unit cost for each variable cost type
Stakeholder

Cost
Symbol
Description
types
Variable costs (per m2 of deck surface area)
Irish Rail
(infrastructure
owner)

Passengers
(infrastructure
users)

Cost value (in
euros)

Cost value (in euros)
Concrete

Metal

Masonry

1’000

3’000

1’000

7’000

5’000

8’000

Corrective intervention costs
Variable
c_v/mic
Cost of repair one square meter
repair
of deck surface area
cost
Variable
c_v/mac Cost of renewing one square
renewal
meter of deck surface area
cost
Delay costs during corrective interventions
Delay
during
repair

c_d/mi1c

Delay
during
renewal

c_d/mac

Delay cost related to the duration
of traffic disruption in minutes
due to execution of repair on one
square meter of deck surface area
Delay cost related to the duration
of traffic disruption in minutes
due to execution of renewal on
one square meter of deck surface
area

0.7/min and m2

37.1//min and m2
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Table H.11 Bridges: Unit cost for each fixed cost type (1/2)
Stakeholder

Cost
types

Symbol

Description

Cost
value (in
euros)

Fixed costs (per bridge)
Irish Rail
(infrastructure
owner)

Passengers
(infrastructure
users)

Cost value (in euros)

Concrete

Metal

Masonry

Cost due to failure
Cost after C_md/mic
Cost occurring after a
a minor
minor damage to prepare
damage
the site for repair
and until
repair
Cost after C_md/mac
Cost occurring after a
a minor
minor damage to prepare
damage
the site for renewal
and until
renewal
Cost after C_sd/mac
Cost occurring after a
a severe
major damage to prepare
damage
the site for renewal
and until
a renewal
Delay costs until corrective intervention starts
Until a
repair
after
minor
damage
Until a
renewal
after
minor
damage
Until
a
renewal
after
severe
damage

100’000

100’000

150’000

500’000

300’000

400’000

1’000’000

800’000

1’000’000

C_dmd/mic

Delay cost related to the
time between minor
damage and until repair
is started (ten hours)

5.1/min

C_dmd/mac

Delay cost related to the
time between minor
damage and until a
renewal is started (five
days)
Delay cost related to the
time between severe
damage and until renewal
is started (seven days)

61.8/min

C_dsd/mac

86.5/min
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Table H.12 Bridges: Unit cost for each fixed cost type (2/2)
Stakeholder

Cost types

Symbol

Description

Cost value
(in euros)

Fixed costs (per bridge)
Irish Rail
(infrastructure
owner)

Passengers
(infrastructure
users)

H.6.4

Cost value (in euros)
Concrete

Metal

Masonry

Accident costs related to Irish Rail
Cost related to the owner due
to an accident
Structural
C_as/md Cost due to damages of
escalation
adjacent structures after an
costs due to
accident due to minor
minor damage
damage
Structural
C_as/sd
Cost due to damages of
escalation
adjacent structures after an
costs due to
accident
due
complete
severe damage
damage
Accident costs related to the passengers

10’00’000

Passenger
accident costs

C_ap

50’000’000

Secondary
escalation
costs due to
minor damage
Secondary
escalation
costs due to
severe damage

C_a2/md

Cost
related
to
the
passengers due to an
accident
Cost due to secondary
collision after an accident
due to minor damage
Cost due to secondary
collision after an accident
due complete damage

10’000’000

Accident costs

C_aIR

C_a2/sd

1’000’000

50’000’000

500’000

Costs of scenarios

Using these unit costs and the surface deck area of the bridges, the costs related to each scenario were
estimated. The equations used to estimate the costs are shown in Table H.13. As it can be seen from the
equations, the costs related to some scenarios are the same. More specifically:






C_Sc3 = C_Sc7 = C_Sc11
C_Sc4 = C_Sc8 = C_Sc12
C_Sc5 = C_Sc9
C_Sc6 = C_Sc10
C_Sc13 = C_Sc15

This is because the difference between some scenarios in the definition of the network use events affect
the probabilities of occurrence of the scenario but not the costs of the scenario if it occurs, e.g. Sc3, Sc7
and Sc11, which all three have the infrastructure event “minor damage” but scenario Sc3 has the
network use event “normal use” and scenario Sc7 has the network use event “maximum speed
restriction”, and scenario Sc11 has the network use “closure” then all three have the societal use event
“no accident and repair after damage”, These three have the same costs if they occur but they do not
have the same probability of occurrence.
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The surface area of the deck of the bridges is given in Table H.1 and the delay minutes per object are
given in section Annex A. The cost related to each scenario for each bridge are given in Table H.14 and
Table H.12.
Table H.13 Bridges: Equations to estimate risks per scenario
Scenario Equation
Sc1
Sc2
Sc3
Sc4
Sc5
Sc6
Sc7
Sc8
Sc9
Sc10
Sc11
Sc12
Sc13
Sc14
Sc15

C_Sc1 = 0
C_Sc_2 = (c_v/mac + c_d/mac) × surface deck area
C_Sc_3.1 = (c_v/mic + c_d/mi) × surface deck area + C_md/mi + C_dmd/mi × delay minutes
C_Sc4 = (c_v/mac + c_d/mac) × surface deck area + C_md/mac + C_dmd/mac × delay minutes
C_Sc5 = (c_v/mic + c_d/mic) × surface deck area + C_md/mic + C_dmd/mic × delay minutes +
C_aIR + C_as/md + C_ap + C_a2/md
C_Sc6 = (c_v/mac + c_d/mac) × surface deck area + C_md/mac + C_dmd/mac × delay minutes +
C_aIR + C_as/md + C_ap + C_a2/md
C_Sc7.1 = (c_v/mi + c_d/mi) × surface deck area + C_md/mi + C_dmd/mi × delay minutes
C_Sc8 = (c_v/mac + c_d/mac) × surface deck area + C_md/mac + C_dmd/mac × delay minutes
C_Sc9 = (c_v/mic + c_d/mic ) × surface deck area + C_md/mic + C_dmd/mic × delay minutes +
C_aIR + C_as/md + C_ap + C_a2/md
C_Sc10 = (c_v/mac + c_d/mac) × surface deck area + C_md/mac + C_dmd/mac × delay minutes
+ C_aIR + C_as/md + C_ap + C_a2/md
C_Sc_11.1 = (c_v/mi + c_d/mi) × surface deck area + C_md/mi + C_dmd/mi × delay minutes
C_Sc12 = (c_v/mac + c_d/mac) × surface deck area + C_md/mac + C_dmd/mac × delay minutes
C_Sc13 = (c_v/mac + c_d/mac) × surface deck area + C_sd/mac + C_dsd/mac × delay minutes
C_Sc14 = (c_v/mac + c_d/mac) × surface deck area + C_sd/mac + C_dsd/mac × delay minutes +
C_aIR + C_as/sd + C_ap + C_a2/sd
C_Sc15 = (c_v/mac + c_d/mac) × surface deck area + C_sd/mac + C_dsd/mac × delay minutes
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Table H.14 Bridges: Cost per scenario (1/2)
Bridge id

C_Sc1

C_Sc2

C_Sc3

C-Sc4

C_Sc5

C_Sc6

C_Sc13

C_Sc14

UBLL38

0

175'155'590

36'683'243

1'295'552'866

101'251'795

1'357'269'834

1'297'246'079

1'622'269'834

UBLL38A

0

278'286'968

55'116'626

2'034'918'744

119'135'178

2'096'035'712

2'036'711'957

2'351'535'712

UBLL39

0

114'337'677

24'095'814

846'848'063

85'164'366

905'065'031

848'541'276

1'013'565'031

UBLL39A

0

77'846'929

16'543'357

577'625'181

77'611'909

635'842'149

579'318'393

744'342'149

UBLL39B

0

91'711'564

25'540'095

672'890'907

86'558'647

731'007'875

674'684'120

839'507'875

UBLL40

0

40'529'057

11'975'095

302'299'913

73'043'647

360'516'881

303'993'126

469'016'881

UBLL40A

0

41'028'857

11'691'895

302'899'713

72'710'447

361'016'681

304'692'926

469'516'681

UBLL41

0

85'145'079

24'682'808

631'469'757

85'751'360

689'686'725

633'162'970

798'186'725

UBLL41A

0

121'635'826

35'076'248

900'692'639

96'144'800

958'909'607

902'385'852

1'067'409'607

UBLL42

0

60'817'913

17'753'848

451'987'836

78'822'400

510'204'804

453'681'048

618'704'804

UBLL42A

0

86'195'079

24'032'808

632'619'757

85'051'360

690'736'725

634'412'970

799'236'725

UBLL43

0

343'013'031

98'129'785

2'533'978'124

159'198'337

2'592'195'092

2'535'671'337

2'700'695'092

UBLL44A

0

121'635'826

35'076'248

900'692'639

96'144'800

958'909'607

902'385'852

1'067'409'607

UBLL44B

0

109'472'244

31'611'768

810'951'679

92'680'320

869'168'646

812'644'891

977'668'646

UBLL44C

0

97'308'661

28'147'288

721'210'718

89'215'840

779'427'686

722'903'931

887'927'686

UBLL44D

0

157'613'858

43'546'792

1'153'987'329

107'565'344

1'215'104'297

1'155'780'542

1'470'604'297

UBLL45

0

55'952'480

16'368'056

416'091'451

80'436'608

477'308'419

417'784'664

732'808'419

UBLL46

0

55'952'480

16'368'056

416'091'451

80'436'608

477'308'419

417'784'664

732'808'419

UBLL46A

0

236'420'787

65'079'465

1'729'289'478

129'098'017

1'790'406'446

1'731'082'691

2'045'906'446

UBLL47

0

77'618'645

22'523'753

575'477'529

83'593'542

633'705'625

577'166'291

742'205'625

UBLL47A

0

147'334'959

40'705'602

1'078'057'451

101'725'391

1'136'185'547

1'079'846'213

1'244'685'547

UBLL48

0

80'044'227

23'214'176

593'358'955

84'283'965

651'587'051

595'047'717

760'087'051

UBLL48A

0

112'956'802

31'319'678

827'297'490

92'339'466

885'425'586

829'086'252

993'925'586

UBLL49

0

109'151'219

31'499'255

807'936'065

92'569'043

866'164'160

809'624'826

974'664'160

UBLL49A

0

159'612'872

44'057'718

1'167'614'580

105'077'507

1'225'742'676

1'169'403'342

1'334'242'676

UBLL50

0

174'641'951

50'140'680

1'290'734'561

111'210'469

1'348'962'656

1'292'423'322

1'457'462'656

UBLL51

0

65'490'731

19'071'637

486'070'400

83'141'426

547'298'496

487'759'162

802'798'496

UBR51A

0

185'557'072

53'247'585

1'371'200'977

117'317'373

1'432'429'072

1'372'889'738

1'687'929'072

UBR51B

0

47'051'187

9'679'444

347'275'279

73'749'232

408'303'375

348'964'041

663'803'375

UBR52

0

27'011'409

7'854'867

200'397'588

71'874'655

261'525'684

202'186'350

517'025'684

UBR52A

0

39'209'322

8'137'905

289'974'717

72'207'693

351'002'813

291'663'479

606'502'813

UBR52B

0

58'813'984

11'991'752

433'226'123

76'061'540

494'254'219

434'914'885

749'754'219
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Table H.15 Bridges: Cost per scenario (2/2)
Bridge id

C_Sc1

C_Sc2

C_Sc3

C-Sc4

C_Sc5

C_Sc6

C_Sc13

C_Sc14

UBR53

0

55'675'568

16'744'303

437'712'796

77'862'170

496'723'600

439'148'474

605'223'600

UBR54

0

55'675'568

16'744'303

437'712'796

78'362'170

497'223'600

439'148'474

615'223'600

UBR55

0

21'947'470

6'832'148

174'055'601

68'450'015

233'566'405

175'491'279

351'566'405

UBR56

0

68'585'845

20'538'430

538'634'210

82'156'297

598'145'014

540'069'889

716'145'014

UBR57

0

30'177'772

9'250'904

238'393'002

70'868'771

297'903'806

239'828'681

415'903'806

UBR57A

0

30'177'772

9'250'904

238'393'002

73'868'771

300'903'806

239'828'681

565'903'806

UBR58

0

41'151'507

12'475'911

324'176'205

77'093'778

386'687'009

325'611'883

651'687'009

H.7

Estimate risks

Both the risks conditional on of the four states and the risks related to the current state of the bridges
were estimated. The first is described in section H.7.1 and the latter in section A.1.1.
H.7.1 Risks conditional on state
Using the probabilities and costs of the scenarios (Figure H.9 and Table H.14), the risks related to each
object in each state was estimated. The risks are shown in Table H.16.
and in Figure H.10, for state 1, in Figure H.11, for state 2, in Figure H.12, for state 3, and in Figure
H.13, for state 4. Clearly, the risks are significantly higher in state 4 compared to the rest of the states.
This is not only because the probability of failure related to the first three states is in a very small scale
compared to the probability of failure related to state 4, but also because the intervention strategy
requires that a maximum speed restriction be implemented in this state until a renewal intervention is
executed, unless an accident occurs first. This means that the high costs associated to renewal are
multiplied with relatively high probabilities of this intervention being executed in this state, resulting
in high risks.
The bridge section with the highest risks in any state is UBLL43, which is also the largest in the network
(1410m2 surface deck area).
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Table H.16 Bridges: Risks conditional on state
Serial no.
UBLL38

State 1 (excellent)
0

State 2 (good)
27'340

State 3 (acceptable)
521'126

State 4 (poor)
209'070'161

UBLL38A

0

0

34'932

278'810'082

UBLL39

0

19'428

365'771

136'649'860

UBLL39A

0

14'865

277'646

93'212'437

UBLL39B

0

0

15'914

91'888'313

UBLL40

0

11'077

202'233

48'840'335

UBLL40A

0

0

9'363

41'110'183

UBLL41

0

17'622

326'172

102'004'759

UBLL41A

0

22'975

427'540

145'487'113

UBLL42

0

14'053

258'594

73'016'524

UBLL42A

0

0

15'201

86'361'442

UBLL43

0

55'449

1'042'506

409'280'059

UBLL44A

0

22'975

427'540

145'487'113

UBLL44B

0

21'190

393'751

130'992'995

UBLL44C

0

19'406

359'962

116'498'877

UBLL44D

0

0

24'802

157'914'823

UBLL45

0

13'605

252'644

67'239'959

UBLL46

0

13'605

252'644

67'239'959

UBLL46A

0

0

34'988

236'870'127

UBLL47

0

16'509

305'105

93'021'275

UBLL47A

0

0

23'088

147'616'136

UBLL48

0

16'865

311'838

95'911'141

UBLL48A

0

0

18'648

113'173'321

UBLL49

0

21'132

392'637

130'589'536

UBLL49A

0

0

24'673

159'917'141

UBLL50

0

30'732

574'434

208'615'924

UBLL51

0

14'997

279'005

78'593'026

UBR51A

0

32'598

612'299

221'641'404

UBR51B

0

7'448

25'607

47'534'777

UBR52

0

0

7'919

27'066'421

UBR52A

0

6'574

22'608

39'616'282

UBR52B

0

8'759

30'104

59'412'521

UBR53

0

0

11'763

55'793'802

UBR54

0

0

11'806

55'793'825

UBR55

0

0

7'126

21'996'374

UBR56

0

0

13'597

68'730'648

UBR57

0

0

8'268

30'243'599

UBR57A

0

0

8'639

30'243'736

UBR58

0

0

10'161

41'240'035
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Figure H.10 Bridges: Risks per bridge in state 1
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Figure H.11 Bridges: Risks per bridge in state 2
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Figure H.12 Bridges: Risks per bridge in state 3
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Figure H.13 Bridges: Risks per bridge in state 4
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H.7.2 Risks
Of course the bridges are not in all states at once, and as the current state of the bridges are known in
this example, the risks, taking into consideration the state of the object, can be estimated. The risks per
bridge are shown in Figure H.13. The bridge with the highest current risks is UBR51A, which is
currently in state 4, while many bridges have risks almost equal to zero, for example UBLL38A.
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Table H.17 Bridges: Risks
Serial no.
UBLL38

Current state
2 - good

UBLL38A

2 - good

0

UBLL39

2 - good

19'428

UBLL39A

2 - good

14'865

UBLL39B

2 - good

0

UBLL40

2 - good

11'077

UBLL40A

2 - good

0

UBLL41

2 - good

17'622

UBLL41A

2 - good

22'975

UBLL42

2 - good

14'053

UBLL42A

2 - good

0

UBLL43

2 - good

55'449

UBLL44A

2 - good

22'975

UBLL44B

2 - good

21'190

UBLL44C

2 - good

19'406

UBLL44D

4 - poor

157'898'575

UBLL45

2 - good

13'605

UBLL46

2 - good

13'605

UBLL46A

2 - good

0

UBLL47

2 - good

16'509

UBLL47A

2 - good

0

UBLL48

2 - good

16'865

UBLL48A

2 - good

0

UBLL49

2 - good

21'132

UBLL49A

2 - good

0

UBLL50

2 - good

30'732

UBLL51

2 - good

14'997

UBR51A

4 - poor

220'637'490

UBR51B

2 - good

7'448

UBR52

2 - good

0

UBR52A

1 - excellent

0

UBR52B

1 - excellent

0

UBR53

2 - good

0

UBR54

2 - good

0

UBR55

2 - good

0

UBR56

3 - acceptable

UBR57

2 - good

0

UBR57A

4 - poor

30'240'642

UBR58

2 - good

0

SUM

Current risks in euros
27'340

13'597

410'194'835
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H.8

Evaluate risks

The risks can be evaluated for the bridges and for the whole examined network. In this section, the
evaluation of risks related to the bridges is presented, while the evaluation of risks for the network is
described in section 5.2.5.
H.8.1 Evaluation of risk assessment process
The risks related to the bridges were estimated for low and high estimates of probabilities and
consequences. The impact in the risks of the variation of the probabilities of failure was examined using
high, i.e. increased by 4%, and low, i.e. decreased by 4% estimates of probabilities of failure. It was
consider reasonable to evaluate the process using variations of probabilities of failure as this factor is
usually related to high uncertainty. The impact in the risks of the variation of consequences was also
examined using high, i.e. increased by 4%, and low, decreased by 4%, estimates of the costs related to
both failures, delays and accidents. These costs are usually associated with high uncertainty and
therefore, it was considered appropriate for this analysis.
The estimation of risks considering high estimates is presented in Table H.18 and Table H.19. Clearly,
the variation in costs and in the probabilities of failures does not affect significantly the results. This
can be explained as there are bridges whose current state is related to very high risks compared to the
majority of the bridges in the network that are related to rather small risks in their current state.
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Table H.18 Bridges: Evaluation of risks for high and low estimates of probabilities and consequences (1/2)
Risks in euros
Serial no.

Current
state

UBLL38

2 - good

UBLL38A

2 - good

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

UBLL39

2 - good

19'428

20'205

20'189

20'996

18'651

18'668

17'921

UBLL39A

2 - good

14'865

15'460

15'449

16'067

14'271

14'282

13'711

UBLL39B

2 - good

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

UBLL40

2 - good

11'077

11'520

11'514

11'975

10'634

10'640

10'214

UBLL40A

2 - good

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

UBLL41

2 - good

17'622

18'327

18'314

19'047

16'917

16'929

16'252

UBLL41A

2 - good

22'975

23'894

23'876

24'831

22'056

22'073

21'190

UBLL42

2 - good

14'053

14'615

14'606

15'191

13'491

13'500

12'960

UBLL42A

2 - good

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

UBLL43

2 - good

55'449

57'667

57'618

59'922

53'231

53'281

51'150

UBLL44A

2 - good

22'975

23'894

23'876

24'831

22'056

22'073

21'190

UBLL44B

2 - good

21'190

22'038

22'022

22'903

20'343

20'359

19'544

UBLL44C

2 - good

19'406

20'182

20'168

20'975

18'630

18'644

17'898

UBLL44D

4 - poor

157'898'575

157'909'964

157'913'437

157'925'420

157'887'186

157'883'713

157'872'918

UBLL45

2 - good

13'605

14'149

14'141

14'707

13'061

13'069

12'546

UBLL46

2 - good

13'605

14'149

14'141

14'707

13'061

13'069

12'546

UBLL46A

2 - good

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

UBLL47

2 - good

16'509

17'170

17'158

17'845

15'849

15'860

15'226

UBLL47A

2 - good

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

UBLL48

2 - good

16'865

17'540

17'528

18'229

16'190

16'202

15'554

UBLL48A

2 - good

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Current risks in
euros (mean
estimates)
27'340

High estimates of
probabilities

High estimates of
consequences

High estimates of
risk

28'434

28'409

29'545

Low estimates of
probabilities
26'247

Low estimates of
consequences
26'272

Low estimates of
risk
25'221
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Table H.19 Bridges: Evaluation of risks for high and low estimates of probabilities and consequences (2/2)
Risk in euros
Serial no.

Current
state

Current risks in
euros (mean
estimates)
21'132

High estimates of
probabilities

High estimates of
consequences

High estimates of
risk

Low estimates of
probabilities

Low estimates of
consequences

Low estimates of
risk

21'977

21'961

22'840

20'286

20'302

19'490

UBLL49

2 - good

UBLL49A

2 - good

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

UBLL50

2 - good

30'732

31'961

31'936

33'213

29'503

29'528

28'347

UBLL51

2 - good

14'997

15'597

15'587

16'211

14'397

14'407

13'830

UBR51A

4 - poor

220'637'490

222'040'707

222'387'960

223'861'195

219'234'273

218'887'020

217'553'822

UBR51B

2 - good

7'448

7'746

7'744

8'054

7'150

7'152

6'866

UBR52

2 - good

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

UBR53

1excellent
1excellent
2 - good

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

UBR54

2 - good

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

UBR55

2 - good

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

13'597

14'141

14'135

14'700

13'053

13'058

12'536

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

30'240'642

30'243'157

30'243'815

30'246'457

30'238'128

30'237'470

30'235'082

UBR52A
UBR52B

UBR57

3acceptable
2 - good

UBR57A

4 - poor

UBR56

2 - good
UBR58
SUM (from Table H.18
and Table H.19)
Difference from mean
estimates (from Table
H.18 and Table H.19)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

410'194'835

410'604'495

410'955'588

412'459'864

407'738'665

407'387'572

406'026'017

0%

0%

0%

1%

0%

0%

-1%
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Annex I Estimation of delays
For the estimation of the delays, the traffic flow model (Aksentijevic et al. 2017) was used. First, the
network was divided into segments based on the signalling map (see signals on Figure I.1). Then the
traffic volume for each segment was determined for both weekdays and weekends, considering peak
and off-peak hours based on the actual timetable, i.e. number of trains passing during peak and off-peak
hours and during the weekdays and the weekends.
The number of passengers per train was estimated based on the traffic volume of the most significant
station in the analysed network, the Dublin Pearse station, while 1/3 of its volume was considered as
traffic through the station. The number of trains and passengers are shown in Table I.1.
Table I.1 Estimation of passengers per train
Total
87’869

Peak
33’500

Off-peak
54’369

Total passengers per year (based on Dublin
Pearse station)
Enter and exit Dublin Pearse (2/3)

14’352’536

9’329’148

5’023’388

10’764’402

6’996’861

3’767’541

Traffic passing through Dublin Pearse
through traffic (1/3)
Average passengers load per train:

3’588’134

2’332’287

1’255’847

278.5

92.4

Trains per year

Based on these values and on expert option, given the signalling map and the timetable, it was possible
to identify which segments of the network will be influenced by i) complete closure, ii) partial closure,
iii) partial closure and maximum speed restriction, iv) maximum speed restriction for each segment of
the network. The traffic influenced by these disruptions of the service can be divided in two groups, trip
that will be delayed and trips that will be cancelled. For the delayed trips, the time of delay was
estimated, while for the cancelled trips a delay of 30 minutes was considered for all the affected
passengers.
It is important to note that for the example network it was found that there will be no delays for partial
closure and maximum speed restriction and for maximum speed restriction for the entire segment. This
is due to the high capacity of the network and comfortable headways in the timetable. The maximum
speed restriction, therefore, does not cause any additional cost related to the delays for this particular
network.
As the total passenger delay minutes vary depending on when the traffic will be interrupted, i.e.
weekday or weekend, for the risk assessment it was assumed that there is 70% probability the failure
and therefore the traffic disruption to affect the weekday traffic and 30% probability to affect the
weekend traffic. Moreover, it was considered failures and interventions related to different object
categories will either lead to closure of both track section or of only one-track section. Failures and
interventions related to all the bridges were considered to lead to complete closure of both track sections,
while failures and intervention related to tracks and switches lead to single-track closure. This is a
reasonable assumption, as during the assessment of the risks only single object failures were considered.
The total passenger delay minutes considered for each object are shown in Figure I.1, for weekdays and
weekends. For example, if a failure related to the bridge UBLL38 occurs, the total delay minutes per
hour of traffic disruption will be D = 0.7× weekday delay minutes + 0.3 × weekend delay minutes =
0.7×80’966+0.3×25’716, according to the graph. As explained before, the delay minutes considered for
the bridge are different to the ones considered for the switches and track that are in the same area. For
example, for the adjacent to bridge UBLL38, track IN-PS2CY-DR, and switch LL167, it was considered
weekday delay minutes equal to 36’179 and weekend delay minutes equal to 4’735, as the failure and
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intervention of these objects was assumed to affect only one track, and therefore the delay minutes are
less.
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Figure I.1 Total passenger delay minutes for each object per hour of closure
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